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Introduction 

APING 

This booklet explains how to configure APPC and APP:\" on the following plat
forms: 

• :\"etworking Sen·ices.'DOS 

• OS.'2 

• AIX 

• V\1 

• CICS 

• \1\,S 

• ASj400 

(See the individual chapters for details on product versions and prerequisites.) 

To configure APPC on different kinds of computers you need to know multiple, 
\'arying configuration methods. Terminology varies from one type of computer to 
another. There is a set of values that needs to match between two computers that 
want to communicate. 

TIllS guide is designed to do three things: 

I. Describe the steps needed to configure APPC. 

'1 Explicitly state \>,:hich values in one computer's configuration need to match 
values in a partner computer's configuration. 

3. Separate the terminology differences between computers by mapping to a set of 
standard terms, and confining platform-specific terms to the section that 
describes that platform. 

This guide is not a tutorial on APPC or APP:\' concepts, although some APPC and 
APP:\" terms are introduced in tills first section. It is also not a network design 
tutorial. A good introduction to APPC and APP~ concepts is provided in two 
publications: Xctll'orking with APP]\'.· An Overvie"w, G325-0204-00 and Communi
cating with APPC and CP/-C: A Technical Overview, 
G325·0202-00. Both are available from 18\1. 

To keep things simple, configuration for a token-ring Local Area :\'etwork is explic
itly presented in tills booklet. The information here should help you configure other 
types of networks, but additional information from the platform's installation guide 
may be necessary in those cases. 

This guide uses a widely available APPC program called API:\"G in the configura
tion examples. API:\"G is a small program that sends data across a network and 
receivcs some data back. API:\"G is used to test connectivity betwcen two machines 
on a network, and to provide diagnostic information when APPC communications 
fail. API:\"G is shipped as a sample program with ;\etworking Sen'ices.DOS and 
Communications \lanager!2. It is also available on several bulletin boards: 
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• CompuServe 

There is an APPC Info Exchange area on CompuServe (type GO APPC to 
access it when in CompuServe). In the Library section, there are several pack
ages related to API:\"G: 

API:\"G.ZIP - The OS/2 API:\"G executables, C source code, and makeflles 
for many platforms. 

API:\"GS.ZIP - The C source portion of the API:\"G.ZIP package. 

P:\"GFA:\LZIP - The executables from the API:\"G.ZIP package. 

API:\"GC.ZIP - the CICS COBOL source for the API::'\GD server. 

• :\1KTTOOLS 

:\1KTTOOLS is an IB:\1-intemal bulletin board containing packages that can 
be distributed to customers. IB:\1 marketing reps and SE's have access to this 
bulletin board and can request packages from it. The packages related to 
API:\"G are: 

API:\"G PACKAGE: The OS/2 API:\"G executables, C source code, and 
makeflles for many platforms. 

API~GCIC PACKAGE: the CICS COBOL source for the API~GD 
server . 

• OS2BBS 

The OS2BBS is a bulletin board accessible through IB:\1 Information l"etwork. 
The API:\"G package is available on. the OS2BBS. 

- API:\"G.ZIP: The OSi2 API:\"G executables, C source code, and makeflles 
for many platforms. 

The API:\"G package consists of a client program, API:\"G, and a server program 
API:\"GD. We recommend that you obtain API::'\G and use it when you configure 
APPC in your network. 

When you finish configuring both partners, you can run API~G on the client 
machine. When API:\"G successfully exchanges information with a partner, the fol
lowing information (with timing variations) is displayed. 

APING version 2.35 APPC echo test with timings. 
by Peter J. Schwaller (pjs@ralvm5.vnet.ibm.com) 

Allocate duration: 1711 ms 

Program startup and Confirm duration: 689 ms 

Duration Data Sent Data Rate Data Rate 
(msec) (bytes) (KB/s) (I·tb/s) 

---------- ---------- ---------- ----------
31 200 6.3 0.050 
29 200 6.7 0.054 

Totals: 50 400 6.5 0.052 

Duration statistics: Hin = 29 Ave = 30 Max = 31 

Figure 1. Results from APl~G 
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Using this guide 
This guide contains a chapterfor each platform. Each chapter describes that plat
form's configuration independent of the type of machine it will be connecting to. 
Within each chapter, when parameter values are needed from a partner computer, 
the instructions \"ill say: "See the 'How to fmd .. : section of the partner computer's 
configuration chapter." The person using that partner computer's configuration 
chapter should be able to read the 'How to fmd .. : instructions and provide the 
proper value. 

Each chapter assumes some knowledge of the operation of that platform. 1'\0 
APPC or APP:'\ knowledge is required, but someone configuring ~etworking 
Sen·ices DOS, needs to know how to edit a text ftle in DOS, and how to copy ftles 
for example. 

If there are different people configuring different platforms, for example, when trying 
to connect OS 2 to an AS 400, this is what you should do: 

1. Give the chapter on OS/2 to the OS/2 operator. 

2. Give the AS.'400 chapter to the AS/400 operator. 

3. Each person fills in the values in the platform Configuration Worksheet at the 
beginning of their chapter. You need to obtain specific values from the person 
who is configuring the platform that you want to connect to. Instructions for 
fmding this information are in the "How to find ... " section of their chapter. 

4. Each person follows lhp configuration directions in their chapter. filling in the 
aprropriate values from the Configuration Worksheet. 

5. If you need more details about a platform's configuration, you should refer to 
documents listed at the beginning of each chapter. 

In this marmer, the OS2 operator never needs to learn the ASi400 configuration 
terminology (unless the same person is the operator of both machines). 

Each chapter in this booklet is not only independent of the partner computer's plat
form, but also i.ndependent of the network structure. This means that the con
nection between computers is described as a direct connection from one computer 
to the other. However, configuration can get complex when a computer starts con
necting to several partner computers. This complexity is unnecessary when a special 
kind of node called a net\vork node is added to the network. A network node is 
used to locate partners in a network. (~etwork nodes are discussed in more detail in 
'·What Is APP:,\?" on page 6.) 

If you have a network node in your network, you can defme just one link to it, and 
amid defming the many individual links to the other computers in the network that 
can be located by the network node. The chapter for each platform describes how 
to substitute a link to a network node for many direct links to partner machines. 
The way to fmd out if you have a network node in your network is to ask someone 
who set up the network. That person should be able to provide you with the neces
sary information about the network node for you to include it in your configuration. 
If you don't have a network node, or don't know if you have one, you can continue 
to follow the directions that assume there is no network node. The only drawback 
is that this may add unnecessary complexity to your network. 
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What are Logical Units and Sessions? 

What Is APPC? 
Advanced Program-to-Program Communication (APPC) is software that enables 
high-speed communications between programs on different computers, from port
ables and workstations to midrange and host computers. APPC software is avail
able for many different IB:\I and non-IB:\t operating systems, either as part of the 
operating system or as a separate software package. 

APPC serves as a translator between application programs and the network. When 
an application on your computer passes information to the APPC software, APPC 
translates the information and passes it on to a network interface, such as a LAN 
adapter card. The information travels across the network to another computer, 
where the APPC software receives the information from the network interface. 
APPC translates the information back into its original format and passes it to the 
corresponding partner application. 

What are Transaction Programs and Conversations? 
The part of an application that initiates or responds to APPC communications is 
called a trallsaction program or TP. A transaction program on your workstation is 
not an entire, stand-alone program. Instead, it is the part of the program that 
handles transactions (exchanges of data) with another program. 

\\111?I1 people talk with each other, we say that they are having a conversation. 
Likewise. the communication between two transaction programs is called a conver
sation. 

A conversation between two programs is similar to conversation between two 
people. When you have a conversation with another person, you follow unwritten 
rules that govern how you begin and end the conversation, take turns speaking, and 
exchange information. Similarly, APPC is called a protocol because it provides the 
rules that govern how conversations between transaction programs start and stop, 
which program "speaks" first, and how data is exchanged. 

A program in your computer may have several conversations active at one time, 
with the same transaction program or with different transaction programs. 

What are Logical Units and Sessions? 
When two people in different buildings want to talk to each other, they must use 
their telephones. Similarly, transaction programs in different computers can't talk 
directly to each other. Instead, they converse over sessions between two logical 
units. 

:\ logical unit or LL' is APPC software that serves as an interface or translator 
bl?tween a transaction program and the network. A logical unit manages the 
exchange of data between transaction programs .. 

An LL' is located on your computer. A partner LV is located on a partner com
puter. 
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What I saN etwork? 

Before a transaction program can start a conversation with a partner transaction 
program, APPC must establish a session, the session that connects the local LV and 
the partner L C. 

There is a one-to-one relationship between a conversation and a session. A session 
can support only one conversation at a time. However, as soon as that conversa
tion ends, another conversation can use the session. So, compared to conversations, 
sessions are long-lived connections. 

What Is a Mode? 
A mode is a set of parameters that defmes the characteristics of a session between 
two LCs. \-lodes have names that must match exactly. There are 5 modes prede
fmed on most platforms that can be used by most applications. (Two more modes, 
S:,\ASVC\-IG and CPSVC\-IG, are also defmed, but they are not intended to be 
used directly by applications.) The SC suffix in the mode name means the defi
nitions include security. 

• #I:\TER - for interactive jobs 

• #BA TCll - for batch jobs 

• #I:,\TERSC - for interactive secured jobs 

• #BA TCHSC - for batch secured jobs 

• #CO:\:'\ECT - an average between #I:,\TER and #BATCH 

What Is CPI-C side information? 
CPI-C, Common Programming Interface Communications, provides a consistent 
application programming interface for applications that require APPC. 

CPI-C programming provides a mechanism, called side information which associates 
a set of parameters with a specified symbolic destination name. The CPI-C 
program then uses the symbolic destination name to initialize a conversation. This 
information includes: 

CPI-C S~'mbolic destination name 
The name used to refer to the CPI-C side information entry. 

TP. name 
The name used to identify which program to start on the partner computer. 

Lli name 
The name of the partner LV 

mode name 
The characteristics associated with the session between the Lus. 

What Is a Network? 
Transaction programs in different computers must use a network to communicate 
with each other. APPC provides the interface between the programs and net
working software and hardware. 
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'Vhat Is APPN? 

What Is APPN? 

In simplest terms, a network consists of components that connect computers. 
These components are: 

~ode 

Link 

A node is any computer in the network. For example, if your DOS work
station is connected to an OS/2 workstation, both computers are nodes. 

A link is a physical or logical connection between two adjacent nodes. 

Before data can be sent between two nodes, a link must be active between them. 

Advanced Peer-to-Peer :-\etworking (APP:") provides networking functions for 
APPC applications. 

When configuring a node in a network, you must decide which type of node to con
figure. Types of nodes in an APP:-\ network are: 

Low-entry networking node (LE~) 
LO\v-entry networking nodes are the simplest node type and have the least 
function. A low-entry networking node must be an end point in the network; 
it cannot function as an intermediate node. A LE~ is capable of peer-to-peer 
communication, but unable to make direct use of APP~ functions. Most 
cnd-user computers should be E:-\'s. However, some platforms can only be 
LE:-\ nodes, e.g., :-\SDOS. 

End node (E:\) 
.. \n end node provides the functions of a low-entry networking node plus the 
ability to register information about itself with a network node. This ability 
helps reduce the amount of network configuration required. 

:\etwork node C\~) 
?':-\'s are used to locate partners in an APP;\' network. If there is a NN in 
the network, an end node can deflOe one link to the network node. The E1'\ 
then requires no other link defmitions. Typically, there is at least one network 
node in a network but the addition of more requires informed network anal
YSIS. 

What is a Control Point(CP) ? 
In APP:", a control point is responsible for managing the node and its resources 
and, in an APP:-\ cnd node, for communicating with an adjacent network node 
server's control point to obtain APP:-\ network services. A control point is an LU 
and it might be the only U; at that node. Whenever possible the CP should be the 
only LU at a node. Platforms that are LE:-\ only do not use the control point. 

What is Subarea Networking? 
Subarea networks existed prior to APP:-\. As opposed to APPN, subarea networks 
are hierarchical in nature. The software that implements subarea networks runs in 
host computers and communication controllers attached to those hosts. The host 
software is called VT A\1 (Virtual Telecommunications Access ;'Vlethod), and the 
communication controller software is called :\CP (~etwork Control Program). 
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How do I Configure a Network'! 

~odes in i\PP~ networks can have links to subarea networks and can establish ses
sions and conversations with LCs and TPs in those net\vorks. From the perspective 
of the APP~ node the entire subarea network is viewed as a LE~ node. Resources 
in the subarea network can then be defmed in the APP~ node as though they all 
were contained in one LE:\ node. 

What is a Node Identifier? 
:\ole: Some S~A products require partner systems to code a specific value for a 
parameter called the node identification or node id for short. The two systems pass 
this node identifier during the link activation in a message unit called exchange iden
tification or ··XID." ~ode identifiers for each specific platform are described in the 
appendix. See Appendix A, "Csing ~ode IDs in VTA:\1" on page 109. 

We discourage use of node identifiers, preferring the CP name because it is more 
generic and less confusing. 

How do I Configure a Network? 
This section pro\'ides an overview of the steps required to configure APPC. Config
uration is described by using a standard terminology. These standard terms are used 
throughout the guide to discuss configuration. Each platform may use platform
specific terms in its configuration instead of the standards terns. Therefore, each 
chapter contains a terminology mapping chart that cross-references the terms below 
with platform-specific terms. 

The steps to APPC configuration are: 

• Defme yourself to the network. 

To define yourself to the network, you must defme these parameters: 

~et\\'ork ~ame 

A network is a set of interconnected nodes that are grouped by a common 
identifier called a netll"Ork name. The network name is a I to 8 character 
field consisting of alphanumeric characters. There is a structured format for 
the network name which includes the country code. enterprise code and 
network suffix code. This format insures uniqueness around the world. 
Call your local 113:\1 branch office for the format information and to register 
your network name. 

LC name 

I to 8 character field consisting of alphanumeric characters which is the LV 
name of the node. Choose a name that is unique within the network name. 

The fully qualified name is represented as two concatenated names, the network 
name and the LC name, separated by a period (~ET:\A\1E.LC:\A\lE). This 
unique name identifies the node. 

• Define a link to your partner 

You can defme a direct link between the local node and the partner node if 
both nodes are in the same local network. 

If there is a network node C\:\) in the local network, you can defme a link 
to the ~:\, and the :\:\ can locate the partner node. 
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How do I Configure a Network? 

If the partner node is located in a VT A\1 subarea, you can defme a link to 
the VTA\t subarea, and the VTA\1 subarea can locate the partner node for 
you. 

To defme a link, you must defme these parameters: 

:\etwork :\ame 

This is the :\etwork :'\ame of the partner machine. To determine this 
value, refer to the NHow to fmd ..... section of the partner machine's config
uration chapter. 

Partner LC l\ame 

This is the LV name of the partner machine. To fmd this value, refer to 
the "How to fmd ... N section of the partner machine's configuration chapter. 

Adjacent LA:" Address 

This is the address of the adjacent node or the network node you are con
necting to. In a token ring, this is the address of the token ring card at the 
adjacent node. To fmd this value, refer to the "How to fmd ... " section of 
the partner machine's configuration chapter. 

• Defme partner LV name 

If you ARE :\OT using a network node in your network, you must defme a 
partner LV name. This \vill allow the partner to be located. 

Partner LL' ;\'ame 

This is the Local LV name defmed on the partner machine. To fmd this 
value, refer to the "How to fmd ... " section of the target machine's configura
tion chapter. 

If you ARE using a network node in your network, you do not need to defme 
an explicit partner LV name. However, you will need to know the partner LC 
name when running transaction programs. 

CPI-C Side Information may be used to associate a set of parameters, including 
the partner LC name, with a symbolic destination name. The symbolic destina
tion name can then be used when running transaction programs to specify the 
partner. Each platform has directions for configuring CPI-C side information. 

• Configure to run as a server 

If you are configuring your computer to run as a sen'er, a transaction program 
must be configured on your computer. The transaction program will be the 
target of a conversation started by a client. 

TP name 

I to 64 alpha-numeric characters. This is the name specified by the partner 
APPC application when it wants to start a conwrsation with a TP on your 
computer. 

8 \1ulti·platform APPC Configuration Guide 



AIX SNA Services/GOOO Configuration 

Prerequisites 

Terminology 

This chapter explains how to configure AIX S~A Services/6000. AIX S~A 
Services 6000 is IB\f's implementation of APPC for AIX. Version 1.2 only sup
ports low entry networking nodes (see "\Vhat Is APP~?" on page 6 for a discussion 
of S~A node types). The machine to be configured should have AIX version 3.2 
and S~A Services version 1.2 with the latest updates applied. This is necessary to 
get the maximum benefit of APPC, including CPI-C support, and mode definitions. 
To check the level of S~A Services you have installed, run the command 

lslpp -h sna.sna.obj 

The result should contain four numbers similar to this: 

01.02.0000.0000 

If the last number is ~OOOOH, you do not have the latest updates. You should apply 
PTF's LOol! 1903 and C411904. If the last number is "0224" (indicating the July, 
199:2 quality refresh) or "0:244" (indicating the December, 1992 quality refresh), then 
your S~A Sef\'ices are sufficiently updated. 

This document describes all of the proflles that need to be created to configure an 
AIX machine to run API~G to another machine. A few proflles may be left out if 
you don't plan to run this AIX machine as a sef\'er. These will be noted. To con
figure Transaction Programs olher than API~G and API~GD on this machine, see 
the discussion under "Configure to run as a server" on page 22. 

• AIX V3.2 

• AIX S~A Services i 6000 V 1.2 with PTF's C411903 and C411904 

• Token-ring adapter 

For more detailed configuration information, refer to the following publications: 

• Csing A/X SoYA Sen:ices6000, SC31-7002 

• A/X SoYA Se11"ices'6000 Reference, SC31-7014 

Tht: terminology table maps the standard networking terms defined in "How do I 
Configure a ~et\\"ork?tt on page 7 to the terms used by S~A Servicesj6000. 

Standa,.d Term A/X SNA. Sen'ices/6000 Term 

Link ~ame Attachment proflle name 

~et\\'ork ~ame network name 

LC ~ame local LC name 

Partner L V ~ame remote LV name 

LA~ Address Link Address 

Adjacent LA~ Address Remote link address 

AIX S]\:A Services/6000 Configuration 9 



SNA Services/SOOO Configuration Worksheet 

Symbol 

Lse the following table to determine all the values you will need while configuring 
tIlls platform. The table is split into two parts: values determined by refening to the 
Booklet introduction or other platform chapters, and values local to this platform 
that you make up. There are three columns. The left-most column has a variable 
name that starts and ends with a question mark (?), the middle column describes 
what the variable is used for and how to determine the value, and the right-most 
column is for you to fill in with a value. Whenever there is a reference in this 
chapter to a value in the left column, substitute the value you have written in the 
right column. 

For example, if you are following the recommendations in the Worksheet, you will 
write rrI.\TER in the right column on the ?MODE? line. Then in Figure 13 on 
page 21 you will type #I::\TER in the NMODE name" field to replace '?MODE?, 
like this: 

CPI Communications Side Information 
PROFILE name = ?SYMDEST? 
PARTNER LU name = ?CAllCONNPRO? 
REl-IOTE TRANSACTION PROGRAt4 name = ?TPNAME? 
SERVICE transaction program? 
MODE name 

Figure 2. CPI Communications Side Information 

How to determine the l'alue for this symbol 

= no 
= #lINTER 

Fill in value 
here 

Yalues that must match with other places 

?LC::\A:'IE? This is the symbol that refers to the LV name of the 
machine you are defining to the network. It is a 1 to 8 char-
acter field consisting of alphanumeric characters which is the 
L C name of the node. Choose a name that is unique within 
the same network. Refer to "lIow do I Configure a 
:\etwork'!" on page 7 for information about LV names. 

?CP:\A:'IE? TillS is the symbol that refers to the Control Point name of 
your machine. It same as your ?LVl':AytE? Refer to 
"What Is APP::\?" on page 6 for more information about ., ... 

control points. 

?::\ETWORK? This is the symbol that refers to the network name of the 
machine you are defining to the network. It is a I to 8 char-
acter field consisting of alphanumeric characters. There is a 
structured format for the network name which includes the 
count I)' code, enterprise code and network suffix code. This 
format insures uniqueness around the world. Call your local 
IB:\I branch office for the format information and to register 
your network Refer to "How do I Configure a Network?" 
on page 7 for more information about network names. 
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Symbol 

?PART:'\ERLC? 

?PAR1SER:'\ET? 

?LA:\ADDRESS? 

'!TP:,\A\lE? 

'!TPPATII? 

?\lODE? 

Local ,'alues 

?SY\lDEST? 

IluH' to determine the value for this symbol 

This is the partner's LC name. Refer to the "How to find ... " 
section of the partner computer's configuration chapter for 
this value. Refer to "How do I Configure a :'\etwork?" on 
page 7 for more information about the partner LC name. 

This is the symbol for the network name of the partner com
puter. Cse the network name from the partner computer's 
"Ho\\' to fmd ... " section. Refer to "How do I Configure a 
:'\et\\'ork?" on page 7 for more information about the 
partner network name. 

This is the symbol for the LA:\ Address of the partner com
puter. (Or the LA:,\ Address of a network node, if the link is 
being made to a network node.) Refer to the "How to 
find ... " section of the partner computer's configuration 
chapter for this value. 

This is the symbol for the Transaction Program name. This 
is the name of the transaction program at the partner com
puter. For API:\G, the TP :'\ame on the server is 
API:'\GD. 

TillS is the symbol for the fully specified path and fllename 
of the executable code for a server transaction program 
locatcd on your machine. For API~GD, this may be: 
/Iol'al/sna/apingd 

TillS is the symbol for the mode name. See "What Is a 
\lodc':" on page 5 for a discussion of modes. Often, a 
clientser\'er product's documentation specifies \ .... hat mode 
must be used by that product. API:'\G can use any mode 
(this can be specified on the API~G command line), but the 
default is #I:".'TER. It is recommended that you use one of 
the architected modes discussed in the "What Is a \lode?" 
section. 

This is the symbol for the CPI-C side information symbolic 
destination name. It is any 1-8 character name you choose. 
It will be used locally on the AIX machine to refer to a 
CPI-C side information entry. See "What Is CPI-C side 
information:" on page 5 for more information on CPI-C 
Side Information. 

:".'otc: The December 1992 quality refresh of S:,\A 
Sen'ices 6000 fixes an error that would require you to specify 
a symbolic destination that is exactly eight characters long 
when running API~G. If you only have the July 1992 
quality refresh (see -- Heading 'AIXI~TR' unknown --), 
you should specify an eight character symbolic destination 
name. 

Fill in value 
here 
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Symbol How to determine (he l'alue for this symbol Fill in value 
here 

The following are the names of the profiles that must be configured. The profile names must be 1 to 14 
characters long (unless otherwise indicated). The proflle names are referenced only on the machine you 
are configuring. and do not need to match any values on other machines. Some suggestions for proflle 
names are provided. 

If you are using Quick Configuration, you only need to fill in a value for the first symbol below 
(?QCICKPRO?). All the profile names generated for the Quick Configuration will be the same (except 
the Transaction Program and \lode profile names which are slightly modified). 

?QCICKPRO? The symbol for name that Quick Configuration uses to gen-
erate prof.tle names for all the prof11es it creates. You don't 
need this value if you are not using Quick Configuration. 
This "alue is 1-12 characters long. Suggestion: use the same 
value as that used for the '!PART~ERLt:? symbol. 

?CPPRO? The symbol for the name of the Control Point profile. Sug-
gested profile nan1e: CPPRO 

?LCPRO? The symbol for the name of the Local Logical emt 6.2 
profIle. Suggested profile name: :\IYLt:PRO 

?CALLATT ACHPRO? The symbol for the name of the Outgoing (CALL) Attach-
ment proftle. Suggested proflle name: CALLA IT 

~ote: The attachment proftle names are only 1-8 characters 
long. 

?LIST A TTACHPRO? The symbol for the name of the Incoming (LISTE:,\) 
Attachment proftle. Suggested profile name: LISTA IT 

~ote: The attachment proftle names are only 1-8 characters 
long. 

?CALLCO:'\:'\PRO? The symbol for the name of the Outgoing (CALL) Con-
nection proftle. Suggested prof.tle name: CALLCO:\," 

?LISTCO:'\:'\PRO? The symbol for the name of the Incoming (USTE:,\) Con-
nection protile. Suggested profile name: LISTCO:\' 

, ________ ,0 

?\lODEPRO? The symbol for the name of the \lode Proftle. To avoid 
defming new modes, use one of the mode profiles already 
supplied by S:,\A Services'6000: 

· I:\TER 

· BATCH 

· I:,\TERSC 

• BATCHSC 

i'ote that these are the mode proftle names. The actual 
modes defined by them are: #I:,\TER, #BATCH, 
#!:\TERSC, and pBATCHSC. Which one to choose may 
depend on the requirements of your clientiserver application, 
as specified in its documentation. See "What Is a Mode?" 
on page 5 for a discussion of these modes. To use the 
deLmlt mode that API:\G uses. specify f\TER. 
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Symbol HUll' to determine the value for this symbol Fill in ~'alue 
here 

?\lODELISTPRO'.' The symbol for the name of the \1ode List proflle. Sug-
gest::d proflle name: \IODELIST 

?R TP~A\lEPRO? Th:: symbol for the name of the Remote Transaction 
Program ~ame profile, This value must not be the same as 
any local Transaction Program :\ame proflles 
(?TP~A\lEPRO?). Suggested proflle name: use the 
?TP~A\lE: value, followed by an "R". (For API~G, this 
would be AP~GDR.) If this machine is being conflgured 
as a server o illy , you do not need to create any Remote 
Transaction Program ~ame profiles. 

?RTPLISTPRO? The symbol for the name of the Remote Transaction 
Program List profile. Suggested profile name: RTPLIST If 
this machine is being conflgured just as a server (i.e. it will 
not try to start transaction programs on the partner 
machine), you do not need to create a Remote Transaction 
Proh'Tam List profile and can use the default proflle provided 
hy S ~ A Services. 6000 called RD EF A {;L T. 

?TP~A\lEPRO<) The symbol for the name of the Transaction Program :\'ame 
profile. Suggested profile name: use the value for 
?TP~A\lE? followed by "PRO N 

• For example: 
. ·\PI~Gl)PRO If you will not be running this machine as a 
server. you do not need to conflgure any Transaction 
Program ~ames. and will therefore not need this value. 

?TP?\LISTPRO? The symbol for the name of the Transaction Program List 
profile. Suggested profile name: TP:\LIST. If you will not 
be running this machine as a server, you do not need to con-
figure tr:msaction programs on it. In this case, use the 
ddault Transaction Program List profile name, 
TDEFALLT. 

Working with APPC configuration 

The fallO\\'ing conflguration steps ""ill be discussed: 

1. Define yourself to the network 

') Define a link to a partner or intermediate node 

a. Additional LE~ conflguration 

b. Other link conflguration 

3. Conflgure to run as a client 

a, Defme CPI-C side information 

b. Other client conflguration 

-to Configure to run as a sen'er 
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a. Define transaction programs 

b. Other server configuration 

S:"..\ Services stores its configuration information v.·ithin encoded proftles that are 
accessed using the System )'lanagement Interface Tool (S:\fIT). 

Within S).tIT, S~A Services configuration panels can be accessed by selecting the 
following series of panels: 

--Communications Applications 
- -SNA Servi ces 

--Configure 
--Advanced Configuration 

For the rest of this discussion, other panels will be specified from this base level 
within S)'lIT. 

The user should have the base configuration of AIX S:,\A Services installed and 
have hsystem groupH access to the system in order to run SMIT and start the S~A 
subsystem. "System groupH authority is required to make the changes suggested in 
this document. See the document, Using A/X SNA Services/6000, SC31-7002, for 
more information on S!,\A Services installation. 

For this discussion, we will progress through a basic configuration that allows both 
an outgoing and incoming API~G operation to be performed. This chapter 
describes how to configure a workstation that is attached to a Token Ring LAX and 
assumes the token ring DLC has been created by the system. Other DLe's will 
require Attachment Prome defmitions that would replace the Token Ring Attach
ment Proftle described below. 

There are several proftles that need to be defmed: 

I. A Control Point Proflle 

2. A Local LC (6.2) Proflle 

3. 2 Token Ring Attachment Proftles 

-I. Two Logical Connections Proflles 

5. A :'\lode List Profile 

6. A Remote TP ~ame Prome 

7. A Remote TP ~ame List Proflle 

8. A CPI-C Side Information Entry 

9. A TP ~ame Proflle 

10. A TP ~ame List Proflle 

Quick Configuration 
AIX S~A Services '6000, with the PTFs specified above, provides a HQuick Config
uration" utility that creates all of the above proflles based on information entered on 
just one or two S)'fIT panels. This Quick Configuration is an excellent way to con
figure a simple connection to a partner machine using a single mode defmition and a 
single transaction program defmition. Quick Configuration is designed for just such 
a scenario. Quick Configuration does not reuse proflles that have already been 
defmed. So, if you repeatedly use Quick Configuration to defme connections to 
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partners, then multiple LC proftles, mode proftles, mode list proftles, etc. will be 
defined. It is recommended that if you choose to use Quick Configuration that you 
use it to define the first connection to a partner, but from then on to follow the 
explicit instructions for adding or updating the other proftles. 

Verifying configuration 
Once the proftles are created, they can be verified using either the command 
\·crif~·sna, or in S\lIT by following this hierarchy of panels: 

--Communications Applications 
--SNA Services 

--Configure SHA Profiles 
--Advanced SNA Configuration 

--Verify SNA Configuration Profiles 

Starting and stopping APPC 

Configuration 

APPC is part of the AIX S:,\A Ser\"ices l 6000 subsystem. You can use the following 
command to test the status of the S:'\A subsystem: 

lssrc -1 -s sna 

If the S:,\A subsystem is not started, it can be started with the command: 

startsrc -s sna 

If you want the partner computer to be able to initiate a conversation to this AIX 
machine, you need to start the listen attachment before your partner attempts to 
aCiivah: thl: lillk beiween the two. Do this with this command: 

startsrc -t attachment -0 LISTEN 

:\ot(': The "LISTE:,\,' value must match the "PROFILE name" of the Token Ring 
Attachment profile defmed as the incoming, or "listen" attachment. 

To stop the S:'\A subsystem, execute this command: 

stopsrc -s sna 

Quick Configuration 
1. From within S\tIT, follow these panels: 

--SNA Services 
--Quickly Configure an LU 6.2 Connection 

2. Enter a 1-12 character name (This is the value you filled in for the 
?QUCKPRO? symbol in the Worksheet). All proflles created during this quick 
configuration will contain this name. 

3. Specify "no" when asked if you wish to configure to an existing network attach
ment. 

4. Select a default network A TTACHME~T type: tokenJingJisten if your 
partner will initiate the conversation, token_ring_call if you will be initiating the 
conversation. To allow both actions, you will need to add another attachment 
proflle after Quick Configuration, or follow the non-Quick Configuration 
instructions below. 
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The following figure shows the Quick Configuration panel. Replace the 
symbols (the words beginning and ending with question marks) with the corre
sponding values from the Configuration Worksheet. You'll also need to change 
any other values that are highlighted. 

Quick Configuration NAI1ES • ?QUICKPRO? 
fully qualified LOCAL LU name = ?HETWORK??lUHAME? 
local lU ADDRESS • e 
HODE name • ?MODE? 
loca I Transact i on Program name • ?TPPATH? 
Fu 11 y qua I ifi ed REI-IOTE LU name = ?PARTNERHET? ?PARTHERlU? 
Remote Transaction Program name' ?TPHAHE? 
ATTACHI·IEIH = ?QUICKATTACH? 'see note 1 
link ADDRESS = ?lAHADDRESS? 'see note 2 

Figure 3. Quick Configuration panel. 

:\otcs: 

a. The value in this field is already fixed when this panel is diaplayed. 

b. This field only appears if this configuration is based on a Call attachment. 

S. You should now have a connection to a partner properly configured. Skip to 
'"Running API~G" on page 23. The following descriptions for adding proflles 
should be used to understand the proflles that were created by Quick Configura
tion, and to expand the configuration (by adding transaction program proflles, 
mode profiles, and more connection profUes that reference the proflles already 
created by Quick Configuration). 

Define yourself to the network 

Create Control Point profile 
,\ control point must be defined to run APPC on S~A Services. This definition is 
done by adding a Control Point proflle. 

From within S:\-lIT, the Control Point profUe can be accessed by following this 
series of panels: 

--Nodes 
--Control Point 

The follO\,·ing figure shows the Control Point profUe panel. Replace the symbols 
(the words beginning and ending with question marks) with the corresponding 
values from the Configuration Worksheet. 

PROFILE name • ?CPPRO? 
XID node 10 = 00000000 , see note 
tlETHORK name • ?HETWORK? 
COIITROl PO II'IT name = ?CPNAHE? 

Figure 4. Control Point profile 

:\ote: It is not recommended that you use an XID node 10 for configuration. See 
Appendix A, "using ~ode IDs in VTA:\-1" on page 109 for a discussion of whether 
you should, and if so, what value to use here. \ 
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Create a local LU 6.2 Profile 
The local LC 6.2 profile must also be added. Its defmition follows. 

From v,'ithin S\IIT, this can be accessed via: 

--Logi cal Uni ts 
--LU6.2 

--LU6.2 Local Logical Unit 

The following figure shows the Control Point profile panel. Replace the symbols 
(the words beginning and ending with question marks) with the corresponding 
values from the Configuration Worksheet. 

PROFILE name = ?LUPRO? 
TPN LIST profile name' ?TPHLISTPRO? 
tiE HIORK name • ?HETWORK? 
loca 1 lU NAIIE • ?lUHAHE? 
IIIDEPEllDEtH LU? • yes 
loca I lU ADDRESS • 1 
ssep ID • * 

figure 5. Local LC6.2 profile 

Define a link to a partner or network node 
?"ext, the partner LC and link need to be defmed in order for a connection to the 
partner LC to be established. There are two types of links that can be defmed. 
One type of link allows this machine to initiate a connection to the partner com
puter. This link is called a "calf' attachment. The other allows the partner com
puter to initiate a connection with the local computer. This link is called a "listen" 
attachment. Both attachments must be defmed if both partner and local computers 
wish to be able to initiate a connection. The listen attachment must be started 
before the partner attempts to activate the link. Instruction on starting the link is 
discussed in "Starting and stopping APPC" on page 15. 

Create a Token Ring Attachment profile (LISTEN or incoming) 
from within S\lIT, the Token Ring Attachment profile can be accessed by fol
lowing this series of panels: 

--Physical Units 
--Token Ring 

--Token Ring Attachment 

The following figure shows the Listen (incoming) Attachment profile panel. 
Replace the symbols (the words beginning and ending with question marks) with 
the corresponding values from the Configuration Worksheet. You'll also need to 
change any other "alues that are highlighted. 
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PROFILE name .. ?LISTATTACHPRO? 
COtITROL POIIIT profil e name * ?CPPRO? 
LOGICAL LINK profile name = TOEFAULT 
PHYSICAL LINK profile name = TDEFAULT 
STOP ATTACHI1ENT on inactivity? • no 
inactivity TIMEOUT • 0 
LU address REGISTRATION • no 
REGISTRATION PROFILE name • LDEFAULT 
CALL type .. listen 
AUTO-LISTEN? = yes 
MINIMUM SAP address • 04 
HAXHlUI·1 SAP address .. EC 
ACCESS ROUTING = link_name 
REI·IOTE LltlK name 
Remote LINK address 
Remote SAP address 

.. 000000000000 
=04 

Figure 6. Token Ring Attachment Profile (LISTEN or incoming) 

Create a Token Ring Attachment profile (CALL or outgoing) 
The following figure shows the call (outgoing) Attachment proflle panel. Replace 
the symbols (the words beginning and ending with question marks) with the corre
sponding values from the Configuration Worksheet. Youll also need to change any 
other values that are highlighted. 

Token Ring Attachment profile (CALL) 
PROFILE name = ?CALlATTACHPRO? 
CONTROL-POINT profile name = ?CPPRO? 
LOGICAL LINK profile name = TDEFAULT 
PHYSICAL LINK profile name .. TDEFAULT 
STOP ATTACHI·IEtIT on inactivity? .. no 
inactivity TIMEOUT .. 0 
LU address REGISTRATION .. no 
REGISTRATIOfl PROFILE name = LDEFAULT 
CALL type .. call 
AUTO-LISTEN? .. no 
HINHIUI·I SAP address = 04 
HAXII-IUH SAP address • EC 
ACCESS ROUTING • link_address 
REI·IOTE LINK name 
Remote LINK address 
Remote SAP address 

= ?LANADDRESS? 
= 04 

Figure 7. Token Ring Attachment profile (CALL or outgoing) 

Define Logical Connections 
The connection proflle specifies the attachment proflle to be used to activate the 
partner, the partner LV name, and the Remote Transaction Program (RTP) name 
list. Again, in order to act as both client and server, separate connection proflles 
must be defmed. 

From within S\-UT, the Logical Connection proflles can be accessed by following 
this series of panels: 

--Log; cal Units 
--LU5.2 

--LU6.2 Logical Connection 
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Create Logical Connection profile (CALL): The following figure shows the CALL 
Logical Connection proflle panel. Replace the symbols (the words beginning and 
ending with question marks) with the corresponding values from the Configuration 
Worksheet. You'll also need to change any other values that are highlighted. 

PROFILE name 
ATTACHIIEIH profile name 
LOCAL LU profile name 
NEHfORK name 
STOP COilllECTION on inactivity? 
T HlEOUT 

= ?CAllCOIIHPRO? 
= ?CALLATTACHPRO? 
= ?LUPRO? 
= ?PARTIIERNET? 
= no 
= 0 

REI-IOTE LU name = ?PARTHERLU? 
SECURITY Accepted = conversat;on 
COIIVERSATION SECURITY ACCESS LIST profile = CONVDEFAULT 
RHiOTE TPN LIST profile name = ?RTPLISTPRO? 
~lODE LIST profile name • ?HODELISTPRO? 
IIHERFACE type = extended 
SESS IOH COllCURREIlCY = parall el 
Ilode VERIFICATION? = no 

Figure 8. Logical Connection profile (CALL) 

Create Logical Connection profile (LISTEN) 
The following figure shows the LISTE:-\ Logical Connection profile panel. Replace 
the symbols (the words beginning and ending with question marks) with the corre
sponding values from the Configuration \Vorksheet. You'll also need to change any 
other values that are highlighted. 

PROFILE name = ?LISTCONNPRO? 
ATTACHIIEIH profile name = ?LISTATTACHPRO? 
LOCAL LU profile name = ?LUPRO? 
UEHfORK name = ?PARTNERrlET? 
STOP COIIIIECTIOII on inact i vity? = no 
TIMEOUT = 0 
REIIOTE LU name = ?PARTNERLU? 
SECURITY Accepted = conversation 
COIIVERSATIOII SECURITY ACCESS LIST profil e = COIIVDEFAUl T 
REllOTE TPll LIST profil e name • ?RTPLISTPRO? 
I·IODE LIST profile name = ?HODELISTPRO? 
IHTERFACE type • extended 
SESS lOll COilCURREtICY = parall el 
Uode VERIFICATION? = no 

figure 9. Logical Connection profile (USTE:\) 

Configure to run as a client 
To run as a client, the following information needs to be configured: 

• the modes to be used, 

• the names of the Transaction Programs to run on the target machines, and 

• optionally, CPI-C Side Information. 
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Define the Mode List 
The mode list contains the names of the mode profiles that can be used by a trans
action program. 

from within S\lIT, the mode profile list can be accessed by following this series of 
panels: 

--Logi ca 1 Units 
--LU6.2 

--LU6.2 Mode List 

The following figure shows the Mode List profile panel. Replace the symbols (the 
words beginning and ending with question marks) with the corresponding values 
from the Configuration Worksheet. You can add more than one profile to this list. 

Hode list 
PROFILE name = ?HODElISTPRO? 
Name 1 = ?HODEPRO? 
Name 2 = ?HODEPR02? 
Name 3 = ?HODEPR03? 

Figure 10. \lode List 

Create the Remote TP Name profile 
The remote TP proftle specifies a Transaction Program that will be run on the 
partner machine. A Remote TP ~ame list is then created to collect a set of Remote 
TP :\ame profiles. :;\either the Remote TP :;\ame profiles nor the Remote TP 
:;\arne list need to be created if this machine will only be running as a server. 

from within S\lIT, the Remote TP l'\ame profile can be accessed by following this 
series of panels: 

--Logical Units 
--LU6.2 

--LU6.2 Remote Transaction Program Name 

The following figure shows the LISTE~ Logical Connection profile panel. Replace 
the symbols (the words beginning and ending with question marks) with the corre
sponding values from the Configuration Worksheet. You'll also need to change any 
other values that are highlighted. 

Remote TP Name profile 
PROFILE name = ?RTPNAHEPRO? 
RTPN name is in HEXADEC IHAl? = no 
RTPN name = ?TPNAHE? 
PIP data? = no 
CorlVERSAT lOll type = IIIilpped 
RECOVERY level = no_reconnect 
SYNC level = confirll 

Figure II. Remote Transaction Program ~ame 
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Create Remote TP Name List profile 
From within S\lIT, the Remote TP :"ame List proftle can be accessed by following 
this series of panels: 

--Logical Units 
--LU6.2 

--LU6.2 Remote Transaction Program Name List 

The following figure shows the Remote TP Kame List profile panel. Replace the 
symbols (the words beginning and ending with question marks) with the corre
sponding values from the Configuration Worksheet. 

PROFILE name = ?RTPLISTPRO? 
Name 1 = ?RTPIIANEPRO? 

figure 12. Remote Transaction Program :\ame List profile 

:'\otc: \lore remote transaction programs can be configured by creating more 
Remote Transaction :"ame profiles and adding them to this list. 

Defining CPI-C Side Information 
Some applications, like API:"G, do not require CPI-C side information. These 
applications use programming calls available on a particular platform to dynamically 
create side information v,'hen running. S~A Services/6000 provides the program
ming calls that allow API:"G (and other applications) to do this dynamic definition, 
so you do not need to create this Side Information proflle for API:"G. For those 
applications that require CPI-C Side Information, this is how to create a prof tie: 

From within S\lIT, CPI-C Side Information panel can be accessed by following 
tlus series of panels: 

--Logical Units 
--LU6.2 

--LU6.2 CPI Communications Side Information 

The following figure shows the CPIC-C Side Information panel. Replace the 
symbols (the words beginning and ending with question marks) with the corre
sponding values from the Configuration \V orksheet. 

CPI Communications Side Information 
PROFILE name 
PARTNER LU name 
REMOTE TRANSACTION PROGRAM name 
SERVICE transaction program? 
t,10DE name 

Figure 13. CPI Communications Side Information 

?SYMDEST? 
?CAllCONNPRO? 
?TPNAME? 
no 
?MODE? 
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Configure to run as a server 

Define local transaction programs 
To run AIX as a server, you must defme the transaction programs (TPs) on your 
machine with which a client can start a conversation. For each TP, you must 
defme a TP proftle, and then you need to create a TP ~ame List proftle that lists 
the TP profUes you have defmed. This TP Name List proftle will then be refer
enced in the defmition of a connection. (If you will not be running this machine as 
a server, you do not need to create either the Transaction Program !'ame profUe or 
the Transaction Program 1'\ame List profUe.) 

Create Transaction Program Name 
From within S\IIT, the Transaction Program 1\ame profUe panel can be accessed 
by following this series of panels: 

--Logical Units 
--LU6.2 

--LU6.2 Transaction Program Name 

The following figure shows the Transaction Program ~ame proftle panel. Replace 
the symbols (the words beginning and ending with question marks) with the corre
sponding values from the Configuration Worksheet. You'll also need to change any 
other values that are highlighted. 

PROFILE name • ?TPNAHEPRO? 
Transaction program name is in HEXAOECitlAL? = no 
TRAflSACT 1011 program name = ?TPHAHE? 
PIP data? = no 
SUBFIELDS = a 
COiNERSATIOtl type = mapped 
RECOVERY level = no reconnect 
SYIIC level = eo;;firlll 
Full PATH to TPtl executable = ?TPPATH? 
I·IULT I PLE ItlSTAUCES supported? = yes 
User ID = 100 
SERVER synonym name = TDEFAULT 
RESTART action = once 
COI·II·fUm CA TI Otl type = signa Is 
IPC queue key • a 
Standard IfjPUT file/device = /dev/null 
Standard OUTPUT file/device = /dev/console 
Standard ERROR file/device = /dev/console 
SECURITY Required = none 
communication ipc queue key = a 
RESOURCE SECURITY-ACCESS LIST profile = RSRCDEFAULT 

Figure 14. TP :'..:arne profile 

Create Transaction Program Name List 
from within S\IIT, the TP ;\ame List profUe panel can be accessed by following 
this series of panels: 

--Logical Units 
--LU6.2 

--LU6.2 Transaction Program Name List 

The following figure shows the LISTE~ Logical Connection proftle panel. Replace 
the symbols (the words beginning and ending with question marks) with the corre
sponding values from the Configuration Worksheet. 
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Running APING 

How to find ... 

TP Name List 
PROFILE name = ?TP"LISTPRO? 
"arne 1 = ?TPHAHEPRO? 

Figure 15. Transaction Program :\ame List 

'ote: You can defme more Transaction Programs to be run between two machines 
by adding more TP ~ame proftles and adding them to this TP :\ame List. 

Execute API:\G to contact the partner LC defmed by the outgoing connection, 
?CALLCO:\:\PRO?, by typing: 

aping -n ?CALlCONNPRO? 

with the AP]:\G executable being located in a directory in the system's PATH (ex. 
! 10caJ:appctps). 

You can also specify the CPI-C symbolic destination name: 

aping -n ?SYHDEST? 

Once an incoming session is established, the RS·6000 can communicate with this 
caller only on this session (and not on a new outgoing call). This problem will be 
fixed in a later release. Thus, if an incoming session is already established, you 
would not specify ?CALLCO:\:\PRO? as the target. You would specify the listen 
conneClion, ?LISTCO:-;:-;PRO? 

• LC name 

The LC name is specified in a Local LC6.2 profile as the "Local LC :\A:\lE" 
parameter. To fmd out which Local LC6.2 profile to look at, see the listen 
Logical Connection profue parameter "LOCAL LC profue name". There may 
be many Logical Connection profues. The one to use is the one that specifies 
as its "ATTACH\lE:\T profue name" the sanlC Token ring Attachment proftle 
used in the startsrc command that starts the listen attachment. 

For example: In the configuration recommended above, the Token Ring 
Attachment profile specified in the startsrc command is LlSTE:\. The Logical 
Connection profue that specifies L1STE:\ as its "ATTACH\IE:\T proftle 
name" is called ?CALLCO:\:\PRO? The "LOCAL LU profIle name" in the 
?CALLCO:\:\PRO? Logical Connection proftle is ?LCPRO? Therefore, the 
LC name is the value specified as the "Local LC :\A\IE" parameter of the 
?LCPRO? Local LC6.2 prottie. 

• :\etwork name 

See the discussion for how to f1!1d the local LC name. The :\etwork name is 
also specified in the Local LC6.2 profue, as the ":\ETWORK name" parameter. 

• Control Point (CP) name 
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The CP name is specified in the Control Point proftIe as the "CO~TROL 
POI~T name." The actual Control Point proftle being used is specified in the 
Attachment profJles as the NCO~TROL POI~T proftle name." 

• LA ~ address 

The LA~ address is hard-coded on the Token-Ring adapter in the AIX 
machine or is over-ridden by a value called the 10cally administered LA~ 
address. It is a 12-digit hexadecimal value. You can ftnd the LA~ address by 
running the command Iscfg -v. The LAN address is specifted by the ~etwork 
Address parameter under the tokO resource. This parameter will specify the 
locally administered address if there is one. 
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AS/400 Configuration 

Prerequisites 

Terminology 

This chapter describes configuration for APPC on the AS/400. The chapter uses a 
step-by-step methodology to describe how to configure APPC communications on 
the AS. 400 with an IB:\1 token-ring adapter connection to the network. 

APPCiAPP:\" support is part of the OS/400 operating system of AS/400. 

For more information refer to the following publications: 

• 045:400 Programming Reference Summary:eci/, SC2J-8076 

• ASAOO Programming: Control Language Reference:cit, SC41-0030 

• .-15.;400 Communications APPC Guide:ecit. SC4J-8J89 

• AS.400 Communications APP;\' Guide:ecit, SC41-8188 

The tcrminology table maps the standard· networking terms defmed in "How do I 
Configure a :\"etwork?" on page 7 to the terms used by the AS '400. 

Swndard Term AS/400 Term 

:\"etwork :\"amc Remote ~etwork Identifier 
, 

LC :\"ame Default Local Location 

CP :\"ame Local Control Point ~ame 

Partner LL' :\"ame Remote Control Point 

Local LA:" Address Local Adapter Address 

Adjacent LA:\" Address LA:S- Remote Adapter Address 

AS/400 APPC Configuration Worksheet 
Lse thc following table to determine all the values you will need while configuring 
this platform. The table is split into two parts: values determined by referring to the 
Booklet introduction or other platform chapters, and values local to this platform 
that you make up. There are three columns. The left-most column has a variable 
name that starts and ends with a question mark (7), the middle column describes 
what the variable is used for and how to determine the value, and the right-most 
column is for you to fill in with a value. Whenever there is a reference in this 
chapter to a value in the left column, substitute the value you have written in the 
right column. 

for example, if you are following our excellent recommendations, you will write 
#JSTER in the right column on the ?MODE? line. Then in Figure 21 on page 32 
you will type #I:\"TER on the AS/400 screen that looks like this: 

MOdename ==> HINTER 
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• 

Symbol /low to determine the l'alue for this symbol Fill in value 
here 

Yalul'S that mU(:h match with other places 

?LC;\A\IE? This is the symbol that refers to the LV name of the machine 
you are defining to the network. 1 to 8 character field consisting 
of alphanumeric characters which is the LV name of the node. 
Choose a name that is unique within the same network name. 
Refer to Hllow do I Configure a Network?" on page 7 for more 
information about Lt; names. 

?CP;\.'\\IE? This is the symbol that refers to the Control Point name of your 
machine. It should be the same as your ?Lt;~A\1E? Refer to 

. "What Is APP;\?" on page 6 for more information about 
control points. 

?;\ETWORK? This is the symbol that refers to the network name of the 
machine you are defining to the network. ) to 8 character field 
consisting of alphanumeric characters. There is a structured 
format for the network name which includes the country code, 
enterprise code and network suffix code. This format insures 
uniqueness around the world. Call your 10callB\1 branch office 
for the format information and to register your network name. 
Refer to Hllow do I Configure a Network?" on page 7 for more 
information about network names. 

?PART;\[RLC? This is the partner's LV name. Refer to the HI-low to fmd ... " 
section of the partner computer's configuration chapter for this 
value. Refer to ';How do I Configure a ;\etwork?" on page 7 
for more information about the partner LV name. 

?P.-\RT:\TRCP? This is the Control Point(CP) name of your partner. Refer to 
the "How to find .. " section of the partner computer's configura-
tion chapter for this value. 

?PART;\ER;\ET? This is the symbol for the network name of the partner com-
puter. Cse the network name from the partner computer's "Ho\'.· 
to find ... " section. Refer to "How do I Configure a ;\etwork?" 
on page 7 for more information about the partner network 
name. 

?LASADDRESS? This is the symbol for the LAN Address of the partner com-
puter. (Or the LA;\ Address of a network node, if the link is 
being made to a network node.) Refer to the "How to fmd ... " 
section of the partner computer's configuration chapter for this 
value. 

?TP;\A\IE? This is the. symbol for the Transaction Program name. This is 
the name of the transaction program at the partner computer. 
For API;\G, the TP ;\ame on the server is API;\GD. 

?\lODE? This is the symbol for the mode name. See "What Is a \10de?" 
on page 5 for a discussion of modes. Often, a client/server pro-
duct's documentation specifies what mode must be used by that 
product. API;\G can use any mode (this can be specified on the 
API;\G command line), but the default is #[,;TER. It is recom-
mended that you use one of the architected modes discussed in 
the "What Is a \Iode?" section. 
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Symbol How to determine the mlue for chis symbol Fill in value 
here 

:'ODEID: This is the symbol for the node identifier. Refer to " What is a 
'ode Identifier?" on page 7 for information on whether or not 
you need this value, and if so, how to defme it. If you do use 
the node identification, the recommended/?/required IDBLOCK 
value (the ftrst part of the node ID) on this platform is 05D. 

Local \·alucs 

?CO'TR:\A\lE? This is the symbol for the controller description name. 1 to 10 
letters or numbers which \\'ill be used as a local name on the 
AS. 400 machine to refer to the controller description. You can 
choose any name you like, but since you will use this name later 
to refer to this controller, choose a meaningful name (such as 
PART'ERCP). 

?DEV:\r\\lE? This is the symbol for the device description name. Ito 10 
letters or numbers which will be used as a local name on the 
AS400 machine to refer to the device description. You can 
choose any name you like, but choose a meaningful name (such 
as PART:\ERCPOO) 

?'ODETYPE: This is the symbol for your AS/400's APP~ node type. This 
can be *£'D:\OD£ to be conftgured as an end node, or 
*:\ET:\ODE to be configured as a network node. 

?U:\E:\A\lE? This is the symbol for the line description name. 1 to 10 letters 
or numbers which will be used as a local name on the AS:400 
machine to refer to the line description. You can choose any 
name you like, but since you will use this name later to refer to 
this controller, choose a meaningful name (such as TRLA:\XX, 
where XX is the LA:\ adapter number) 

?R£S:\A\lP This is the symbol for the resource name. You can use the 
command "WRKIIDWRSC" to fmd out the resource name of 
the adapter you are using. 

WRKHDWRSC TYPE(*CMN) 

?PLLAUAS? This is the symbol for the partner LL alias. I to 8 characters 
that designates a nickname for the Partner LC. Alias names arc 
case sensitive. (Suggestion: PART:\£RLC) 

?SY\lDEST? This is the symbol for the CPI-C side information symbolic des-
tination name. It is any 1-8 character name you choose. It will 
be used locally on the AS 400 machine to refer to a CPI-C side 
information entry. (Suggestion: PLLALIAS) 

Working with the AS/400 
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Starting/stopping APPC 

Other Commands 

Configuration 

You can start and stop an APPC controller using the Vary Configuration 
(VR YCFG) command. 

The VRYCFG command can be used to activate and deactivate a controller, or 
link. To activate or start a link between two systems type the following from the 
command entry (CL commands): 

VRYCFG CFGOBJ(?CONTRNAME?) CFGTYPE(*CTL) STATUS(*ON) 

To stop a link type the following from the command entry: 

VRYCFG CFGOBJ(?CONTRNAME?) CFGTYPE(*CTL) STATUS(*OFF) 

To activate or start a link between two systems using menu commands, follow this 
sequence: 

-- AS/400 Main panel 
-- 7. Define or change the system 

-- 1. Configuration 
-- 1. Configure devices and communication 

-- 2. Configure communications and remote hardware 
-- 1. Hork with communications controllers 

8. next to desired ?CONTRNAt·1E? entry. 
-- 1. or 2. for Vary on or Vary off 

• API~G.DOC - Refer to the API~G documentation for how to compile the 
API~G and other progarms on the AS/400. 

Working with APPC configuration 

The following configuration steps will be discussed: 

1. Defme yourself to the network 

2. Defme a link to a partner or intermediate node 

a. Additional LE~ configuration 

b. Other link configuration 

3. Configure to run as a client 

a. Defme CPI-C side information 

b. Other client configuration 

4. Configure to run as a server 
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a. Defme transaction programs 

b. Other server configuration 

When using ASAOO APPC configuration commands, you can enter the commands 
in one of three ways: 

• Using the command prompt: Enter the command and press PF4(Prompt). 

• Csing direct entry: Enter the command and its parameters following the syntax 
described in the CL Reference 

• Proceeding through a series of menu driven panels. 

Define yourself to the network 

1. To communicate within an APP:'\' network you must have an LV name. 
During the AS/400 installation process, at least one LC name was configured. 
'Your local LC is displayed on the Display :'\'etwork Attributes panel. You can 
view this display either by using the DSP~ET A command, or by follwing this 
sequence of panels: 

ASj400 Main panel 
-- 7. Define or change the system 

-- 1. Configuration 
-- 4. Network management 

1. Display network attributes 

YOu will see a panel similar to the ,.,..,11,"'\1.,;""",. 
I VI IVtf, II~. 

Display Network Attributes 
System: LUIIANE 

Current system name •• 
Pending system name •• 
Local network 10 ••.• 
Local control point name 
Default local location. 
Default mode ..•••• 
APPN node type • . . . • 
Haximum number of intermediate sessions 
Route addition resistance ••••• 
Server network ID/control point name •• 

> 
> 
> ?11ETWORK? 
> ?CPIIAHE? 
> ?LUNAHE? 
> BLAtiK 
> ?NODETYPE? 
> 200 
> 12B 
> 

Figure 16. DISPLAY ~ET\vORK ATIRIBCTES. This screen displays the configured 
network attributes. 

If you wish to change the network attributes, use the command CHG~ET A 
command or follow this panel sequence: 

ASj400 Main panel 
-- 7. Define or change the system 

-- 1. Configuration 
-- 4. Network management 

-- 2. Change network attributes 
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2. For APPC on the AS/400, an entry called a communications entry must be 
created in a subsystem to handle APPC program evoke (or allocate) requests. 
To check to see if the communications entry has already been defmed: 

a. Type WRKSBS 

b. Type 5 in the blank next to your communications subsystem (ex. QC~I~) 

c. Type 8 to view Communications Entries 

If there is not a Communications Entry for device APPC, you must add one. 
To add a Communications Entry for device APPC, type the CL command 
ADDC~f~E: 

ADDCfINE 
Subsystem Description ............... > QCHIl 

library .......... ; .............. > ~L1BL 
Device .............................. > APPC 
Remote Location ..................... > 
Job Description ••••••••••••••••••••• > QDFTJOBD 

library ......................... > 
Default User Profile ................ > QUSER 
110de •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• > *ANY 
Maximum active jobs ................. > *1l0HAX 

Figure 17. ADD CO\I\IL~ICATlO~S E~TRY. This screen displays the Add Commu
nications entry parameters. 

The subsystem must be stopped and restarted for the communications entry to 
be active. 

Define a link to a partner or network node 
There are three 'descriptions' used for APPC communications on the ASi400. 
These are: 

• Line Description 

The line description describes the physical line connection to be used between 
the AS:'400 and the network. 

• Controller Description 

The controller description is used to describe all tl:le characteristics of a link to 
an adjacent computer. 

• Device Description 

The device description is used to describe all the characteristics of the logical 
connection between two locations in the network. 

The ASj400 has a feature called automatic configuration. Automatic configuration 
can be used to autocreate a device description and:or a controller description on the 
AS'400. The autocreate happens when a partner tries to start a conversation with 
the AS!400. To 'tum on' automatic configuration, type the CL command 
WRKSYSVAL and follow these steps: 

1. Page down until you fmd the system value, 'QACTOCFG'. 

2. Type 2 for Change 
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3. Type 1 to 'turn' on automatic configuration 

The below configuration directions describe how to create or change line. controller, 
and device descriptions. If you wish to autocreate a controller andior device 
description, you am skip those respective steps. 

1. Create or change line description: You must have a line description to be used 
with the controller description. If there is a line description already available, 
you should not create a new one and can skip this step. This example creates a 
token ring line description named TRLA~. To create or change line 
descriptions for token-ring, use CRTLl:,\TRi'\ or CHGU:,\TR:,\ (create or 
change T-R line). 

CRTLlIIXXX 
Line Description ••.•• " .•••••.••• " > ?LINENAHE? 
Resource na!1\€ .. ".................. > ?RESHAHE? 
Online at IPL " .................... > *YES 
Vary on wait ....................... > "NOHAIT 
1·la~imum contollers ................. > 40 
Line speed ............ " ........... > 4H 
Ha~imum frame size ... " ............ > 1994 
Loca 1 adapter address .•.••••••.•••• > "ADPT 

Figure 18. CREATE CHA;\GE U:\E DESCRIPTlO:\. This screen displays the Line 
Description attributes. 

2. Create or change controller description (link defmition): 'You can access con· 
troller descriptions through the CRTCTLAPPC or CHGCTLAPPC commands 
(Create'Change Controller Description, APPC). The following example shows 
only the fields of the controller description that need to be changed. You can 
allow the other fields to default. 

CRTCTLAPPC 
Controller Description .............. > ?COHTRHAHE? 
Link type "" ....................... > "LAN 
Online at IPL ....................... > "YES 
APPII-capable •. " ...... " ............ > "YES 
Switched line list .................. > ?LINENAHE? 
Remote network identifier ••••••••••• > ?PARTHERNET? 
Remote control point ................ > ?PARTHERLU? 
LAt, remote adapter address ••.••••••• > ?LAHAOORESS? 
APPII CP sess i on support ............. > "YES 
APPN node type •••••••••.•••••••••••• > "CALC 
APPIl transmission group nwnber ••.••• > CALC 

Figure 19. CREATEjCHA;\GE CO:\TROLLER DESCRIPTIO;\. This screen displays 
the Controller Description atu:ibutes. 

3. Create or change de\'ice description (LV definition): 'You can access controller 
descriptions through the CRTDEVAPPC or CHGDEV APPC commands 
(Create!'Change Device Description, APPC). The following example shows 
only the fields of the device description that need to be changed. You can allow 
the other fields to default. 
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CRTDEVAPPC 
Device Description •••••••••..••••••• > ?OEVNAHE? 
Remote location ..•••••.••••.••••••••• > ?PARTNERlU? 
local location ••••••.••••••••••••••• > ?lUNAHE? 
Remote network identifier ••••••••••• > ?PARTNERNET? 
Attached Controller •••••••••••••••• > ?CONTRNAHE? 

Figure 20. CREATECHANGE DEVICE DESCRIPTlO~. This screen displays the 
Device Description attributes. 

Configure to run as a client 

Define CPI-C side information 
To use a CPI-C symbolic destination name, a CPI-C side info entry or CSI should 
be dermed. 

The following are CL commands that allow you to create, display, print, change, 
delete and work with the side information . 

• CRTCSI - Create the ·CSI 

• DSPCSI - Display or print the ·CSI object 

• CIIGCSI - Change the ·CSI object 

• DLTCSI - Delete the ·CSI object 

• WRKCSI - Provides a menu interface for the ·CSI object 

CRTCSI 
Side Infonnation ..................... > ?SYHOEST? 
library ••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••• > 

Remote location ..•.••..•.••••••..•••• > ?PARTHERlU? 
Transaction Program name ••••••..••••• > ?TPNAHE? 
1·lode ................................. > ?HqOE? 

Figure 21. CREATE CPI-C SIDE I'FOR,\1ATIO'. This screen displays the CPI-C Side 
Information parameters. Press PFIO for Additional parameters. 

Configure to run as a server 

Define transaction programs 
To run AS '400 as a server, you must, in addition to the configuration steps above, 
defme a transaction program (TP) on your machine which will be started when the 
client establishes a conversation. 

To define the TP for AS/400, the eser Library List needs to be changed. The 
library where your transaction program resides should be added to the list. To 
access the User Library List do the following: 

• Type the WRKSYSVAL from a command line 

• Page down until you fmd the QUSRLlBL system value. 
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Running APING 

How to find .... 

• Select 2 for Change 

• Type your server program's library name (e.g. API~G) in the space next to the 
desired sequence number. The library should contain the server program to be 
started (e.g. API~GD) 

You should now be able to API!'G any of the computers you configured to using 
the steps abo\·e. 

To run API~G, from the AS. 400 command line, type the CL command CALL 
from the command entry line. 

Call Program (CALL) 
Program .••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• > APIIIG 
Library •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• > APING 

Pa rame t er. • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• > ?PARTllERLU?or?SYHDEST? 
or?PLUALIAS? 

Figure 22. CALL program. This screen displays the Call program parameters. 

• LC name 

During the ASAOO installation process, at least one LC name was configured. 
Your LC name can be found on the Display ~etwork Attributes panel. Cse 
DSP~ETA command or follow this panel sequence. 

AS/4BB Main panel 
-- 7. Define or change the system 

-- 1. Configuration 
-- 4. Network management 

-- 1. Display network attributes 

On the Display network attributes panel, the LC name is the Default local 
location. 

• CP name 

On the Display network attributes panel, the CP name is the Local control 
point name. 

• ~etwork ~ame 

On the Display network attributes panel, the ~etwork ~ame is the Local 
network ID. 

• LA ~ address 

the LA~ address is found by accessing the line description. 

Type WRKLI~D (Work y,;th line descriptions) 

Page down to the Token-Ring line description entry 
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Type "5" in front of the Token-Ring line description entry to Display 

Look in the panel entry for Local Adapter Address. This is the value that a 
partner will enter for its remote address when connecting. 
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CICS Configuration 

Prerequisites 

Terminology 

The Customer Information and Control System (CICS) provides an em'ironment 
optimized for running vel)' short programs called transactions on System 370 and 
System.'390 processors. Transactions consist of a program (that may perhaps call 
other programs) with an associated transaction identifier or transaction I D The 
transaction ID is 1-4 characters long but typically is always four characters. For 
example, the transaction CEDA starts the program that performs on-line resource 
defmition. 

This chaptcr describes how to configure CICS to use the API:'\G and API:'\GD 
sample programs. 

The following software levels are required for the defmitions in this chapter: 

• CICS/ESA Version 3 Release 3 

• ACFjVTA\l Version 3 Release 4.1 or Version 3 Release 3 

• \IVS;ESA Version 4 Release 3 or Version 4 Release 2 

• 0:CP Version 5 Release 2 or later 

In most cases, you will fmd CICS has already been installed and an LC name has 
been assigned. In addition, you will almost certainly fmd VT A\l installed and the 
network name has already been defmed. Therefore, while we give instructions on 
how to set the LC name in CICS and VT A\l, you probably will not need to make 
any changes. The information is vel)' useful, however, because you will need it to 
configure other platforms that wish to communicate with CICS. 

In addition, you should have the API:\G and API:'\GD sample programs for CICS. 

These publications provide detailed information on the configuration process for 
CICS Version 3 Release 3 and VTA\l Version 3 Release 4.1. 

• CICSiESA: Resource Definition (Online), SC33-0666 

• CICS.ESA: System Definition Guide, SC33-0664 

• VTAJI: Resource Definition Reference, SC3 1-6438 

• VTAM: Nern:ork Implementation Guide, SC3l-6434 

• XCP: Resource Definition Reference, SC30-3448 

Below is a table of standard APPC terms and the equivalent CICS terms. Csing 
standard terms makes configuring two unlike platforms easier so standard terms are 
used whenever possible. Some terms haye no ClCS equivalent but instead are set in 
\"TA\l or ::\CP. 
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Standard Term CICS Term 

Link ~ame PC name (VTA:\f) 

~etwork :\ame ~etwork, ~ETID (see note) 

LV ~ame APPLlD, ACB~A\tE 

Partner LU ~ame :\etname 

LA~ Address LOCADD (!'CP) 

Adjacent LA~ Address DIAL~O (VT A\f) 

1\;ote: CICS uses network name only when defming CPJ-C side information. 
VT A\1 keeps track of partner Les and routing traffic to the partner LUs, in the 
same network or different networks. . 

CICS Configuration Worksheet 

Variable 

Cse the following table to determine all the values you will need while configuring 
this platform. The table is split into two parts: values determined by referring to the 
Booklet introduction or other platform chapters, and values local to this platform 
that you make up. There are three columns. The left-most column has a variable 
name that starts and ends with a question mark (?), the middle column describes 
what the variable is used for and how to determine the value, and the right-most 
column is for you to fill in with a \·alue. \\'benever there is a reference in this 
chapter to a value in the left column, substitute the value you have written in the 
right column. 

For example, if you are following our excellent recommendations, you will write 
#INTER in the right column on the ?MODE? line. Then in Figure 30 on page 48 
you will type #1~TER on the CICS screen that looks like this: 

MOdename ==> lINTER 

Likewise, in Figure 27 on page 45 the substitution would look like this: 

?PARTNERLU? LU LOCADDR=O, ISTATUS=ACTIVE, x 
t·IODET AB=?I·l0DET ABLE? ,DLOGI·IOD=#INTER 

How to determine the ~'alue fo,. (his symbol Fill in value 
he,.e 

Values that must match in other places 

?LC~A\1E? This is the LV name of the CICS region you are configuring. It 
can be 1-8 characters (letters or numbers) but must begin with a 
letter. In CICS this is called the APPLlD; in VTA\t this is 
called the APPLID or ACBSA.lfE. Refer to "How do I Con-
figure a ~etwork?" on page 7 for information on how to defme 
this value. If CICS is installed and running, you will not be able 
to choose this, you will have to get this value from the CICS or 
VT A\I system programmer. 

?~ET\VORK? This is the network name, called the NETID in VTA\1. It can 
be 1-8 characters (letters or numbers) but must begin with a 
letter. CICS uses the value defmed in VTA\1. See "How to 
fmd ... " on page 55 for information on how to fmd this value. 
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Variable How to determine the mlue for this symbol Fill in value 
here 

?CP:"A\lE'.' This is the Control Point name of your machine. It can be 1-8 
characters (letters or numbers) but must begin with a letter. It's 
value is set in VT A\1, where it is called the SSCPN AAI £. See 
"lIow to fmd ... " on page 55 for more details. 

?PART:\ERCP? This i~ the Control Point name of the partner computer. 
VTA\l uses this name in the CPi'A\lE parameter to identify 
partner computers. Refer to the "How to fmd ... " section of the 
partner computer's configuration chapter for this value. 

?PART:\ERLC? This is the partner's LV name. CICS calls this the nelname. 
This is SOT the same as the ?:\ETWORK? name described 
earlier. Refer to the "How to fmd ... N section of the partner com-
puter's configuration chapter for this value. In many cases this 
value will be the same as the preceding value (?PART:\ERCP?).· 

?PART:\ER:\ET? This is the network name of the partner computer. VTAM does 
all processing of network name Use the network name from the 
partner computer's "How to fmd ... " section. If this value is dif-
ferent than the value for ?:,\ETWORK?, special coding is 
required in \TA\l (see Figure 28 on page 45 for an example). 

?LA:"ADDRESS? This is the LAS address of the network processor that connects 
the host to the LA:". It is 12 hexadecimal digits (for example, 
x'l0005A25EEFO' or x'400085950001'). This chapter assumes 
that the network processor is an IB\l 3745 running ~CP V5R2 
or later. 

\TA\l's preferred method for connecting to APPN or LE:,\ 
nodes requires the partner computer to initiate the connection. 
This relieves \TA:vt (and VTA\l system programmers) from 
having to know the LA:\ Address of the partner computer. 
\TA\l uses the ?PART:'\ERCP? name to identify the partner. 

?TP:"A\lE? This is the Transaction Program name. It is the name that is AP~GD 

sent across the network to the server machine and can be 1-64 
characters. including a period (.). The server machine then maps 
this TP :"ame to an executable program. The TP Name is 
usually specified in a clientiserver product's documentation. For 
API:"G, the default TP Name is APf.\GD but this can be 
changed. 

?SER YERTRA:"? A 4 character name for the CICS server transaction, that is, the AP~ 

transaction initiated by an APPC partner LV. This must match 
the first four characters of the Transaction Program name and 
must be in upper-case. 

?\10DE? See "\\ 'hat Is a \lode?" on page 5 for a discussion of modes. #~TER 

Sometimes a clienttserver product's documentation specifies what 
mode must be used by that product. APII\G can use any mode 
(this can be specified on the API:\G command line), but the 
default is #I:"."TER. 

toea! ,'alm's 
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Va,.iable How to determine the ~'aluefor this symbol Fill in value 
here 

?U:"\K:"\A\tE'? I to 8 letters or numbers which will be used as a local namc to 
refer to the link to a partner computer. You can choose any 
name you like, but since you will use this name later to refcr to 
this link, choose a meaningful name. CICS relies on VT A.\tl to 
handle this type of information. VT AM calls the link name the 
PU name and it must begin with an alphabetic character. See--
Heading 'CPL::'\KF' unknown -- for more information. 

?SY\lDEST? This is thc CPI-C side information symbolic destination name. 
It is any 1-8 character name you choose. CICS does not require 
you to create side information. Example: JOE. 

Profile names, file names - these are names of CICS resources or members of MVS datasets. Unless 
otherwise noted, you can choose any name you want. 

. 
?PROCLIB? The dataset that contains the CICS start-up procedure. This 

procedure library should already exist and will probably have a 
member for CICS. Examples: SYSl.PROCLIB or 
IPO t ,PROCLIB. 

?CICSPROC? The procedure name (a member in ?PROCLIB?) that starts 
CICS. This job must run after the VT A!\l application node 
(APPL) is active. Example: CICS330. 

?SITPAR\lS? The dataset with just those CICS System Initialization Table 
(SIT) parameters that are set at start-up time. There are several 
dozen SIT parameters. If several CICS regions havc the same 
settings for most of them, they can use the same pre-assembled 
table but change the ones that need to be unique (like the LV 
name) when starting CICS. One way to do this is with a dataset 
containing the parameters to be changed. Example: 
CICS330.SYSI::'\(DFHSSIP 1). 

?S"'::'\ET:"\ODE? The VT A\l switched major node containing the PV defmition 
for the remote peripheral node (if the partner LV is in a DOS, 
OSi2, AIX, or OS;'400 or other APP::'\ platform). VT AM 
V3R4, the basis for the examples in this book, has a feature that 
dynamically creates the PU defmition. This may already be 
defmed. Example: LA::,\SW. 

?APPLI\ODE? The VTA\l application major node with the CICS APPL state-
ment. This must be varied active before starting CICS. This 
typically will already exist so contact your VT A:'.1 systems pro-
granuner for this. If you are looking on your own, it will usually 
have APPL in the name. Example: CICSAPPL. 

?GROl'P? A 1-8 charactcr name for the collection of CICS dcfmitions. 
CICS reserves for its own use names beginning \vith DFH. You 
can choose any name. Examples: OS2 or AIX. 

?CO::'\? A 1-4 character connection name used as a nickname for the 
partner Le. The CICS connection defmes the partner LV. 
Several other parameters are tied to the connection name. It 
does not have to match an)1hing outside CICS. Example: 
DWAI. 
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J'ariahle How to determine the \'alue for this symbol Fill in "alue 
here 

?SESSIO~? A 1-8 character name for the sessions with a given mode name. 

?CLIE~TTRA~? A 1-4 character name for the CICS client transaction, that is, a 
transaction started by a tenninal user signed on to this CICS 
regIOn. Example: AP~G. 

?CLIE~TPG~l? A 1-8 character name for the client program. This typically is 
the same as the real program name and this chapter ""ill use that 
convention. Example: APf\G. 

?SER VERPG:\l? A 1-8 character name for the server program. This typically is 
the same as the real program name and this chapter will use that 
convention. Example: APf\GD. 

?PROFILE? A 1-8 character name for the partner characteristics in CICS' 
CPI-C side information. See "Oerme CPI-C Side Information 
(OPTIO~Al)" on page 51. 

?API~GLlB? The load library containing the compiled and link-edited pro-
grams for API~G and API~GD. Example: 
CICSAI>PS.LOADLIB. 

?:\10DETABlE? The binary table containing mode names that VT A~l searches, 
usually a member of SYS I.VT A:\lL1B. This may already exist 
but may not have the preferred mode names (#I~TER, 
#BATCII, etc.) Check to make sure. Example: APPC:.\10DE. 

Working with CICS and VTAM 
This section describes commands that you (or an ~lVS system operator) must issue 
from an :\IVS operator console to make CICS and VT;\:\1 work. There are pro
grams like the JES Spool Display and Search Facility (SOSF) that allow authorized 
users to view the system log and enter :\IVS commands from any 3270 session. If 
you have such a program then you don't have to be at the System."390 console to 
issue these commands. 

\'T A:\1 definitions are grouped into major nodes, each of which is a separate 
member of SYSl.\,TA~lLST. The VBCIlO TYPE= statement detennines the 
type of major node. The two types you will use are application major nodes and 
switched major nodes. Application major nodes derme host LVs using APPL state
ments, while switched major nodes derme peripheral nodes using PC statements and 
LC statements. All of these will be described in more detail. 

Starting/stopping APPC 
APPC is part of CICS; it starts automatically when CICS is started, and stops auto
matically ",'hen CICS is stopped. Starting CICS consists of 1\\'0 steps: 

1. Starting the VTA:\t application major node that contains the CICS APPL defi
nition. To do this, issue the following command from the :\1\,S operator 
console: 

v net,act,id=?APPLNODE? 
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Other commands 

Configuration 

2. Running an \IVS job that starts CICS. This job (called a procedure or proc) is 
usually in a procedure library such as SYS l.PROCLIB. To start CICS, issue 
following command from the \IVS console: 

s ?CICSPROC? 

The procedure can be included in the ;\IVS start-up list or a system operator can 
run it from the console. For more details on the start-up proc, see "DefIning your
self to the network" on page 41. 

Other \1\'S and CICS commands that are necessary or just useful include the fol
lowing: 

\1\,S console commands 

• If the partner LV is in a computer connected to an ~CP (a common case for 
CICS), the \,T A\I defmition for the partner computer must be active before the 
computer can even connect to ~CP. (There are some exceptions to this. See 
VTA.H: Network Implementalion Guide, Chapter 5, Section 2 for more details.) 
In \,TA\I, a swilched major node is a set of defmitions for partner computers 
on a LA:"' (in this example). The following command activates the switched 
major node and all the partner computer defmitions in it: 

v net,act,id=?SWNETNODE? 

If the major node is active the following commands deactivate and activate the 
link to the partner computer: 

v net,inact,id=?LINKNAME?,f 
v net,act,id=?LINKNAME? 

• Displaying an active LC shows all the sessions and session partners of that LU. 
The following commands display the CICS LV and the partner LV. 

d net,id=?LUNAHE?,e 
d net,id=?PARTNERLU?,e 

CICS Commands 

• In CICS, the CE\1T transaction allows you to display and modify the status of 
connections, netnames, and modenames (that is, all sessions with a particular 
mode name): 

cemt inq conn(?CON?) 
cemt inq netname(?PARTNERLU?) 
cemt inq netname(?HOOE?) 

This guide pro\'iJes instructions for using CICS Resource Defmition Online (ROO) 
to create and modify CICS definitions. To start Resource Defmition Online, you 
must be logged on to CICS and your user-ID must be authorized to run the CEDA 
transaction. 
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Working with APPC configuration 

The following configuration steps will be discussed: 

1. Defme yourself to the netv.-ork 

2. Defme a link to a partner or intermediate node 

a. Additional LE:S- configuration 

b. Other link configuration 

3. Configure to run as a client 

a. Defme CPI-C side information 

b. Other client configuration 

4. Configure to run as a server 

a. Defme transaction programs 

b. Other server configuration 

Since CICS' primary role is as a server, the server discussion will come before the 
client discussion. 

Defining yourself to the network 
Typically, the LC name for CICS has already been defmed by the CICS systems 
programmer If you are logged on to CICS, for example, the CICS L C name 
appears in the lower right comer of the 3270 screen. If this is the case for you, skip 
directly to "Defme a link to a partner or intermediate node" on page 44. 

If you must start from scratch, this section describes how to create the CICS LV 
name. The APPLID parameter in the CICS System Initialization Table (SIT) 
determines the Lt: name for CICS. This macro statements are assembled and link
edited into a binary table that CICS loads at start-up time. The APPLID must 
match the ACB:S-A\1E used in the VfAM APPL statement. 

The APPLID in the System Initialization Table can be over-ridden at start time by 
including some statements in the start-up procedure. In particular, the APPLID 
can be (and usually is) specified this way. Figure 23 on page 42 is a CICS start-up 
procedure. The dataset with the over-ride parameters must be in the SYSI:S- DO 
concatenation list. 

The highlighted sections are discussed in the notes below. This is not the complete 
listing, just the section from the beginning down to the DFHRPL DO statement. 
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IIDFHSTART PROC START='AUTO', 
IIINDEXl='CICS338', 
IIINDEX2='CICS338', 
I I REGNArU=, 
I I REGNAr·12=, 
I I REG= '32M' , 
II DUf.1PTR='YES' , 
II RUNCICS='YES', 
IIOUTC='*', 
II·RDRC='A', 
II SIP=l 

etc. 

11*************************************·********************* 
11******************* EXECUTE' CICS ************************ 
11*********************************-***·********************* 
IICICS EXEC PGt~=DFHSIP,REGION=&REG, TIME=1440, 
II CONO=(l,NE,CICSCNTL), 
II PARr.J='START=&START,SYSIN' 
1/* 
11* THE CAVM DATASETS - XRF 
IIoFHXRr4SG DO OISP=SHR, 
II DSN=&INDEXl.. CNTL. CICS&REGNAr41. .OFHXRt4SG 
IIOFHXRCTL DO DISP=SHR, 
IIOSN=&INOEXl •. CNTL.CICS&REGNN41 .• 0FHXRCTL 
1/* 
1/* THE "FILEA" APPLICATIONS SAr·1PLE VSAf.l FILE 
1/* (THE FILEA 00 STATEMENT BELQlo! WILL 
1/* OVERRIDE THE CSO DEFINIT ION IN GROUP OFH~IROFO) 
IIFILEA DO DISP=SHR, 
II OSN=&INOEXl. .CICS&REGNNU .• FILEA 
1/* 
IISYSIN DO OSN=1SITPARHS1,DISP=SHR 
IIDFHC/·1ACD DO OSN=CICS330.DFHCMACO,DISP=SHR 
11* THE CICS STEPLIB CONCATENATION 
IISTEPLIB DO DSN=EDC.V2RIMO.SEDCLINK,DISP=SHR 
II DO DSN=&INDEX2 •• SDFHAUTH,DISP=SHR 
II DO OSN=SYSl.COB2CICS,DISP=SHR 
II DO OSN=SYSl.COB2LIB,DISP=SHR 
11* DO DSN=IMS.RESLIB,DISP=SHR 
11* THE CICS LIBRARY (DFHRPL) CONCATENATION 
IIDFHRPL DO DSN=EDC. V2R1f.10.SEDCLINK,DISP=SHR 
II DO DSN=&INDEX2 •• SDFHLOAD,DISP=SHR 
II DO DSN=1APINGlIB1,DISP=SHR 
II DO DSN=SYSl.COB2CICS,DISP=SHR 
II DO DSN=SYSl.COB2LIB,DISP=SHR 

etc. 

Figure 23. Startup Procedure for CICS - '!PROCLlB?(?CICSPROC?) 

:\otes: 

# note 1 

1# note 2 

1# note 2 

1. The ?SITPAR\IS? dataset contains the overrides to the System Initialization 
Table. This rue must be in the SYSI~ DD list. 

2. The DFHRPL DD concatenation list is where CICS looks for executable pro
grams and must contain the load library containing the API:\G and API:\GD 
modules. In this example, the load library is ?API:\GLIB? 
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fil:,'1Ire 24 on page 43 shows a data set with SIT over-ride parameters. in particular 
the APPLID. Once CICS has started, these parameters become part of the SIT for 
this CICS region. 

SIT=6S, 
XRF=NO, 
SEC=YES, 
XAPPC=YES, 
X(t·1D=NO, 
XDCT=NO, 
XJCT=NO, 
XPCT=NO, 
XPPT=NO, 
XTST=NO, 
XTRAN=YES, 
XFCT=NO, 
XPSB=NO, 
AUXTR=ON, 
AUXTRSI'!=NEXT, 
APPLID=(?lUNAME?), 
ISC=YES, 
GRPLIST =NNFLIST , 
. END 

# note 

Figure 24. CICS SIT O\'erride Parameters - CICS330.SYSI:'I:(DFHSSIPI) 

:\otc: The APPLID must match the VT A:\I ACB:\A:\lE parameter. 

To defme the CICS LL' name m VI A\l, you will need to set up an application 
major node with a minor node for this CICS region. In VTA\I, the name of a 
resource (LC, APPL, etc.) is the name that precedes the key word in the definition. 
figure 25 shows an example of a VT A\1 application major node with one minor 
noJe (that is, one APPL statement). 

?APPLNODE? VBUILD TYPE=APPL 
?LUNAME? APPL ACBNAt·1E=?LUNAME? ,AUTH=(ACQ, PASS, VPACE) , 

MODETAB=?HODETABLE?,EAS=200,PARSESS=YES,VPACING=0, 
SONSCIP=YES 

Figure 25. VTA\1 Application \lajor :'I:ode - SYSl.VTA\ILST(?APPL:\,ODE?) 

:\otes: 

# note 1 
X # notes 2,3,4 
X # notes 5,6 

1. By convention, the major node name (the label on the VBCILD statement) is 
also the name of the member in SYSl.VTA:\ILST, 

2. The ACB:\A:\IE must match the APPLID parameter in the CICS System 
Initialization Table. If the ACB:\A\IE is not specified, it defaults to the name 
directly preceding the APPL keyword (?LC:\A\IE? in this figure). 

3. The mode table ?\IODET ABLE? must contain the mode names used by 
partner LL's that initiate connections to this CICS. VT A\I only checks the 
name (the parameters can be an)1hing or nothing). VTA\1 does not check out
bound Bl:\Ds for mode names, only inbound Bl:\Ds. So you may run into a 
situation where you can acquire a session from CICS successfully but a C:\OS 
from a remote system will fail. 

4. The continuation character (X in this example) must be in column 72, and con
tinuation lines (here the \10DETAB:= ... ) must begin in column 16. 
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5. PARSESS = YES indicates this CICS will use parallel sessions. 

6. Another parameter, APPC, is not coded here because the default, APPC = ~O, 
is the desired value. CICS uses its own APPC implementation and does not 
use VTA\l's APPC support. 

There are two mode names that must be in the mode table (?\IODET ABLE?) 
named in Figure 25 on page 43. They are S::\ASVCMG and ?\10DE? (the mode 
name from the worksheet in "CICS Configuration Worksheet" on page 36). The 
assembler source code in Figure 26 provides working deftnitions. Add this source 
code to the source code for the mode table, assemble it and re-link it to 
SYS 1.\'T A\lLIB. 

TITLE 'SNASVcr.1G' 
********************************************************************** 

* 
* 

LOGt·lODE TABLE ENTRY FOR RESOURCES CAPABLE OF ACTING 
AS LU 6.2 DEVICES 

* 
* 

********************************************************************** 

SNASVCt·1G t·10DEENT LOG~10DE=SNASVCt"G, H1PROF=X '13' , TSPROF=X '07' , 
PRIPROT=X'B0',SECPROT=X'B0',COMPROT=X'D0Bl', 
RUSIZES=X'8686',ENCR=B'0000',SSNDPAC=7, 
PSERVIC=X'060200000000000000000300', 
SRCVPAC=7,PSNDPAC=7,TYPE=0 

TITLE '#INTER' 
*********************************************************************** 

* 
* 
* 
* 

LOGMODE TABLE FOR INTERACTIVE SESSIONS ON RESOURCES 
CAPABLE OF ACTING AS LU 6.2 DEVICES 

* 
* 
* 
* 

*************'********************************************************** 

#INTER MODEENT LOGMODE=#INTER, 
ENCR=B'0000',SSNDPAC=7, 
SRCVPAC=7,PSNDPAC=7 

Figure 16. \i A\J \Iode Definitions - S:-';ASYC\IG and ?\10DE? 

Define a link to a partner or intermediate node 

* 
* 
* 
* 

* 
* 

To defme a link to a partner or intermediate node, create a VT AM switched major 
node with a physical unit (PU) definition. If the partner LC is in the same system 
(APPC ':\I\,S or another CICS region, for example), skip this section and go to 
"Configure to run as a server" on page 46. 

~otc: The examples here are for APP::\ nodes and LEi' nodes. If the partner LV 
is in another S/390 host, subarea routing must be used and VTA\1 on both hosts 
must have proper paths defined to allow CICS to communicate with the partner 
Le. 

Since the next node in the path to the partner LV may be just an intermediate hop, 
the term adjacent link will be used to name the link chosen to route the traffic to 
the partner LV. 

For most APPC systems communicating with CICS, the link to the host S/390 is 
acth-ated by the remote system, not by VT A:\1. (CICS does not know about link 
definitions at all.) The examples shown here represent APP:\' nodes or LE~ nodes 
that activate links to VT A~1. 
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Below is a sample VT X\f switched major node. 

?SWNETNODE? VBUILD TYPE=Sl'lNET ,'·1AXGRP=6,'·1AXNO=6 
?LlNKNAHE? PU ADDR=04, 

CPfW1E=?PARTNERCP? , 
PUTYPE=2, 
'·1AXDATA=2057, 
'·1AXPATH= 1 

?PARTNERLU? LU LOCADDR=0,ISTATUS=ACTIVE, 
'·10DETAB=?MODETABlE? , DLOG~lOD=?MODE? 

Figure 27. \T.-\\I Switched \lajor 'ode - SYSl.VTA\ILST(?S\\·'ET'ODE?) 

:\otes: 

# note 1 
X # note 2 
X # note 3 
X 
X 

X # note 4 
# note 5 

1. The name of the switched node (?S\v:"ET:"ODE?) is the label of the VB CILD 
statement. 

2. VTA\l thinks of pes as links; this name is strictly internal to VT ;\\t. 

3. The CP:\:\\lE in this definition is obtained from the partner (or defmed by the 
VTA\l system programmer and given to the person setting up the partner com
puter). It musl match exactly. The network name is by default the same as 
VTA\l's (see "Bow to fmd ... " on page 55). 

4. On the platforms that will use this form of VTA\t defmition, it is quite likely 
that ?PART:\ERLC? and ?P;\RT~ERCP? are one and the same. In fact, for 
:"etworking Services/DOS, this is a requirement. 

5. VTA\l only requires that the mode name be in the mode table. Making it the 
default (DLOG\lOD) just makes things tidier. :\ote that the mode name 
S:\ASVC\IG must also be in the mode table. 

If the partner computer has a different network name than VTA\l's, then you must 
haw VT A\1 Version 3 Release 4 or later to use the following defmition. The 
partner computer is said to be in a non-native network. 

?SWtJETNODE? VBUILD TYPE=SWNET,MAXGRP=6,MAXNO=6 
?LltJKNAHE? PU ADDR=04, 

CPNAME=?PARTNERCP?, 
PUTYPE=2, 
1·1AXDATA=20S7, 
'·1AXPAT H= 1, 
XNETALS=YES, 
NETID=?PARTNERNET? 

?PARTNERlU? LU LOCADDR=0,ISTATUS=ACTIVE, 
l·lODET AB=?MODETABlE? ,DLOGI,10D=?MODE? 

Figure 28. \ T:\\I Switched \1ajor :O-:ode. l'on-'ative 'etwork -
SYSl.\iA\ILST(?SW'ET'ODE?) 

:\otes: 

X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X # note 1 

# note 2 
X 

J. The X:\ETALS = YES is needed here only if it is not coded in the VTA\1 start 
options. It is only valid with VT A\1 V3R4 or later .. 

'") The :\ETID is the partner network name from the worksheet in ';CICS Config
uration Worksheet" on page 36. 
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Configure to run as a server 
To configure CICS as a server you must defme the following: 

• a CO:":'\[CTIO:" object (with the partner LC name) 

• a S[SSIO:"S object (with the mode name for the session) 

• a TR:\:'\SACTIO:" object (with the TP :'\ame to be started) 

• a PROGRA\l object (used by the TRA:"SACTIO:" object) 

In CICS, objects have properties such as authorization lists (what user-ids can use 
the object), resources required (memory, buffers), etc. CICS manages all these to 
provide low response time. 

:\ote: To distinguish CICS objects, such as a CO~~ECTIO~, from more generic 
usages, the CICS object names will be in upper case. For example, a PROGRA\l 
refers to the CICS definition for a program object, while a program can be any exe
cutable file or load module. 

To create and modify defmitions in CICS start the CEDA transaction. All defi
nitions in CICS are kept in groups. \lost object identifiers must be globally unique, 
that is, cannot be used in any other group. SESSIO~S objects are an exception to 
this rule. In the following sections all the defmitions are in the same group. 

Defining a CONNECTION 
To define a connection in CICS, type the following at a clear screen: 

ceda define group(?GROUP?) connection(?CON?) 

CICS folds all characters to upper-case, so you don't haw to worry about typing 
lower-case characters. If the group does not exist, CICS will create it for you auto
matically. Figure 29 on page 47 shows the 3270 screen that results from this 
command. CICS fills in the group name and the CO~~ECTIO:" identifier from 
the values you typed. On this screen and all other CICS screens, if a value must be 
selected from a list, then the part of the list value that is upper-case serves as a 
short-name. For example, the ACcessmethod parameter has options of Vtam, IRc, 
I:"direcl, anJ Xm. To select Vtam, typing "V" is the same as typing "\TA\1." 
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OVERTYPE TO '·1001 FY 
CEDA DEFine 
Connection : ?COU? 
Group : ?GROUP? 
DEscription ==> PARHIER LU 

CarUlECT ION IDENTl FI ERS 
tletname ==> ?PARTHERlU? 
ItlDsys ==> 

REI·tOTE ATTRIBUTES 
REHOTESystem ==> 
REl-IOTEName ==> 

CarlllECT 1011 PROPERTI ES 
ACcessmethod ==> Vtam 
Protocol ==> Appc 
SInglesess ==> No 
DAtastream ==> User 
RECordformat ==> U 

OPERATIONAL PROPERTIES 
+ AUtoconnect ==> No 

INService ==> Yes 
SECURITY 
SEcurityname ==> 
ATtachsec ==> local 

BitlDPassword ==> 
BItlDSecuri ty ==> No 

CICS RELEASE = 0330 

Vtam I IRc I INdirect I Xm 
Appc I Lu61 
No I Yes 
User I 3270 I SCs I STrfield I Lms 
U I Vb 

tlo I Yes I All 
Yes I No 

Local I Identify I Verify I Persistent 
I Hixidpe 
PASSHORO NOT SPECIFIED 
No I Yes 

APPLlD=TOCICS3 

Figure 29. CEOA DEFI:\E GROLP(?GROLP?) CO:\:\ECfIO:\ 

Required parameters; 

1. Connection is a 1-4 character nickname for this partner Lt.:'. 

N note 1 

N note 2 

# note 3 
# note 4 

# note 5 

II note 6 

2. Xetname is the partner Lt.: name. The netname must match a VTA\.l defi
nition, either from a dynamically-dermed cross-domain resource (CDRSC) or 
from a static defmition in a VT A\.ILST member. (See Figure 27 on page 45.) 
CICS uses net name to refer to ?PART;';ERLu? and doesn't allow you to set 
the partner network name. Remember, the fully-qualified partner name is 
'.';';ETWORK??PART;';ERLC? (for exan:ple, CS:--:ETI.PART:--:ER). 

3. Protocol must be entered and must be APPC. 

4. SInglesess must be set to ~O. The example defmitions in this guide all require 
parallel sessions. 

5. The" + " sign indicates the bottom of the first screen displayed by CEDA. The 
function key settings are displayed at the bottom of the screen (but not shown 
here). 

6. A ttachsec specifies the type of security that can be used. Persistent means that 
this partner sends a user-ID and password the first time it tries to start a trans
action; subsequent transactions are sent with just the user-ID and some bits that 
say "persistent verification - already signed on." CICS V3R3 will keep a table of 
logged-on users. The partner system can still try to start a program with no 
security and if the transaction does not require security, it will run. However, 
transactions that require RACF user-ID authorization would fail in such cases. 

Here the default, "Local," means that any transaction that can be run by the 
default user-ID, CICSCSER, can be run by this partner Lt.:'. 
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Defining SESSIONS 
To defme the mode name and session characteristics for the partner LV a SES
SIO:\S defmition must be created. The following command builds a 3270 screen 
that allows you to do so. 

ceda define group(?GROUP?) sessions(?SESSION?) 

Figure 30 shows the 3270 screen that you should as a result. 

+ 

OVERTYPE TO HODIFY 
CEDA DEFine 
Sessions : ?SESSION? 
Group : ?GROUP? 
DEscription ==> ?I·IOOE? SESSIONS FOR PARTNER LU 

SESSION IDENTIFIERS 
Connection ==> ?CON? 
SESSName ==> 
NETnameq ==> 
HOdename ==> ?HODE? 

SESSlOtl PROPERTIES 
Protocol ==> Appc 
HAximum ==> 008 , 004 
RECEIVEPfx z=> 

RECEIVECount ==> 
SENDPfx ==> 

SEUDCount ==> 

SEUOSize ==> 04096 
RECEIVESize ==> 04096 

Appc I lu61 
0-999 

1-999 

1-999 
1-30120 
1-30120 

CICS RELEASE = 0330 

APPLI D= TOC I CS3 

Figure 30. CEOA OEFI:\E GROt..:P(?GROt.:P?) SESSIO:'l.:S 

Re<juired parameters: 

, note 1 

, note 2 

I note 3 

/I note 4 

1. Sessions is the CICS name for this session set. The name must be unique 
within this group. 

2. Connection identifies the CICS connection in this group (in other words, the 
partner LV) associated with this mode name. 

3. Jf odename specifies the mode for this group of sessions. 

4. Maximum specifies the number of sessions for this mode name. The values 
shown here match the default values for the mode names #I!':TER and 
#BA TCH as defmed in APP:\ end nodes and network nodes. 

Define transaction program - server 
To defme a transaction program in CICS requires two things, a TRA~SACTION 
and a PROGRA:\1. The TRA!\SACTIO~ defmition assigns the unique four
character transaction identifier for this CICS region, while the PROGRA:\l estab
lishes characteristics of the executable code. The examples here show the server side 
of API:\G, namely API~GD. 

To defme the API:\GD program, type the following command: 

ceda define group(?GROUP?) program 

You should see the screen shown in Figure 31 on page 49. 
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OVERTYPE TO MODIFY 
(EDA DEFine 

PROGram : 
Group : 

?SERVERPGH? 
?GROUP? 

DEscript ion ==> TEST PROGRAI1 TO ALLOCATE AND DEALLOCATE 
Language ==> C 

RELoad ==> No 
RESident ==> No 
USAge ==> Norma 1 
USElpacopy ==> No 
Sta tus ==> Enabled 
RSl : 00 
Cedf ==> Yes 
DAtalocation ==> Below 
EXECKey ==> User 

REMOTE ATTRIBUTES 
RElIOTESystem ==> 

+ REllOTEtiame ==> 

CObol I Assembler I 
I Rpg 
No I Yes 
No I Yes 
Norma 1 I Transient 
No I Yes 
Enabled I Disabled 
0-24 I Public 
Yes I No 
Be low I Any 
User I Cics 

eIes RELEASE = 0330 

Le370 I C I Pl i 

APPLlD=TOCICS3 

Figure 31. CEDA DEH,\E GROL'P(?GROCP?) PROGRA\l 

Required parameters: 

Ii note 1 

Ii note 2 

1. Program is the name of the member of ?API:\'GLIB? that contains the 
API:"GD executable code. (See Figure 23 on page 42 for the JCL to include 
this load library in CICS' search list.) 

') Language specifies the source language of the program. The API:\'GD sample 
program is written in C, so the default, Cobol, mu~t be I:haIlgcd. There is a 
Cobol version of API:\'GD that will run on CICS systems that do not have 
CPI-C support (such as CICS Version 2 Release 1.2) or that do not have the C 
run-time libraries. The Cobol source code is available on CompuServe, the 
18\1 BBS, and \lKTTOOLS. 

To defme the transaction, type the following command: 

ceda define group(?GROUP?) transaction 

The resulting screen should resemble that shown in Figure 32 on page 50. 
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OVERTYPE TO ,·\001 FY 

: ?SERVERTRAN? 
: ?GRDUP? 

eEOA DEFine 
TRansaction 
Group 
DEscription 
PROGram 
n·ias i ze 
PROFile 

==> APItlG SERVER TRAIISACTlDN 
c=> ?SERVERPGH? 
c:> 00000 
==> OFHCleST 

PArtitionset c:> 
STatus ==> Enabled 
PRIHedsize : 00000 
TASKDATALoc ==> Below 
TASKDATAKey ==> User 

REIIOTE ATTRIBUTES 
DYnamic ==> No 
REHOTESystem ==> 
REIIOTWame co> 
TRProf ==> 

+ Localq ==> 

0-32767 

Enabled I Disabled 
0-65520 
Below I Any 
User I eics 

No I Yes 

No I Yes 

cles RELEASE: 0330 

APPLlD=TOCleS3 

Figure 32. CEOA OErI~E GROt;P(?GROl)P?) TRA~SAcrIO~ 

Required parameters: 

N note 1 

N note 2 

1. Transaction is the one-to-four character transaction id. The API:"'G client spec
ifies a remote TP name of API~GD (as a default). When CICS receives a 
request to start a transaction, it only looks at the first four characters of the TP 
name. Therefore API:\ must be the transaction id used by this program. 

2. Program is a pointer to the PROGRAM definition. In this case the 
PROGRA\1 definition has the same name as the program. 

The other values shown in this example are local system defaults. 

INSTALling the Definitions 
Bdore an~' definitions can be used they must be added to the running CICS System 
Ddinition (CSD) using the I~STALL command. This is accomplished by typing 

CEDA INSTALL GROUP(?GROUP?) 

This command will install all the objects in the group - CO~~ECTIO:\s, SES
SIO:\S, PROGRA\ts, etc. Some objects can be installed individually, too. Here is 
an example of installing a change to the program API~G: 

CEDA INSTALL GROUP(?GROUP?) PROGRAI'I(APING) 

If a resource is in use, or In Sen'ice in CICS terms, the installation will fail. If you 
get the I~ST ALLATIO~ FAILED message, you can display the messages by 
pressing the PF9 key. This shouldn't happen the first time, though. 

If you need to take a CO~~ECTIO:\ out of service, or disable a TRA~SACTIO:'\ 
or PROGRA\I, use the CE\fT transaction (see "Working with CICS and VT A\1" 
on page 39). 
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Configure to run as a client 
Only the client has to deal with CPI-C side infonnation and CICS provides a 
default entry that allows programs to use CPI-C with no predcfmcd side infonna
tion. API:'\G will accept a fully-qualified partner LC name 
C:,\ETWORK'?,?PART:,\ERLU,?) as the partner LC parameter. Therefore, the fol
lowing two defmitions are not necessary if the cormection and sessions defmitions 
follow the guidelines stated above. 

The PART:'\ER defmition contains most of the details, but the default profUe uses 
a blank mode name. The PROFILE defmition uses the #I:,\TER mode name. 

Define CPI-C Side Information (OPTIONAL) 
To define CPI-C side infonnation in CICS you must create a PART:'\ER definition 
and a PROFILE defmition. Both are optional. You can invoke API:'\G with 
either the CICS net name ('?PART:'\ERLU'?) or a fully-qualified partner LV name 
C:,\ET\\"ORK'??PART:,\ERLV'?) and API:'\G .... ·ill work properly. 

To create a PART:'\ER dcfmition, type the following command in CICS: 

ceda define group(?GROUP1) partner 

The 3270 screen shown in Figure 33 should appear. Type in the values for Partner, 
:'\etname, :'\etwork, and TP name from the worksheet in "CICS Configuration 
\\' orkshcct" on page 36. 

OVERTYPE TO MODIFY 
eFDA DFFine 

PARTlle,' : ?Svt-IDEST? 
Group : ?GROUP? 
Description ==> CPI-CSIDE IIIFO 

RElIOTE LU IIAIIE . 
IIETllame ==> ?PARTIIERLU? 
tiEW01'k ==> ?PARTUERUET? 

SESSION PROPERTIES 
Profile ==> DFHCICSA 

REI·IOTE TP tlAIIE 
Tpname ==> ?TPHAHE? 

==> 

Xtpname ==> 
==:> 

==> 

CICS RELEASE = 0330 

APPlID=TOCICS3 

# note 1 

/I note 2 
if note 2 

Ii note 3 

/I note 4 

Figure 33. CEDA DEFI:\E GROCP(?GROVP?) PART:\ER. The CPI-C side informa
tion. 

Required parameters: 

I. Partner is the name for this resource in CICS. 

2. Setname is the partner's LC name. JVetwork is the partner's network name. 

3. Profile is the set of characteristics this partner has. The most important of these 
is the modename. The default proflle, DFHCICA, works if the program sets 
the mode name explicitly. API:'\G does set the mode name to #I:,\TER as the 
ddault. 

-+. Tpname is the initial setting for the remote TP name. This can be overridden in 
the program using Set_TP _:'\ame (C:\lSTP~). The TP name must match a 
curr.:sponding TP defInition at the remote system. 
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To derme a PROFILE to explicitly set the mode name for the CPI-C side informa
tion, type the following command: 

ceda define group(?GROUP?) profile 

The screen shown in Figure 34 should appear. Type in the values for ?PROFILE? 
and ?\lODE? from the worksheet in "CICS Configuration Worksheet" on page 36. 

OVERTYPE TO MODIFY 
CEDA DEFine 

PROFile 
Group 
DEsui pt i on 
Scrnsize 
Uc tran 
'·tOdename 
PRIntercomp 

JOURIIALLWG 

: ?PROFILE? 
: ?GROUP? 

==> CPI-C PROFILE TO CHAI1GE HOOE HAilE 
==> Default Default I Alternate 
==> No No I Yes 
==> ?HODE? 
==> No flo I Yes 

Journal ==> Ho No 1-99 

CICS RELEASE = 0330 

f.lSGJrnl ==> No flo [UPut I Output I INOut 
PROTECT 1011 
f.lSGlnteg ==> No No Yes 
Onewte ==> No tlo Yes 
PROtect ==> No No Yes 
Chaincontrol ==> No No Yes 

PROTOCOLS 
+ DVsupJ't ==> All A 11 I tlonvtam I Vtam 

APPLlO=TOCICS3 

Figure 34. CEO.-\ DEFI:\E GROCP(?GROCP?) PROFILE 

Rl'<]uirt'd paraml'ters: 

N note 1 

N note 2 

I. Proj7!c is the name for this resource. This name must match the Profile param
eter in the PART:"ER deflnition. 

") .\lode name identifies the mode for this side info entry. There must be a SES
SIO:"S definition with the same modename. (Remember, this profile entry is 
optional if the application uses a default mode name, as API:"G does.) We 
recommend that ?\10DE? be #I\,TER or one of the other mode names that 
ship with .APP:\" products - #BATCH, #I:"TERSC, or #BATCIISC. 

Define transaction program - client 
Defining the client TRASSACTIO\' and PROGRA\l is just like defining the 
sen'Cr as described in "Defme transaction program - sen'er" on page 48. To defme 
the PROGRA\l, type the following in CICS: 

ceda define group(?GROUP?) program 

You should get the screen shown in Figure 35 on page 53. 
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OVERTYPE TO HODIFY 
CEDA DEFi ne 

PROGram ?CLIEHTPGH? 
Group ?GROUP? 
DEscription ==> APING CLIENT 
Language ==> C 

RELoad ==> No 
RESident ==> No 
USAge ==> Ilonnal 
USElpacopy ==> No 
Status ==> Enabled 
RSI : 00 
Cedf ==> Yes 
DAtalocation ==> Below 
EXECKey ==> User 

REHOTE ATTRIBUTES 
REMOTESystem ==> 
REt·tOTntame ==> 
Transid ==> 
EXECUtionset ==> Fullapi 

CICS RELEASE 0330 

PROGRAH 
CObo I I Assembler I Le370 I C I PI i 
I Rpg 
No I Yes 
No I Yes 
Nonnal I Transient 
No I Yes 
Enabled I Disabled 
0-24 I Public 
Yes I No 
Be low I Any 
User I Ci cs 

Fullapi I Dplsubset 

APPLlD=TOC ICS3 

/I note 1 

# note 2 

figure 35. CEDA DEFI:\E GROCP(?GROL"P?) PROGRA\1. Here you tell CICS about 
the executable program. 

Required parameters: 

1. Program is a member of the \lVS load library ?API:\"GLIB? included in the 
DFIIRPL DD concatenation list in the CICS start-up procedure. (See 
Figure 23 on page 42.) 

2. Language must be set to C. 

To defme the TRA:\"SACTIO:\", type the following in CICS: 

ceda define group(?GROUP?) transaction 

You should get the screen shown in Figure 36. \lodify the Transaction and 
Program fields as described in the notes. 

OVERTYPE TO MODIFY 

?CLIEHTTRAH? 
?GROUP? 

CEDA DEFine 
TRansaction 
Group 
DEscription 
PROGram 

==> APING CLIENT TRANSACT lOt! 

H!as i ze 
PROFile 

==> ?CLIEHTPROG? 
==> 00000 
==> DFHCICST 

PArt i t i onset ==> 
STatus ==> Enabled 
PRIHedsize : 00000 
TASKDATALoc ==> Below 
TASKDATAKey ==> User 

RENOTE ATTRIBUTES 
DYnamic -=> No 
RHtOTESystem ==> 
REHOTEName ==> 
TRProf ==> 

+ localq ==> 

0-32767 

Enabled I Disabled 
0-65520 
Below I Any 
User I Cics 

No I Yes 

No I Yes 

CICS RELEASE 0330 

/I note 1 

/I note 2 

APPLlO= TOC I CS3 

Figure 36. CEDA DEFl:\[ GROL"P(?GROL"P?) TRA:\SACTIO:\ 
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Running APING 

Requirl'f.! parameters: 

I. Transaction is the four-character transaction id. This must be unique in this 
CICS region. As this transaction is started by a local terminal user, it does not 
need to match an}1hing specified at the remote system. 

2. Program is a pointer to the PROGRA:'vf object defmed in Figure 35 

Remember to CEDA ~STALL your new deflnitions! (See "I~STALLing the 
Defmitions" on page SO.) 

To run API~G, type any of the following commands at a clear CICS screen (don't 
forget the period if you use the flrst fonnat): 

?ClIENTTRAN? -n ?PARTNERNET?1PARTNERlU? 
?ClIENTTRAN? -n ?PARTNERlU? 
?ClIENTTRAN? -n ?SYMDEST? 

You should see the API:"G logo and output. The "-n" switch tries to start the 
API~GD transaction on the remote computer without any security infonnation 
(user-ID and password). 

:\otc: If you are running with RACF, your transaction must be authorized and 
your user-ID must be authorized to use it. If you get an error message like 
"DFHAC2033 ... Your are not authorized to use transaction XXXX." you will need 
to contact your RACF administrator. 

You may need to manually start a session between CICS and the partner LC, since 
ClCS does not do this automatically. To start a session with the partner session, at 
a CICS screen type this command: 

cemt inq con(?CON?) 

You will get the screen shown in Figure 37. By the connection and netname for 
the partner LC you should see "Ins Acq." This is CICS short-hand for "In
sen'ice, acquired." If the status is "Ins ReI," o\'ertype the "Rei" with "Acq" and 
press the entcr key. The resulting screen should now have" Ins Acq" as the status. 
If not, contact your VT A:\1 systems programmer and make sure that the partner 
LC is active. You can also use the commands described in "Other commands" on 
page 40 to display or activate the partner LC or switched major node. 

INQ CON (?COH?) 
STATUS: RESULTS - OVERTYPE TO HOOIFY 
Con(?CON?) Net(PARTHERlU?) Ins Rel NORIIAL 

Figure 37. CICS Status for Connection ?CO:\? 
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How to find ... 
• LL :\"ame 

If you can logon to the CICS region to begin defIDing partners. the CICS LL' 
name appears on the bottom right of the screen as APPLID = ?LL~ .. "'IE? 
llcre that's TOCICS3. 

• Control Point (CP) :\"ame 

In \1\,S systems, the CP name is equivalent to the name of the VT A\l System 
Services Control Point (SSCP). It takes its value from the SSCP:\,A\lE param
eter in ATCSTRxx (see Figure 38). 

• :\"et\.\'ork :\"ame 

The network name can be found in the VT A\l start list member of 
SYS I.\,T A\lLST. Look for a member named ATCSTRxx, where xx is 00 or 
TS or something. It should look like this: 

HOSTSA=l, 
SSCPID=Ol, 
SSCP~AME=?CPNAME?, 

DYN,n.sSCP=NO, 
NETlD=?NfTWORK? , 
t·1AXSUBA=63, 
CONFIG=OO, 
NOPROt·1PT, 

etc. 

hgure .58. The \I,,\i Slan Parameier Li"l - SYSl.\TA\ILST(.\TCSTROO) 

• LAS Address 

x 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 

The LA:\" address for a CICS host connected to a token ring through a 3745, 
3720, or 3725 is in the :\"CP gen in SYS I.VT A\lLST. Look for a GROLP 
macro statement with ECLTYPE = PHYSICAL and immediately after that 
should be a U:\"E macro with a LOCADD parameter. That is the LA:\" 
address. Here is an example: 

* BUILDING RING DEFINITIONS (PHYSICAL) 
T030TZPG GROUP ECLTYPE=(PHYSICAL,ANY), 

TYPE=NCP, 

etc. 

T030TZPL LI NE ADDRESS= (1089, FULL) , LOCADD=?LANADDRESS?, PORT ADD=2, 
RCVBUFC=4095,MAXTSL=692,ADAPTER=TIC2,TRSPEED=4, 
UACB=(X$P2AX,X$P2AR) 

Figure 39. Portion of "CP Gen with LA" Address 

* ,. 

,. 
,. 
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Networking Services/DOS Configuration 

Prerequisites 

Terminology 

:"etworking Services/DOS is a software product that supports APPC in the DOS 
and \licrosoft Windows 3.0 and 3.1 environments. :"etworking Services DOS 
allows a DOS machine to participate as a low entry networking node (see "What Is 
APP:"?" on page 6 for a discussion of node types). This chapter describes how to 
configure I"etworking Services/DOS running on DOS 3.3 or later on a workstation 
with a tokcn-ring adapter connecting it to a token ring local area network. 

• :"etworking Services/DOS, Version 1.0, Part number 20G0437 

• DOS, Version 3.3 or greater 

• Local Area :"etwork Support Program, Version 1.3 (Supplied with :"etworking 
Scrviccs'DOS) 

• T okcll ring adapter 

for additional configuration infonnation, refer to the Networking Services/DOS 
Cser's Guide and Reference, S20G-0438-00 

The knninology table maps the standard networking tenns defined in "How do I 
Configure a :"ctwork?" on page 7 to the tenns used by ~etworking Services/DOS. 

Standm-d Term IVetworking Sen-ices/DOS Term 

Link :"ame link name 

:"ctwork :"ame network 10 or :"ETID 

LC :"ame local U; name 

Part ncr LC :"ame partner L C name 

Local LA:" Address adapter address 

Adjacent LA:" Address remote computcr LA:" address 

Networking Services/DOS Configuration Worksheet 
C se the following table to determine all the values you will need while configuring 
this platfonn. The table is split into two parts: values determined by referring to the 
Booklet introduction or other platfonn chapters, and \'alues local to this platfonn 
that you make up. There are three columns. The left-most column has a variable 
name that starts and ends with a question mark (?), the middle column describes 
what the variable is used for and how to determine the value, and the right-most 
column is for you to fill in with a \'alue. Whenever there is a reference in this 
chapter to a value in the left column, substitute the value you ha\'e written in the 
right column. 
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Symbol 

For example, if you are following the recommendations in the Worksheet, you will 
write :2/\TER in the right column on the ?MODE? line. Then in Figure 42 on 
page 62 you will type #I~TER on the line to replace "?\lODE?" like this: 

?SnIDEST? ?PARTNERNET? ?PARTNERlU? #INTER ?TPNAHE? 

Likewise, the other symbols on the line above will be replaced with the appropriate 
values from the right column of the Configuration Worksheet. 

HOll" to determine the mlue for this symbol Fill in mlue 
here 

Yalues that must match with otht'r places 

?LC~A\IE? This is the LC name of the machine you are defining to the 
network. Refer to "I1ow do I Configure a 7'etwork?" on page 7 
for information on how to defme this value. 

?~ETWORK" This is the network name of the machine you are defming to the 
net\\'ork, Refer to "How do I Configure a ~etwork?" on page 7 
for information on how to defme this value. 

?PART:"ERLC'1 This is the partner's LL' name. Refer to the "How to fmd ... " 
section of the partner computer's configuration chapter for this 
value. 

?PART:"E R :"Er' This is the network name of the partner computer. Cse the 
net\\ork name from the partner computer's "How to fmd ... " 
section. 

?LAS .. \DDRESS? This is the LA:" Address of the partner computer. (Or the LA:" 
Address of a network node, if the link is being made to a 
net\\'ork node,) Refer to the "How to fmd ... " section of the 
paJ1ner computer's configuration chapter for this value. 

?TP:":\\IE? Th.is is the name of the transaction program at the partner com-
puter. It is a name that is sent across the network to the server 
machine. The serwr machine then maps this TP ~ame to an 
executable program, The TP :"ame is usually specified in a 
client sen'er product's documentation. For API~G, the TP 
:"ame on the sen'er is Apr~GD, 

?\10DL' Set: "\\'hat Is a \lode?" on page 5 for a discussion of modes. 
Often. a clienLsen'er product's documentation specifies what 
mode must be used by that product. API~G can use any mode 
(tills can be specified on the API~G command line), but the 
default is #I:\TER. It is recommended that you use one of the 
arcilltected modes discussed in the "What Is a \lode?" section, 

L()(:al ,'alm's 

?LI~K:"A\IE? I to 8 letters or numbers willch will be used as a local name on 
the :"et\\'orking Seryices. DOS machine to refer to the link to a 
partner computer. Suggestion: U~KOOOI 
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Symbol H 0 ..... to determine the ralue for this symbol Fill in mlue 
here 

?SY\lDEST? This is the CPI-C side information symbolic destination name. 
It is any 1-8 character name you choose. It will be used locally 
on the :--:etworking Services. DOS machine to refer to a CPI-C 
side information entry. Suggestion: use the same value as 
?LC:--:A\lE? 

'!fPPATH? This is the fully-specified path and filename of the executable 
code for a servcr transaction program located on your machine. 
For example, if :--:etworking Services/DOS is installed on the C:\ 
drive, this value could be: 
C:\'SD\SA\IPLES\APf\G\APf\GD.EXE 

Working with Networking Services/DOS 

Starting/stopping APPC 

Other commands 

Configuration 

Once your ~etworking Services, DOS configuration files are set up, you start :-':et
working Services/DOS by issuing this command: 

NSD START CONFIG.NSD 

You C:l..T1 stop ~etworking S(>n:ices.'DOS and unload it from memory by issuing the 
command 

NSD STOP jU 

You can display active APPC sessions by issuing the command: 

NSD LIST ISESSION 

This command may be useful in determining where an error may be occurring if 
API'\G docs not run successfully. 

The following configuration steps will be discussed: 

1. Defme yourself to the network 

2. Defme a link to a partner or intermediate node 

a. Additional LE:,\ configuration 

b. Other link configuration 

3. Configure to run as a client 

a. Defme CPI-C side information 

b. Other client configuration 
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4. Configure to run as a server 

a. Defme transaction programs 

b. Other server configuration 

Working with APPC configuration 
Xetworking Services/DOS configuration is done through configuration files that are 
loaded and interpreted when an XSD START command is issued. These ftles are: 

• CO~FIG.~SD 

• SIDEI~FOSSD 

• DEFI~ETP.r-\SD 

• 1\10DESSD 

All these flles need to be in the same directory. When ~etworking ServicesiDOS is 
started, it searches for these ftles in the current directory. To get Xetworking 
Services/DOS up and running from the .XSD ftles supplied with i\SjDOS (in the 
\~SD .EXA\tPLES subdirectory), you only need to alter the CO~FIGSSD and 
DEFI~ETP.~SD ftles. 

Define yourself to the network 
Before an ~etworking Services/DOS machine can communicate on a network, it 
must dcfme itself to the network. This is done \vith an XSD~ statement in the 
~etworking Ser\"iceslDOS's CO~FIGSSD ftle. The ~SD~ statement specifies the 
fully-qualified LC name of the DOS machine. 

Xetworking Services/DOS pro\"ides many sample configuration flles in the 
\~SD.EXA\'1PLES directory. To use the token-ring example as your base config
uration ftle, copy TKRI~GSSD from the \~SD\EXA\tPLES directory to 
\~SD,CO~FIGSSD. Then, throughout this chapter, make changes to this 
CO~FIG.JI\SD as indicated in the examples. 

NSDN ?NETWORK? ?lUNAME? 

Figure 40. Define yourself to the network - (in CO:\FIG.:\SD) 

Additional common configuration 
There are several more statements that can be added to your COXFIG.XSD to 
improve perfonnance or to specify more detailed information about how ~et
working Services/DOS runs in your machine. See the Networking Services/DOS 
User's Guide and Reference to learn more about them. Here we will discuss just 
two of these statements that you may have to configure to get ~etworking 
Sen'ices/DOS to run, These statements control access to resources within your 
machine that may already be used by something else. 

The XSDI statement controls which DOS interrupt ~etworking Sen'ices/DOS will 
claim. You only need to use this statement if there are problems running the XSD 
STAR T command. The default interrupt is Ox68. If you receive an error message 
when running the ~SD START command that indicates that an interrupt is already 
in use, change (or add) the following line in your CO~FIGSSD, specifying a dif
ferent interrupt number: 

NSDI 68 /* valid values are 60 through 68 */ 
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Another problem you may encounter, due to possible conflicts with other software 
running on your machine, is a conflict in which SAP (service access point) :\"et
working Services.DOS uses when it opens the LA:\" adapter. The default value is 
04. If you receive an error message when running the :\"SD START command that 
indicates there is a SAP conflict, add the following line to your CO:\"rIGSSD, 
specifying a different SAP: 

TRSS 94 /* valid values are X'04' through X'FC' and must be */ 
/* divisible by 4. X'08' is recommended as a */ 
/* second choice. Then try '0C', '10', '14', '18' ... */ 

:Sote: The SAP you use must also be within the partner computer's valid range, so 
try to use as small a value as possible, such as 08 or oc. 

Define a link to a partner or network node 

Defining a link 

In order to start a conversation with another node, you must defme a link to that 
node, or a link to a network node. 

If you choose to defme multiple links. you may also need to execute a command 
that tells :\"etworking Services,DOS which link to use to fmd a particular partner 
Le. 

A link is defmed with the TRLD statement: 

TRLD ?lINKNAME?, ?LANADDRESS? 

Figure 41. Vefme a iink - (in CO~fiG.~SD). 

Other link configuration 
You can define more than one link by including more than one TRLD statement in 
your CO:\"FIG.:"SD file. When an APPC program attempts to establish a conver
sation with another node, :Setworking ServicesDOS has to detennine which link to 
route APPC traffic on. :Setworking Services.DOS will first search to see if a link 
has been assigned to the partner LC by a previous session activation. If so, that 
link is used; if not, :"etworking Services. DOS will send the request to find the 
partner LC to the flfst link specified in your CO:\"FIGSSD. If the partner LC is 
to be located through a different link, you must, in addition to defming the link ""ith 
a TRLD statement, specify which link the LC should be found through. To do 
this, you must run the :"SD ACTIVATE command after starting :"etworking 
Services/DOS with l\SD START. The :SSD ACT IVA TE command looks like 
this: 

NSD ACTIVATE LU=?PARTNERNET??PARTNERlU? LINK=?lINKNAME? 

Configure to run as a client 

Define CPI-C side information 
Some applications, like API:\"G, do not require CPI-C side information to run. 
These applications use programming calls available on a particular platform to 
dynamically create side information when running. :\"etworking Services DOS pro
vides the programming calls that allow API:SG (and other applications) to do this, 
so for API:"G. you do not need to create this Side Information profile. For those 
applications that require CPI-C Side Infonnation, this is how to create a profile: 
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CPI-C side infonnation is defined in the SIDEI~rO':\SD file. To add a CPJ-C 
side infonnation entry, edit this fUe and add a line specifying the Symbolic Destina
tion ~ame, Partner LV ~ame, :\tode ~ame, and Transaction Program ~ame as 
follows: 

?SYMDEST? ?PARTNERNET? ?PARTNERLU? ?~IODE? ?TPNAME? 

Figure 42. Define CPI-C side information - (in SIDEI:\FO.:\SD) 

Configuring to run as a server 

Define transaction programs 

Running APINGD 

To run :\etworking Services/DOS as a server, you must, in addition to the common 
configuration steps above, derme a transaction program (TP) on your machine that 
will be started when the client establishes the conversation. The TP is dermed in 
the DEFI~ETP.~SD configuration ftle. Here is the syntax of this statement in 
DEFI~ETP':\SD: 

?TPNA~IE? ?TPPATH? * * OPERATOR STARTED 

Figure 43. Define a transaction program - (in DEFI'\ETPSSD). The asterisks indicate 
that you want to accept the default timeout values when starting the transaction 
program. 

The last value on the line specifies the 'TP program operation". Tlus parameter 
indicates how the TP is started. It can be one of the following: 

A\I_STARTED 
the Program Launcher starts the program. The Program Launcher 
operates only in the :\1icrosoft(T\1) Windows environment. 

OPERA TOR_STARTED 
the ~etworking SeryicesiDOS user starts the program. If you are not 
running in the \ficrosoft Windows environment, this is your only 
option. (Actually, if you're not running in the \1icrosoft Windows envi
ronment, the TP program operation parameter is ignored because 
OPERATOR_STARTED is the only valid operation). 

After running ~SD START with the updated information in DEFI~ETP':\SD, 
you should be able to API~G the ~etworking Services/DOS machine from another 
machine. If you are using the Program Launcher in the :\ficrosoft Windows 
einvironment, you must start the Program Launcher before starting API~G on the 
partner machine. To start the Program Launcher, double-click an icon created from 
the \~SD SSDPLW_EXE fUe, or place this icon in the startup folder to have the 
program launcher started whenever \Vindows is started. 

If you are not using the Program Launcher, you will have to manually start 
API~GD.EXE on the ~etworking Ser;ices,DOS machine. This can be done before 
or after you start API~G on the partner machine. 
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Running APING 

How to find ... 

You 5houlJ now be able to API~G any of the computers you configured to using 
the steps abO\'e, 

To nm r\rI~G, issue this command: 

API~G -n ?SYMDEST? 

or you can specify the fully-qualified LV name of your partner: 

APWG -n ?PARTNERNET7. ?PARTNERlU? 

If ~et\\'orking Services, DOS should try to locate the partner machine on a link 
other than the first one specified in your CO:"FIGSSD, you need to run the ";SSD 
ACTIVATE" command after starting ~etworking Services, DOS, and before 
ArI~Ging that partner machine. For example: 

rJSD ACTI VATE LU=? PARTNERlU? . ?PARTNERNET1 LI NK=?LINKNAHE? 

• LL name 

The LL name is specified in the CO~FIG.~SD flie on the :"SD:" line. The 
L C name consists of the entire string following the period. 

• ~et\\"ork ~ame 

1 he network name is specified in CO~rIGSSD on the ::'\SD:,\ line. The 
net\\'ork name is the 1-8 characters preceding the period. See "Define yourself 
to the network" on page 60 for details on the syntax of the :"SD:" statement. 

• Control Point (CP) name 

The cr name is the same as the LC name. 

• LA~ address 

Thc' L\ ~ address is a 12-digit hexadecimal value that identifies your token-ring 
adapter to the network. There is a LA:" address hard-coded on the Token
Ring adapter in the :\etworking Sen' ices 'DOS machine. This hard-coded value 
is sometimes be over-ridden with something called a 'locally administered 
address." You can frnd the LA~ address on your Token-Ring card by running 
the program LA:"ADDR, which is supplied with :"etworking Services/DOS. 
When you run LA:"ADDR, the LA~ address of your machine \vill be dis
played as the "Adapter 0 in-use address". Lse the 12 hexadecimal digits dis
played. (If you have a secondary adapter installed and are accessing it with the 
:'\et\\"Orking Services, DOS optional keyword TRA:", you would use the 
"Adapter 1 in-use address".) The "in-use address" displays the 'locallyadminis
tered address" if there is one being used. 
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APPC/MVS Configuration 

Prerequisites 

Terminology 

This chapter describes how to configure APPC/\lVS. The configuration is spread 
among the APPC;\IVS subsystem, VT A\I, and ;\'CP. Examples of configuration 
of each are shown. 

Software and hardware prerequisites for APPC/\IVS include: 

• \lVS,'ESA V 4.2 or later 

• \,T A\1 \'3.3 or later 

• :\'CP \'5.2 or later 

• 3745 with Token-ring attachment 

• Lsing the transaction program(TP) API:\'G as a sample TP 

• Single S:\'A domain. 

While the 3745 is not a strict prerequisite (a 3172, for example, can be used instead) 
this document only describes configuration with a 3745 as gateway. 

For more detailed information on APPC/\IVS configuration and operation refer to: 

• ,HVS,ESA Planning: APPC Management, GC28-1110 

• 1"TA" Resource Definilion Reference, SC31-6438 

• XCP Resource Definilion Reference, SC30-3448 

The terminology table maps the standard networking terms dcfmcd in "How do I 
Configure a :\'etwork?" on page 7 to the terms used by APPC \lVS. 

Stllndm'd Term APPC/.HVS Term 

:\'etwork :\'ame :\,ETID 

LC :\'ame name supplied for APPL definition in 
APPL major node 

Partner LC :\'ame name supplied for LC defmition in 
major nodes other than APPL 

Local LA:\, Address LOCADD (in :\'CP gen) 

Adjacent LA:\, Address DIAL:\,O (on PATH defmition in 
switched major node) 
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APPC/MVS Configuration Worksheet 

Symbol 

L'se the following table to detennine all the values you will need while configuring 
this platform. The table is split into two parts: values detennined by referring to the 
Booklet introduction or other platform chapters, and values local to this platform 
that you make up. There are three columns. The left-most column has a variable 
name that starts and ends with a question mark (?), the middle column describes 
what the variable is used for and how to detennine the value, and the right-most 
column is for you to fill in with a value. Whenever there is a reference in this 
chapter to a value in the left column, substitute the value you have written in the 
right column. 

How to determine this ~'alue Fill in l'alue 
here 

Values that much match with other places 

?LL'~A\lE? 

:CP~A\lE: 

?~ET\vORK? 

?PAR T~ERLL? 

This is the symbol that refers to the LL' name of the machine 
you are defining to the network. I to 8 character field con
sisting of alphanumeric characters which is the L lJ name of the 
node. Choose a name that is unique within the same network 
name. Refer to "How do I Configure a ~etwork?" on page 7 
for more information about LL' names. 

The value specified for the ACB~A\lE on the LL'ADD state
ment in the PAR\lLIB member APPCP\lx.x defmes an 
APPCj\1VS LL'. Look in this PAR\lLIB member to see if 
one has already been created. 

This is the symbol that refers to the Control Point name of 
your machine. Refer to "What Is APP~?" on page 6 for 
more information about control points. 

VT;\\I, being a LE~ node, does not have a CP (Control 
Point) name for APP~ use. It does, however, have an 
SSCP~A\lE (System Seryices Control Point :\'ame). Cse the 
SSCP~A\l[ in lieu of a CP name. It is the value specified for 
SSCP~AM[ in the VT;\\l start options (ATCSTRx:x. is the 
start options member of the VTA\lLST dataset). 

This is the symbol that refers to the network name of the 
machine you are defming to the network. I to 8 character field 
consisting of alphanumeric characters. There is a structured 
format for the network name which includes the country code, 
enterprise code and network suffix code. This format insures 
uniqueness around the world. Call your local IB:\1 branch 
office for the format information and to register your network 
name. Refer to "lIow do I Configure a ~etwork?" on page 7 
for more information about network names. 

For systems with VT A:\1 already configured, this value is 
found in the VT A:\ILST start options (A TCSTRxx) member. 
The option name is :"ETID. 

This is the partner's LL name. Refer to the HHow to fmd ... v 

section of the partner computer's configuration chapter for this 
value. 
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!l)'mhol 

I 
/lOI\' to determine thi~ wille Fill in value 

here 

'.'L\~.\DDRESS'1 This is the LA"\" Address of the partner computer. (Or the 
L\"\" Address of a network node, if the link is being made to a 
net\mrk node.) Refer to the "How to find ... " section of the 
partner computer's configuration chapter for this value. Refer 
to "llo\\' do I Configure a "\"etwork?" on page 7 for more 
information about the partner network name. 

'.'TP"\"A\lE'.' This is the symbol for the Trans3.ction Program name. This is 
the name of the transaction program at the partner computer. 
For API"\"G, the TP ~ame on the server is API:\GD. 

?\10DE? This is the symbol for the mode name. See "What Is a 
\lode?" on page 5 for a discussion of modes. Often, a 
client server product's documentation specifies what mode 
must be used by that product. API~G can use any mode (this 
can be specified on the API~G command line), but the default 
is #I:\"TER. It is recommended that you use one of the archi-
tected modes discussed in the "'What Is a ;\Iode?" section. 

Local "alues 

?:"CPL-\~"·\DDR'.' This is the local LAS address coded in "\"CP on a LI:"E 
macro using the LOCADD parameter. 

?\10DETf\B'.' :"ame of a logon mode tahle in \'T.\\1. It is assembled and 
link-edited into a VTA\1 LOADLIB dat3.set. The systems pro-
grammer should know the names of the logon mode tables 
defined on the system. This should be the name of the table 
where the APPC modes are included. 

':'SI:\I1)EST: This is the CPI-C side information symbolic destination name. 
It is any 1-8 character name you choose. It is included when 
creating a side inform::ttion entry. Its value matches that pro-
vided on the DEST~A\IE parameter of the side information 
entry. parameter. 

?VOL'.' This is the name of a \'olume on \\hich VSA\l datasets for 
APPC \1\,S will be created. It is a maximum of six characters. 

'.'JLS·.' The actual JES subsystem type (JES~ or JES3) should be sub-
stituted for this. 

?CLIST.DA T ASET'.' The CLIST dataset in which you put the API:"GD CLIST. 

?APPC.LOADLIB'.' The load library dataset in which you put the API:"G 
program. 

Working with APPC/MVS 
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Starting/stopping APPC 

Other commands 

The commands to start APPCj\1VS are: 

START APPC.SUB=f.1STR.APPC=xx 
START ASCH.SUB=f.1STR.ASCH=xx 

The xx is the identifier of the pannlib member. The default is 00. 

APPC/\fVS is ended by issuing: 

C APPC 
C ASCH 

Once APPC/\1VS is activated, there are several commands that can be used to 
monitor APPCi\fVS operation. A subset of these commands is shown below: 

DISPLAY APPC,TP.ALL 
DISPLAY APPC,LU,ALL 
DISPLAY ASCH,ALL 

These commands provide information on APPC/MVS TPs, LVs, and scheduler 
operations, respectively. 
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Configuration 

Working with APPC configuration 

The following configuration steps will be discussed: 

I. Derme yourself to the network 

2. Derme a link to a partner or intermediate node 

a. Additional LE:" configuration 

b. Other link configuration 

3. Configure to run as a client 

a. Derme CPI-C side information 

b. Other client configuration 

4. Configure to run as a server 

a. Defme transaction programs 

b. Other server configuration 

For APPC\fVS, configuration is done in the following places: 

• SYS J.PAR\ILIB - Two parrnlib members are added , ... ith parameters for the 
APPC and ASCH SUb~)stcm5, rcspccti\"cly. 

• "S.\\1 - Datasets are needed for TP defmitions and CPI-C side information. 

• VTr\\l - Definitions are required in an application major node for the 
APPC \lVS LlJ or LlJs, as well as partner defmitions in a switched major node 
for LA~ attached nodes, such as workstations. Additions are also need in logon 
mode tables for APPC modes. 

• ~CP - The token-ring adapter must be configured, and a parameter added to 
the ~CP definition to support reserve storage for APPC LCs. 

Define yourself to the network 
I. Create Parmlib members 

Place two members (ASCHP\tOO and APPCP\tOO) in SYS I.PARMLIB. 
These t\\"O members have startup parameters for the two applications that make 
up APPC\lVS; APPC, the base APPC support, and ASCH, the job scheduler 
that handles starting applications when incoming requests are received. 
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CLASSADD CLASSNAf.1E(FAST) 

1·1AX (10) 

f.1IN(2) 

RESPGOAL(.02) 

f·1SGLHlIT (500) 

OPTIONS DEFAULT(FAST) 
SUBSYS(?JES?) 

TPDEFAULT REGION(4M) 
OUTCLASS(A) 

j* Specify the name of the class to be *j 
j* added *j 
j* Specify that the maximum number *j 
j* of transaction initiators allowed *j 
j* for this class is 10 *j 
j* Specify that the minimum number *j 
j* of transaction initiators to be *j 
j* brought up for this class is 2 *j 
j* Specify that the response time *j 
j* goal for transaction programs *j 
j* executing within this class is 0.02 *j 
j* seconds *j 
j* Specify that the maximum size of *j 
j* the job logs for TPs is 500 *j 
j* messages *j 
j* Specify the default class *j 
j* Specify the name of a subsystem *j 
/* Change the regi on size to 41·1 * j 
j* Change the output class to A *j 

Figure 44. SYSI.P.-\R\fLlB(ASCHP,\100) - ASCHPJ\100.L1B 

/* APPCPf400 *j 
LUADD ACBNAI.1E(?lUNMIE?) j* Add LU MVSLU01 to the *j 

j* APPCjlWS configuration * j 
SCHED(ASCH) /* Speci fy that the APPCjfWS * / 

j* transaction scheduler is associated *j 
/* with this LU name */ 

BASE j* Designate this LU as the base LU */ 
TPDATA(SYS1.APPCTP) j* Specify that VSAM data set */ 

/* SYS1.APPCTP is the permanent */ 
j* repository for the TP profiles */ 
j* for this LU */ 

TPLEVEL(USER) /* Specify the search order for TP */ 
j* profiles as : *j 
j* 1. TP profiles associated with *j 
/* a specific user */ 
/* 2. TP profiles associated with */ 
j* a group of users *j 
j* 3. TP profiles associated with */ 
/* all users of the LU name *j 

SIDEINFO DATASET (SYS1.APPCSI) /* Speci fy that VSAI·1 data set * j 
j* SYSl.APPCSI is the permanent *j 
j* repository for the side */ 
j* information *j 

Figure 45. SYSI.PAR\IL1B(APPCP\100) - APPCP\100.L1B 

2. Create VTA\.1 Application :\1ajor l'ode 

Place the following in a VTA\lLST library (usually SYSl.VTA\.lLST): 
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APPCAPP VBUILD TYPE=APPL 
?LUNAHE? APPL ACBrIAflE=?LUNAI1E? ,APPC=YES ,AUTOSES= 1, DDRAI NL=NALLDl'!, 

DMINWNL=l,DMINWNR=l,DRESPL=NALLOW,DSESLIM=2,EAS=509, 
'·10DET AB=?HODETAB?, SECACPT =CONV, VPAC I NG=0, VERI FY=NONE, 
SRBEXIT=YES,DLOGMOD=?HOOE? 

figure 46. \TA\I definition of APPC LV - APPL\lYS.\i\l 

3. Add APPC :\todes to the Logmode Table 

* 
* 
* 

APPC modes are shown in Figure 47 on page 72. Add them to your logmode 
table, compile, and then link-edit the member into a VTA\llibrary. Also 
include them in the default logmode table (ISTI:\CLM) so that dynamically 
created L C s can use them. 
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********************************************************************** 

lOGI·IODE TABLE WTRY FOR RESOURCES CAPABLE OF ACTlHG 
* AS lU 6.2 DEVICES 
********************************************.************************* 

SNASVCHG '·IOOEENT lOG/·!ODE=SIIASVCHG, FHPROF=X '13' , TSPROF=X' 07' , 
PRIPROT=X'BO',SECPROT=X'BO',COHPROT=X'DOBl', 
RUSIZES=X'8686',ENCR=B'OOOO',SSNDPAC=7, 
PSERVIC=X'05020D000000000000000300', 
SRCVPAC=7,PSNOPAC=7,TVPE=O 

TITLE "BATCH' 

* 
.. LOG/·IOOE TA8LE FOR BATCH SESSIONS OIl RESOURCES CAPABLE 

OF ACTltlG AS lU 6.2 DEVICES .. 
*********************************************************************** 

NBATCH HODEEtlT LOGHODE=NBATCH, 
EtlCR=B'0000',SStlDPAC=3, 
SRCVPAC=3, PStlDPAC=3, RUS IZES=X' r7r7' 

TITLE 'NHlHR' 
*********************************************************************** 

LOG/lODE TABLE FOR IIITERACTIVE SESSIOtIS ON RESOURCES 
CAPABLE OF ACT II1G AS LU 5.2 DEVICES 

*********************************************************************** 

'INTER HODEENT lOGHODE=#INTER, 
ENCR=B'0000',SSNDPAC=7, 
SRCVPAC= 7, PStlDPAC=7, RUS IZES=X' F7F7' 

TITLE 'NBATCHSC' 
***********************************************~*********************** 

LOGIIODE TABLE FOR BATCH SESSIOtIS REQUIRING SECURE 
TRAtlSPORT 011 RESOURCES CAPABLE OF ACTItlG AS LU 6.2 
DEVICES 

**~***~**************************************************************** 

#BATCHSC HOOEENT LOGHOOE=#BATCHSC, 
ENCR=S' 0000 ' , S S/lDPAC = 3, 
SRCVPAC=3, PSllDPAC=3. RUS I ZES=X' F7F7' 

TITLE '#INTERSC' 
*********************************************************************** 

lOGllOOE TABLE FOR IIJTERACTIVE SESSIOtIS REQUIRltlG 
SECURE TRANSPORT WI RESOURCES CAPABLE OF ACTING AS 
lU 6.2 DEVICES 

********-************************************************************** 

# IIHERSC IIGOEEln LOG/IODE=. IIlTERSC. 
ElICR = B' 0000' , SSIIDPAC= 7, 
SRCVPAC= 7, PSIIDPAC= 7 ,RUS I ZES=X' F7F7 ' 

TITLE 'CPSVCIIG' 
************************************************~***** ***************** 

LOG/lODE TABLE FOR CP-CP SESS IONS ON RESOURCES CAPABLE .. 
OF ACTING AS LU 6.2 DEVICES .. 

*********************************************************************** 

CPSVCHG ~IODEElH lOGIIODE=CPSCVIIG, 
RUSIZES=X'B586' ,ENCR=B'OOOO', 
SSNDPAC=7,SRCVPAC=7,PSNDPAC=7 

Figure 47. APPC Logon \Iode Entries - APPC\lODE.AS\1 

Define a link to a partner or intermediate node 
1. Defme the Token-ring adapter in ~CP 

.. 

.. 

The following is a sample token-ring connection from ~CP: 
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T030T2PG GROUP ECLTYPE=(PHYSICAL,ANY) 
T030T2PL LI tiE ADDRESS= (1089, FULL) , LOCADD=?NCPlANADDR?, PORTADD=2, X 

RCVBUFC=409S,MAXTSL=2044,ADAPTER=TIC2,TRSPEED=4 
* 
T030TRLO GROUP ECLTYPE=LOGICAL,AUTOGEN=10.PHYPORT=2,CALL=INOUT 

Figure 48. LA' definitions on 'CP 

2. Provide for use of independent LCs on the token-ring connection 

Once the token-ring is defmed in the :\'CP, the only additional parameter that is 
required is :\,C\fILC on the LCDRPOOL macro. An example is: 

POOLI LUDRPOOL NUMILU=100.NUMTYPI=20.NUMTYP2=20 

In this example the :\'CP will be able to support .up to 100 independent LCs 
that are using dial connections (token-ring or switched lines). 

Additional LEN configuration 
Place the following in a VT A\l switched major node definition. It assumes that the 
partner is not another VT A\1. If the partner LC is on another VTA\l system, then 
the link definitions for the token-ring shown above need to be for a subarea link, or 
the cross-domain links need to be defmed so that normal LV routing within the 
subarea network will resolve the locations of the session partners. 

1'!SN VBUILD TYPE=SI'!NET .f·1AXGRP=2.f·1AXNO=2 
PARTPU PU AOOR=04, X 

CPNAf.1E=?PARTNERlU? X 
PUTYPE=2, X 
MAXDATA=2012, X 
'·lAXPATH=l, X 

?PARTNERlU? LU LOCADDR=0 ,'·100ET AB=?I·l0DETAB? • OLOG~100=?MODE? 

Figure 49. SYSl.\T. ..... \ILST(WS') - WS'.\T\I 

Configure to run as a client 

Define CPI-C side information 
Create VSA\l Dataset for CPI-C Side Information 

The following job creates the VSA\1 dataset for Common Programming 
Interface-Communications(CPI-C) Side Information. It is needed for APPCj\IVS 
to be able to initiate TPs that use side information. While it is used exclusively 
when APPCj\lVS is acting as a client, it is included here so that the entry in 
SYSl.PAR\lLIB(APPCP\tQO) will reference an existing dataset. Later, side infor
mation entries may be added to it. local volume. 
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IIAPPC002 JOB CLASS=A, '·ISGCLASS=A, HSG LEVEL = (1,1) 
I*JOBPARf.1 LINES=9999, TIt·1E=1440 
I IS I SAr·1PLE EXEC PGt4= IDCAI·IS 
I/TSSC01 DO DISP=OLD,UNIT=3380,VOL=SER=1VOl1 
IISYSPRINT DO SYSOUT=* 
//SYSABEND DD SYSOUT=* 
1/At.1SDUt.1P DD SYSOUT =* 
I/SYSIN DD * 

DEFINE CLUSTER (NAME(SYS1.APPCSI) -
VOLUI4E{TSSC01) -
INDEXED REUSE -
SHAREOPTIONS(3 3) -
RECORDSIZE(248 248) -
KEYS (112 0) -
RECORDS(50 25» -

DATA -
(NAME(SYSl.APPCSI.DATA» -

INDEX -
(NAf.1E(SYSl.APPCSI.INDEX» 

Figure 50. JCL for Side Information VSA\1 dataset - ATBSIVS:\1.JCL 

CPI-C side information is saved in the VSA\·f dataset created by ATBSIVS\UCL. 
Below is a sample job to create a side information entry. 

I/SIADD0 JOB CLASS=A ,1·1SGCLASS=A,MSGLEVEL= (1,1) 
//***~********************************************************* 

/ /STEP EXEC PGI4=ATBSDF~1U 

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=* 
//SYSSDLIB DO DSN=SYS1.APPCSI,DISP=SHR 
//SYSSDOUT DD SYSOUT=* 
I/SYSIN DD * 

SIADD 

1* 

DESTNAI·1E (1SYMOEST?) 
TPNAI·1E (?TPNAME?) 
1·IODENAI·1E (1MOOE?) 
PARTNER _ LU (?PARTNERlU1) 

figure 51. Sample CPI·C Side Information Job - SIADD.JCL 

Other client configuration 
It will not usually be necessary to connect from VT AM out to other nodes. 
However, if it becomes necessary to do so, a line must be added to the switched 
major node defmed above (WS~ .VT:Vf). The following line can be added just 
before the LV definition: . 

PATH1 PATH GRPNI4= T030TRLO ,DIALNO=?lANAOORESS?, PID=1 

The GRP:\'\f parameter references a group of logical LA:\' lines defmed in the 
~CP. See Figure 48 on page 73 for an example of defming logical LA;\' lines in 
the :\'CP. 
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Configure to run as a server 

Define transaction programs 
Create YSA\1 Dataset for Transaction Program (TP) Profiles 

The following job creates the VSA\1 dataset for TP profUcs. It is needed for 
APPC,'\l\'S to be able to associate TP names with particular job streams when an 
incoming request to start a TP is received. volume. 

IIAPPC001 JOB CLASS=A,MSGCLASS=A,MSGLEVEL=(l,l) 
I*JOBPARM LINES=9999,TIME=1440 
I IT PSAt·1PLE EXEC PGr4= IDCAI·IS 
IIVOLI DO DISP=OLD,UNIT=3380,VOL=SER=?VOL? 
IISYSPRINT DO SYSDUT=* 
IISYSABEND DO SYSOUT=* 
IIAr·1SDUr·1P DO SYSOUT =* . 
IISYSIN DO * 

/* 

DEFINE CLUSTER (NA~lE(SYS1.APPCTP) -
VOLUI·1ES (VOLl) -
INDEXED REUSE -
SHAREOPTIONS(3 3) -
RECORDSIZE(3824 7(24) -
KEYS (112 0) -
RECORDS(300 150)) -

DATA -
(NAME(SYS1.APPCTP.DATA)) -

INDEX -
(r1Af.1E (SYS 1. APPCT P . INDEX) ) 

figufe 52. J CL fOf TP profile YSA\1 dataset - ATBTPVS\1.\'T\-1 

Add APINGD to a CLiST library 
If you have the API:\GD REXX CLIST, add it to a public CLIST dataset. The 
TP profile example below assumes it has been added to dataset APPC.CLIST. 

Create TP profile for APINGD 
The following job runs the APPC/\lVS administrative utility to add a TP proflle 
for API:\GD. It starts the TSO Terminal \lonitor Program IKJEFTOl, which in 
turn calls the REXX CLIST located in the APPC.CLIST dataset. 
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Running APING 

IITPADDO JOB CLASS=A,MSGCLASS=A,MSGLEVEL=(l, 1) 
IISTEP EXEC PGI·'=ATBSDFI·lU 
IISYSPRINT DO SYSOUT=* 
IISYSSDLIB DO DSN=USER.APPCTP,DISP=SHR 
IISYSSOOUT DO SYSOUT=* 
IISYSIN 00 DATA,OLf.1=XX 

TPADD 
TPNAI·1E(APINGD) 
ACT! VE (YES) 
TPSCHEO_DELIMITER(N#) 

TAILOR_SYSOUT(NO) 
TAILOR_ACCOUNT (NO) 
CLASS(FAST) 
TPSCHED_TYPE(STANDARD) 
JCL_DELIMITER(END_OF_JCL) 

IIAPPC04 JOB r·'SGLEVEL=(l,l),~lSGCLASS=A 
I II KJACCNT EXEC PGt·,= I KJEFT0 1, 
II PARt·1='EXEC "?CLIST.DATASET?(APINGO)'" 
IISYSUAOS DO DISP=SHR,DSN=SYSl.UADS 
IISYSLBC 00 DISP=SHR,DSN=SYSl.BRODCAST 
IISTEPLIB DO DSN=ISP. V3R2t~0. ISPLOAD,DISP=SHR 
IISYSTSPRT DO SYSOUT=*,FREE=CLOSE 
IISYSTSIN DD DUI·1fW 
IISYSPRINT DO SYSOUT=*,FREE=CLOSE 
END OF JCL 

KEEP _'·1 ESSAGE_LOG (NEVER) 
## 

XX 
1* 
Figure 53. JCL to add a TP profile to the VS.-\\I dataset - TPADD.JCL 

To run API:"G from TSO enter: 

CALL '?APPC.lOADLIB?(APING) , '?SYMDEST?' 

It can also be run from a batch program. Below is a sample job: 

IIAPINGO JOB CLASS=A,MSGCLASS=A,MSGLEVEL=(l,l),NOTIFY=NEALS 
jj************************************************************* 

IISTEP EXEC PGM=APING,PARM='?SYMDEST?' 
IISTEPLIB DO DSN=?APPC.LOADLIB?,DISP=SHR 
I I DO DSN=PLl • V2R3~'0. S I BI·1Ll NK J D I SP=SHR 
II DD DSN=EOC.V2R1f.10.SEDCLlNK;DISP=SHR 
IISYSPRINT DO SYSOUT=* 
1* 
Figure 54. JCL to run API~G - API;'I;G.JCL 

:"otc: It may be necessary to change the PLI.V2R3~tO.SIB~lLI:"K and the 
EDC.\'2R l\tO.SEDCLI:"K DD statements to match levels of C and PL;'1 on your 
system. 
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How to find .. , 
• LC name 

For APPC i \lVS, this is configured in SYS l.PAR\lLII3(APPCP\1xx). The 
LCADD parameter includes an ACI3~A\lE. The ACI3~A\lE defmes an 
APPC\lVS LC ~ame. This name is also included on an APPL definition 
statement in an APPL major node of VT A \1. 

• Control Point (CP) name 

VTA\l, being a LE:" node, does not have a CP (Control Point) name for 
APP~ use. It does, however, have an SSCP~A\IE (System Services Control 
Point ~ame). If in configuring a partner platform a CP name is needed, use the 
SSCP~A\IE instead. It is also set in the ATCSTRxx member of the 
VTA\lLST dataset. 

• ~etwork ~ame 

It is defmed in a member named ATCSTRxx of a dataset with the DD:,\AME 
of VTA\lLST in the VTA\l start procedure. The "xx" is two digits, and the 
default is 00. ATCSTRxx is the VT A\1 start options. The l\'ETID parameter 
defmes the network name. 

• LA~ address 

The LAS address is coded in :"CP on a LI~E macro using the LOCADD 
parameter. 
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OS/2 Configuration 

Prerequisites 

Terminology 

This chapter describes how to configure APPC on an OS2 workstation that is con
nected to a token ring local area network. It is directed at the following software 
configuration: 

• OS,2 EE 1.3 with :\etworking Services/2 or OS/2 2.0 Extended Sen'ices 

• Token-Ring Adapter card 

This chapter describes how to configure OS/2 on a workstation connected to a 
LA:\. For more information: 

• SAA Xetworking Services!2 Administrator's Guide, SC52-1110-00 

• ES OS2 APPC Programming ReJerece, S04G-1025-00 

• ES OS,2 APPYLC6.2 Connection and Management, SG22-1052-00 

The terminology table maps the standard networking terms defmed in "How do I 
Configure a :\etwork'?" on page 7 to the terms used by OS 2. 

Standard ferm USj2 Panel Conjlg 05jl.\DF Term 
Term 

:\etwork :\ame :\etwork :\ame :'\etwork :\ame 

LL :\ame Local :\ode :\ame Local LL :\ame 

Partner LL :\ame Partner :\ode :\ame Partner LL :\ame 

Local LA:\ Addre:;s Local \-IAC Address ~A 

Adjacent LA:\ Address LA:\ Destination Destination Address 
Address 

L se the following table to detemline all the values you will need while configuring 
this platform. The table is split into two parts: values determined by referring to the 
Booklet introduction or other platform chapters, and values local to this platform 
that you make up. There are three columns. The left-most column has a variable 
name that starts and ends with a question mark (?), the middle column describes 
what the variable is used for and how to determine the value, a.i1d the right-most 
column is for you to fill in with a value. \Vhene\'er there is a reference in this 
chapter to a value in the left column, substitute the value you have written in the 
right column. 

For example, if you are following our excellent recommendations, you will write 
TiISTER in the right column on the ?MODE? line. Then in Figure 62 on page 88 
you will type #I:\TER on the OS/2 screen that looks like this: 

MOdename ==> #INTER 
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Symbol How to determine the l'lllue fiJI" this symbol Fill in ~'alue 
here 

Values that much match with other places 

?Lli:"A:\lE? This is the symbol that refers to the U; name of the machine 
you are defIning to the network. I to 8 character fIeld consisting 
of alphanumeric characters which is the LC name of the node. 
Choose a name that is unique within the same network name. 
An LV name is defIned by dc(ining a CP:"A:\IE in OS,'2. Refer 
to "How do I Configure a :"etwork?" on page 7 for more infor-
mation about LV names. 

?CP:"AME? This is the symbol that refers to the Control Point name of your 
machine. It should be the same as your ?LC~AME? Refer to 
"What Is APP!'?" on page 6 for more information about 
control points. 

?:"ETWORK? This is the symbol that refers to the network name of the 
machine you are defIning to the network.' I to 8 character fIeld 
consisting of alphanumeric characters. There is a structured 
format for the network name which includes the country code, 
enterprise code and network suffix code. This format insures 
uniqueness around the world. Call your local IB:\t branch office 
for the format information and to register your network name. 
Refer to "How do I Configure a :"etwork?" on page 7 for more 
information about network names. 

?PART:"ERLC? This is the symbol for the partner's LC name. Refer to the 
"How to fmd ... " section of the partner computer's confIguration 
chapter for this value. Refer to "Hm ... do I Configure a 
:"etwork?" on page 7 for more information about the partner 
LV name. 

?PART:\ERCP? This is the symbol for the Control PointCCP) name of your 
partner. Refer to the "How to fInd .. " section of the partncr 
computer's configuration chapter for this value. 

?PAR1SER~ET? This is the symbol for the network name of the partner com-
puter. Cse the network name from the partner computer's "How 
to fmd ... " section. 

?LA:"AD DRESS? This is the symbol for the LA~ Address of the partner com-
puter. (Or the LA:" Address of a network node, if the link is 
being made to a network node.) Refer to the "How to fmd ... " 
section of the partner computer's configuration chapter for this 
value. 

?TP~A:\IE? This is the Transaction Program name. It is a name that is sent 
across the network to the server machine. The server machine 
then maps this TP ~ame to an executable program. The TP 
~ame is usually specified in a client/server product's documenta-
tion. For API~G, the TP :"ame on the server is API::\'GD. 

?TPPATH'? This is the fully-specified path and ftlename of the transaction 
program's executable code. For example, if OS/2 is installed on 
the C:\ drive, this value could be: 
C:\OS2\S:HIPLES\AP[::\'G\AP[::\'GD.EXE \ 
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Symhol /low to determine the l'a/ue for this symbol Fill in l'a/ue 
here 

?\10DE? This is the symbol for the mode name. See "What Is a \lode?" 
on page 5 for a discussion of modes. Often, a client, server pro-
duct's documentation specifies what mode must be used by that 
product. API:"G can use any mode (this can be specified on the 
API:"G command line), but the default is #[\TER. It is recom-
mended that you use one of the architected modes discussed in 
the ',\\'hat Is a \lode?" section. 

Local yalut's 

?:"ODETYP['.' This is the symbol for the APP;\' node type. This should be E:\ 
to be configured as an end node, or ~-:\ to be configured as a 
network node. In most cases, you will configure as a E;\'. 

?PLL\LL\S? This is the symbol for the Partner LV Alias. 1 to 8 characters 
th:n designates a nickname for the Partner LV. Alias names are 
case sensitive. 

?LI:"K:".\\lL' Thi~ it the symbol for the link name of a logical link. I to 8 
letters or numbers which will be used as a local name on the 
OS :2 machine to refer to the link to a partner computer. You 
can choose any name you like, but since you will use this name 
bter to refer to this link, choose a meaningful name. 
(suggestion:LI:\ KO() I) 

"5 '1' \,1 DFST:' This is the symbol for the CPI-C side information symbolic des-
tination name. It is any 1-8 character name you choose. It wili 
be used locally on the OS,2 machine to refer to a CPI-C side 
information entry. 

Working with OS/2 Configuration 

Starting/stopping APPC 

Other commands 

APPC is started and ended by starting and stopping Communications \lanager. 

• Starting: Type "ST ARTC\l" from the OS/2 command prompt or mouse click 
on "Communications \lanager". 

• Stopping: In Communications \lanager, choose 'Exit' from the Action Bar. 

• Dispbying link information: To display link infonnation, choose "S:-':A Logical 
Links" from the Communications \lanager Folder or type "APP:-':LI:-':K" from 
an OS2 command prompt. You can also use APP:"LI:-':K to activate and 
deactivate links. This command is only available in ES OS;2 2.0. 

• Displaying active S:-':A Config Info: To display active configuration informa
tion, choose "Display active S:\,A Configuration' from the Communications 
\lanager Folder or type "APP:-':LI~K" from "P\tDSPL\ Y" from an OS;2 
command prompt to display active configuration information. 
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Configuration 

• APP:'<V.CTL: This rue serves two purposes. It gives a description of the node 
defInitions rue and the fonnat of the commands that can be placed in this rue. 
This rue also dcfInes the command, parameter, and value names that are 
allowed in the node defmitions file. 

Working with APPC configuration 

The following configuration steps ,,,ill be discussed: 

I. Defme yourself to the network 

2. Defme a link to a partner or intcnnediate node 

a. Additional LE~ configuration 

b. Other link configuration 

3. ConfIgure to run as a client 

a. Defme CPI-C side inform.ation 

b. Other client confIguration 

4. Configure to run as a servcr 

a. Defme transaction programs 

b. Other sen'cr confIguration 

as 2 confIguration for APPC/APP~ can be accomplished via several methods: 

• Panel Configuration for OS/2 2.0 

• Text editing a ~ode Defmtions File (~DF) for OS/2 1.3 or OS,2 2.0 

• Panel Configuration for OS/2 1.3 + ~S!2. 

The Panel Configuration facility accomplishes the same function as text editing the 
~ D F tik and adding the confIguration statements. This chapter will discuss both 
P~i.Ilei Conliguration for OS/2 2.0 and l\DF file editing for OS.l2 1.3 + NSj2 and 
as 2 2.0. It will not discuss Panel ConfIguration for ~S/2. 

Your ~DF ftle is located in the \CMLIB\APP;,\ directory. It has the same fllename 
as your Communication :\1anager configuration flle whose ftle extension is ".CFG". 
lIowewr, the ~DF file has the fde extension "SDF". 

Therc are example ~DF and CFG files provided with this guide called BASESDF 
and I3ASE.CFG. If you wish to configure a machine from with no current config
uration. copy the BASESDF file into the \C:YlLIB',APPN directory and the 
I3.-\SE.CFG fue into the \C:\ILI8 directory. If you do not want to lose a current 
configuration, do not copy the BASE ftles. You can, however, cut and paste the 
commands needed from the BASE.XDF file to your own ~DF ftle. The !\OF File 
Conliguration instructions show \\'hat commands and parameters should be in the 
~DF fIle. 
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If you wish to use the Panel Configuration for OS2 ~.O, follow the Panel Config
uration instructions in this chapter. This method also will place the correct com
mands in your :\OF flle. 

Define yourself to the network 
Before an OS2 machine can communicate on a network. it must defme itself to the 
network. This configuration is usually done when OS 2 is installed. 

Panel configuration: 

1. Defme LC name You can defme (or fmd if it is already configured) your LV 
name in the Local ~ode Characteristics panel. 

Follow this sequence of panels: 

-- Select Communications Manager from the OS/2 \'!indow List 
-- Advanced 

-- Configuration. type Config file name and press ENTER 
-- SNA feature profiles 

-- SNA Network Definitions 
-- Local Node Characteristics 

Required Features: 

tletwork lD: ?tlETWORK? 

Loca 1 node name: ?LUIlAHE? 

Hode type: 

o End Node to Network Node Server 
o End "ode - No Network Node Server 
o tJetwork Node 

Your network node server address: ?LAHADDRESS? 

Optional Features 

Loca 1 Node ID 050 
local Hode Alias Name 
Corrrnent Configuration is Fun! ____ _ 

Activate Attach I·tanager at start up 

Figure 55. Local ,",ode Characteristics. This screen displays the Local Node characteristics 
The L C name is the Local node name on this screen. 

2. Defme your node type 

OS :: can be either an end node or network node. If you choose the End r\ode 
to :\etwork :\ode Server and fill in the network node address, a connection will 
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automatically be configured to your network node and you can skip the "Defme 
a link to a partner or intermediate node" configuration step. 

NDF file Configuration: 
I. Defme L C name You can defme (or fmd if it is already configured) your LV 

name in the DEFI~E_LOCAL_CP command in the following !\ode Defi
nitions File excerpt: 

define _Iocal_ cp 
fCLcp_name(?~EnYORK??LL"~A'IE) 

cp_alias(mylu) 
node jd( x'OOOOO') 
node_type(?~ODETYPE?); 

Figure 56. :\DF file excerpt from BASE.:\DF for DEFI:\E_LOCAL_CP. 

2. Derme ~odc Type 

OS 2 can be either an end node or a network node. 

• end node - ?~ODETYPE?=E~ 

• network node -?~ODETYPE?=!,\~ 

Define a link to a partner or intermediate node 
A link is configured by defIDing a connection on the panels or a logical link in the 
~DF fiJc. 

Panel configuration: 

I. To derme a link, follow this sequence of panels: 

-- Communications Manager from the OS/2 Window List 
-- Advanced 

-- Configuration. type configuration file name and press ENTER 
-- SNA feature profiles 

-- SNA Network Definitions 
-- Connections 

2. A list of nodes will be display. Select the type of node you are connecting to: 

• ~etwork ~ode - choose r-\etwork ~ode 

• Partner ~ode - choose Peer ~ode 

• Host ~ode - choose Primary Host 

3. Select the type of connection you desire (e.g. IB\1TR~ET for token-ring) 

-+. The screen, "Creating a Connection to a Peer ~ode" will be shown. Fill in the 
appropriate values from the Required Values Table 
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Creat ing a Connect i on to a Peer Ilode - ESBASE 

Link flame: 
Partner network 10: 
Partner node name: 
LAll destination address: 

?lIllKIIAHE? 
?PARTUERIIET? 
?PARTIIERLU? 
?LAUADDRESS? 

Corrrnent: ________ _ 

figure 57. Creating a Connection. This screen displays the parameters for defining a con
nection to a peer node. 

NDF file Configuration 
Define a link to the network node: To defme a link to your nehvork node, your 
:"odc Dcfmitions file should contain a "defme_logicaiJink" command, 

defme _10 gical_link 
link_name(?U:\'I\::\,A\IE?) 
adjacent_node_type(learn) 
preferred _nn _ server(yes) 
dlc_name(ibmtrnet) 
adapter_number(O) 
destimtion _ address(x'?LA:\,AD DRESS?') 
cp _ cp _ session _ support(yes) 
acti\'ate _at _ startup(yes); 

Figure 58. ,\DF file excerpt from BASE.,\DF for DEFI,\E_LOGICAL U,\K for 
net\york node link. 

Define a link directly to your partner or to a LEN node.: To defme a link directly 
to your partner. your :"ode Defmitions File should contain a "dcfineJogicatlink" 
command like this: 

derme JogicaUink 
link _name(?LI:\'I\::\' A\ IE?) 
fCL ad jacent _ cp _name(?P AR T:\'ER:\,ET.' .?P AR T:\'ER CP?) 
adjacent_node_type(learn) 
dlc _ name(ibmtrnet) 
adapter _ numbereD) 
destination _ address( x'?LA:\'AD DRESS?,) 
cp _ cp _ session _ support(no) 
acti\'ate_at_startup(no ); 
solicit _sscp _session(no); 

Figure 59. '\DF file excerpt from BASE.,\DF for DEFI'\E_LOGICAL U'\K for partner 
link. 
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for a link to a host LE:\, node that requires 3270, the following defmeJogical_link 
parameter should be changed to yes. 

solicit_ sscp _ session(yes); 

Also, to configure 3270 sessions the ?LAXADDRESS? should match the Dcsination 
Address in 3270 Feature Prome Cormections. 

Additional configuration 
Define partner LU's: When the partner LV is :\'OT accessible through a :\";\, as in 
a LE:\, node connection or a direct link to your partner, you must defme the path 
to the partner LV. 

For your machine to be able to locate the partner Lt:, a correlation between your 
link definition and the partner LV must be established. This is done by associating 
the partner LC to a particular link. 

Panel configuration: Follow this sequence of panels: 

-- Communications I·lanager from the OS/2 \·Jindow List 
-- Advanced 

-- Configuration, type config file name and press ENTER 
-- SNA feature profiles 

-- SNA Network Definitions 
-- Connections 

-- Link Name defined above for the host or partner connection 
-- Define Partner LU's 

To add a Partner LU, enter the LU name, alias, and cOIlIIlent. Then select 
Add but ton. 

To change a Partner LU, select and LU from the list, change the LU name, 
and/or COlllnent fields and select the Change button. 

To Delete a Partner LU, select an LU from the list and select the Delete 

LU name: ?PARTHERLU? 
Alias: ?PLUALIAS? 
COIlIIlent: UNC *1 __ 

LU name 
?PARTNERLU? 

Alias 
?PLUALlAS? 

figure 60. Partner Le. This screen displays the Partner U; parameters. 

NDF file Configuration: 
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define yartner _Iu 
fqyartner Ju _narne(?P ART\ER:\ET? .?PART:\ERL C?) 
description(partner lu for appc on the host) 
partner_Iu_alias(?PLt:ALIAS?) 
partner Ju _ uninterpretred _ name(?P ART\ER L t:?) 
max_me Jl_ send _ size ( 3276 7) 
con v _security-verification(:\ 0) 
parallel_session_support(YES); 

defwe yartner _Iu _location 
fqyartnerJu_name(?PART\ER:\ET??PART\ERLt:?) 
wildcard_entry(~O) 

fCL owning_ cp _ name(?PART\ER:\ET? .?P ART\ERCP?) 
local_node _ nn _ server( :\ 0); 

Figure 61. :'\:OF file exccrpl for dcfincyartncr_Iu and dcfincyarlncr_IuJocation. 

Configure to run as a client 

Define CPI-C side info entry 
API:\G and many other applications do not require CPI-C side information. Refer 
to -- IIc;lding 'OVRSPIC' unknm\"ll -- for a discussion fo CPT-r side info entries. 
If you wish to use a symbolic destination name as the target of a conversation, you 
must defwe a CPI-C side info entry. 

Panel Configuration: Follow thissequence of panels: 

-- Communications Manager from the OS/2 Window List 
-- Advanced 

-- Configuration, type config file name and press ENTER 
-- SNA feature profiles 

-- SNA Network Definitions 
-- Additional SNA Features 

-- CPI-C Communications Side Info 
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Creating a Side Information -

Partner LU 

o Fully qualified name 
o Al ias 

Partner TP 

Seryice TP 
TP name: ?TPHAHE? 

Securi ty Type 

?PARTHERflET??PARTIlERLU? 
?PLUALIAS? 

o Same o None o Program 

flode Name: ?HODE? 

Comment: 

Figure 62. CPJ·C Side Info. This screen displays the CPI·C Side Information parameters. 

NDF File Configuration: To defme a CPI-C side info entry, your l'ode DefInitions 
File should contain a "defme_cpic_side_info" command, 

defme _ cpic _ side_info symbolic _ destination_name(?SY:\IDEST?) 
fCLPartnerJu_name(?PARr.\ER:"\ET??PARThERLL7) 
mode_namc(?:\IODE?) 
tp_name(?l·P:"\A:\IE?); 

Figure 63. :\DF file excerpt for defining a CPI·C side info entry. 

Other Client Configuration 
Define Partner LU Alias: An additional feature of defming partner LCs is that you 
can pro\·idc an alias for the actual partner LC name. For example, you could 
define SERVER to be an alias for PART:\ER:'\ET.PART:\"ERLC. Alias's are 
case sensitive; SERVER is a different alias than "server." 

If you choose to defme partner LL's, either to provide an alias for use when running 
a client program, or to restrict the names of partner clients that can contact you, use 
a "defincyartncrJu" command as follov.is in the ~DF: 

Panel configuration:: Follow the below sequence of panels: 
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-- Communications Manager from the OS/2 Window List 
-- Advanced 

-- Configuration, type config file name and press ENTER 
-- SNA feature profiles 

-- SNA Network Definitions 
-- Connections 

-- Link Name defined above for the host connection 
-- Define Partner LU's 

Creating a Partner lU - ESBASE 

Fully Qualified 
LU name: ?PARTHERHET??PARTHERLU? 

Alias: ?PlUALIAS? 

o Conversation security verification 

Coorrnent: 

Figure M. Partner LL. This screen displays the Partner LV parameters. 

NDF File Configuration: 

defmeyartnerJu 
f'lJ'artnerJu _name(?P AR~ER~ET? .?P ARTXERLl.7) 
partnerJu_alias(?PLt:ALIAS?,?plualias?); 

~otc: Because the alias is case sensitive, is is recommended that you 
defllle the alias (PLCALIAS) in both upper and lowercase. This can only be 
done in the ~DF flie as in the example above. 

Figure 65. :\OF file excerpt for Partner LV .. 

Configure to run as a server 

Define transaction programs 
To run OS/2 as the target of a conversation, you must, in addition to the common 
configuration steps above, defme a TP on your machine that will be the target 
program of the conversation. 

Panel configuration:: Follow this sequence of panels: 
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-- Communications Manager from the OS/2 Window List 
-- Advanced 

-- Configuration, type config file name and press ENTER 
-- SNA feature profiles 

-- SNA Network Definitions 
-- Additional SNA Features 

-- Transaction Program Definitions 

Creating a Transaction Program 

Opt Ions: 

Conversation security required Service TP 

Transaction Program (TP) name: ?TPHAHE? 

OS/2 program path and fi le name: ?TPPATH? 

Program parameter string see note 1 below 

Icon path and file name 

Comment 

Figure 66. TP definition. This screen displays the TP definition parameters. 

Click on the 'Continue' button and see see note 2 below for TP program operation 
parameter. 

NDF File Configuration: To define a transaction program to your network node, 
your :'\ode Defmitions File should contain a Hdefme_tpH command, 

defmc_tp 
tp _name(?Tp:\:n IE?) 
[uespec('!TPPA TH?) 
PanTI_stringO see note 1 below 
tp_operation(nonqueued_am_started) see note 2 below 
program _ type( vio _ windowab1e); 

Figure 67. :\DF file excerpt from BASE.:\DF for DErI:\E_TP. 

:\otcs: 

1. Parameter string 

Any command line parameters that need to be run with the program are entered 
here. 

2. TP program operation 

This parameter indicates how the local TP is started as a server. It can be one 
of the following: 
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• QCECEO_OPERATOR_PRELOADEO 

• QCECEO_A\l_STARTEO 

• ~O:\QCElTO_A\l_STARTEO 

Other Server Configuration 
Since both Extended Services and :\etworking Services,'2 support APP:\, you do 
not need to defme partner LC names. The partner LC can be located through 
APP:\ services. 

\\ nen inbound implicit partner LC support is enabled, the computer has the capa
bility to accept an incoming BI:\O request that contains a partner LC name that is 
not defmed at the local node. To enable any partner to call you when your com
puter is a server, make sure your ~ode Oefmitions File contains the following: 

define_defaults 
implicit _inbound -'plu _ support(yes); 

Figure 68. 'OF file excerpt fOT impliciUnboundylu_support. 

:\ote: The implicit_inbound-'plu_support cannot be changed from the panel config
uration 

Verifying configuration 
You must verify the changes you make to the configuration by using one of the 
following methods. 

• Panel configuration: Choose Verify from the action bar to verify and update 
your configuration. Answer "Yes" to "00 you want to update active configura
tion"" 

• Panel Configuration: Choose the Verify icon from the Communications 
\lanager Folder 

• :\OF Configuration - Run the following 'appnv' command from the OS/2 
Command prompt with the Ie option to verify and update your configuration. 
Type APP:\V, then your ;\OF rue name. 

'appnv < :\OF fue name> SOF' 

You should stop and restart Communications \lanager to make changes active. 
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Running APING 

How to find ... 

Run the API~G executable from the OS/2 Command prompt with the following 
parameters: 

• Parameter = ?PAR~ER:\ET!.?PAR~ERLV? or ?PLVALIAS? or 
?SY:\IDEST! 

• Options = Any options flags you wish to run with API:\'G. Type 'API~G ?' 
for list. 

APING ?PARTNERNET??PARTNERLU? 

Panel Configuration 

NDF File 

• LC name 

You can fmd your local LV in the Local ~ode Characteristics panel. 

- - Communi cat i ons ~'anager from the OS/2 l4i ndow List 
-- Advanced 

-- Configuration, type Config file name and press ENTER 
-- SNA feature profiles 

-- SNA Network Definitions 
-- Local Node Characteristics 

The LC name is the Local 'ode ~ame on the panel. 

• CP name 

The CP name is the same as the LV name found abovc (Local ;\ode 'ame). 

• 'etwork 'ame 

The 'ctwork 'ame is the 'etwork 10 in the above panel. 

• local LA' address - cannot be found in the panels 

• LC name 

You can fmd your LV name in the DEFI~E_LOCAL_CP command in the 
following 'ode Defmitions file excerpt: 
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define Jocal_ cp 
f~cp_name(?:\ETWORK??LCX'\'IE'!) 
cp _ alias(mylu) 
node_id(x'?:\ODEID,!') 
nodc_type(en); 

figure 69. :,\DF file excerpt from BASE.~DF for DEFI:,\E_LOCAL_CP. 

The LC name is LC:\A'\lE. 

• CP name 

The CP name is the same as the LC name found above. 

• :\etwork :\ame 

The :\etwork :\ame is the :\ETWORK variable in the excerpt of the 
DEFI:\[ LOCAL CP command. - -

• local LA:\ address 

The LA:\ address is a 12-digit hexadecimal value that identifies your token-ring 
adapter to the network. There is a LA:\ address hard-coded on the Token
Ring adapter in the :\S.DOS machine. This hard-coded value is sometimes be 
o\er-ridden with something called a '10cally administered address." You can 
ftnd your LA:" address in the following ways. 

Check the computer'sIB.\lCO.\l\LA:\TRA:\.LOG flie if you are using 
OS,22.0. or in the \C.\lLIB\ACSLA:\.LOG flie if you are using OS/2 1.3 
+ :\S2. You will see a line that says: 

Adapter X has node address 'LA:"ADDRESS' The value in 
LA:\ADDRESS is your local LA~ address. 

Run diagnostics on the computer's reference diskette: 

I. Boot the machine on its reference diskette 

"") Press Enter to clear the main panel 

3. Press Ctrl + A to start advanced diagnostics 

-l. Select "System checkout" 

5. Press "yu to indicate the list is correct 

6. Select "Run tests one time H 

7. Cursor down to the "Primary Token-Ring Adapter and press Enter 

8. Select the proper cable type 

9. Press enter on the panel asking you to disconnect your cable (you don't 
actually need to disconnect it for this exercise) 

10. Press enter when told the next screen will contain important informa
tion 

11. On the information screen, the value after Adapter Address is you LA~ 
address (you may need to Page Down to see this value). 
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12. After making note of the Adapter Address, remove the reference 
diskette, reconnect your cable if you disconnected it, and press Ctrl-Alt
Delete to reboot your machine. 
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APPC/VM Configuration 

Prerequisites 

Terminology 

This chapter describes how to configure APpey\!. The configuration is spread 
among the APPC'V\I VTA\I Support service machine (AVS), VT A\I, and :"'CP. 
Examples of configuration of each are shown. 

Software and hardware prerequisites for APPCjV\1 include: 

• V\I [SA V 1.0 or later 

• \"T1\\1 V3.3 or later 

• :"'CP VS.2 or later 

• 3745 with Token-ring attachment 

• Single S:"'A domain. 

It also assumes that the software listed above has already been installed on the 
appropriate hardware platfonns. 

For more detailed infonnat.ion on APPCjV\r configuration and operation refer to: 

• J'J!.ESA Connectillity Planning, Administration, and Operation, SC24-S448 

• VTAJ/ Resource Definition Reference, SC31-6438 

• .\'CP Resource Dcjinition Reference, SC30-3448 

The tcnninology table maps the standard networking tenns deftned in "Ilow do I 
Contigure a :"'elwork?" on page 7 to the tenns used by APPCiV\1. 

SWill/an/ Term APpel VM Term 

:"'et\\'ork :"'ame :"'ETID 

LC :\ame name supplied for APPL definition in 
APPL major node 

Partner LC :\ame name supplied for LL definition in 
major nodes other than APPL 

Local LA:"' Address LOCADD (in :"'CP gen) 

Adjacent LA:"' Address DIAL:"'O (on PATH definition in 
switched major node) 

APPC/VM Configuration Worksheet 
l'se the following table to detennine all the values you will need while configuring 
this platfonn. The table is split into two parts: values detennined by referring to the 
Booklet introduction or other platform chapters, and values local to this platfonn 
that you make up. There are three columns. The left-most column has a variable 
n3nw that ~tarts and ends with a question mark (?), the middle column describes 
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what the variable is used for and how to dctennine the value, and the right-most 
column is for you to fill in with a value. Whenever there is a reference in this 
chaptcr to a yalue in the left column, substitute the value you have written in the 
right column. 

Symbol l/Ulf to determine thi:; value 

Values that much match with other places 

?LC;\A\lE? This is the symbol that refers to the LV name of the machine 
you are defining to the network. I to 8 character field consisting 
of alphanumeric characters which is the LC name of the node. 
Choose a name that is unique within the same network name. 
Refer to "lIow do 1 Configure a ;\etwork?" on page 7 for more 
information about LC names. 

?CP;\A\lE? 

?;\ETWORK? 

?PART;\ERLlJ? 

You may already ha\'e an LV name defmed. If so, it is the value 
speciiied in an "AGW ACTIVATE GATEWAyn command. 
Tlus command can be included in the AGWPROF GCS exec of 
the A VS service machine, or it can be issued from the A \'S 
console. 

You may also have more than one LC. There are two major 
types of gateways in APPC,V\I; global and private. If you want 
to use both you will need a minimum of one LV for each type. 
S.:e "Configure to run as a server" on page 104 for more infor
mation on gateways. A private gateway will be referred to by 
?LC;\A\IE_P?, while a global gateway will be called 
?LL';\:\\IE_G? 

VTA\! prior to V 4 does not have a control point. Refer to 
"What Is APP;\?" on page 6 for more information about 
control points. 

Tlus is the symbol that refers to the network name of the 
machine you are defining to the network. I to 8 character field 
consisting of alphanumeric characters. There is a structured 
fOlmat for the network name which includes the country code, 
enterprise code and network suffix code. TIlls format insures 
uluqueness around the \\·orld. Call your local 10:\1 branch office 
for the format information and to register your network name. 
Refer to ;'How do 1 Configure a ;\etwork?" on page 7 for more 
information about network names. 

for systems with \'TA\1 already configured, this value is found 
in thc VT A\ILST start options (ATCSTRxx) member. The 
option name is ;\ETID. 

Tlus is the partner's L C name. Refer to the "How to fmd ... H 

section of the partner computer's configuration chapter for this 
value. Refer to "How do I Configure a ;\etwork?" on page 7 
for marc information about the partner U; name. 
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Symbol How to dete,.mine this mlue Fi// in l'alue 
herc 

?LA:\ADDRESS? This is the symbol for the LA:\ Address of the partner com-
puter. (Or the LA:\ Address of a network node, if the link is 
being made to a network node.) Refer to the "How to fmd ... " 
section of the partner computer's configuration chapter for this 
value. 

'!I'P:\A\lE? This is the symbol for the Transaction Program name. This is 
the name of the transaction program at the partner computer. 
For API:\G, the TP :\ame on the server is AP~GD. 

When using private gateways, an entry is made in the 
$SER YER$ :\A\IES ftle that maps the TP name to an EXEC 
or module. The actual TP name follows a ":nick." parameter in 
the fue. 

?\lODE? This is the symbol for the mode name. See "What Is a \lode?" 
on page 5 for a discussion of modes. Often, a client/server pro-
duct's documentation specifics what mode must be used by that 
product. API:\G can use any mode (this can be specified on the 
API:\G command line), but the default is #~TER. It is recom-
mended that you use one of the architected modes discussed in 
the "\Vhat Is a \lode?" section. 

Local "alucs 

?:\CPLA:\ADDR? This is the local LA:\ address coded in :\CP on a LI:\E macro 
using the LOCADD parameter. 

?\10DETAB? :\ame of a logon mode table in VTA\1. It is assembled and link-
edited into a VTA\l LOADLIB dataset. The systems pro-
grammer should know the names of the logon mode tables 
defmed on the system. This should be the name of the table 
where the APPC modes are included. 

?SY\lDEST? This is the CPI-C side information symbolic destination name. 
It is any 1-8 character name you choose. It is included when 
creating a side information entry. The side information is stored 
in communications directory ftles v.'hich are similar to :\:\\IES 
files. 

Working with APPC/VM 

Starting/stopping APPC 
APPC/V\1 is usually started by autologging the AVS,V\l virtual machine, It can 
also be started by issuing AGW START once GCS is iplcd in the A YSV\l 
machine. Stopping APPCN\l is accomplished via the AGW STOP command. 
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Other commands 

Configuration 

APPC;V\l is a VTA\1 application that runs in its own disconnected virtual 
machine (typically AVSV\.I) under GCS. Once APPC/v\.l is logged on there are 
several commands that can be used to monitor its operation. A subset of these com
mands is shown below: 

AG\,! QUERY ALL 
A Gl'! eNOS 
AGI'! ACTIVATE GATEHAY 

The QLERY ALL command provides a listing of all resources in use by 
APPC.V\1. AGW C'\OS will negotiate session limits with partner LUs. ACTI
Y A TE GATEWAY makes an LV available to APPCjVM for its own use. 

Working with APPC configuration 

The following configuration steps will be discussed: 

I. Defme yourself to the network 

') Defme a link to a partner or intermediate node 

a. Additional LE:\, configuration 

b. Other link configuration 

3. Configure to run as a client 

a. Derme CPI-C side information 

b. Other client configuration 

4. Configure to run as a server 

a. Define transaction programs 

b. Other server configuration 

For APPC.V\.l, configuration is done in the following places: 

o A VSV\l DIRECT - The directory entry for APPC/VM. 

• AG\\'PROF GCS - This exec is called by A VSV\.1 during startup. It starts 
resources for A VS/V\1. 

o Server commands - Certain commands are issued in any virtual machine that 
will be used as a servcr. 

o CO\lDIR - For client virtual machines, the communications directory must be 
established for CPI-C applications with the SET CO\'lDIR command. 

o $SERVER$ :\'A\.IES - For scrver virtual machines, this fUe contains the 
mapping of transaction program names to executables. It is used only with 
private gateways. 

o \,TA\1 - Definitions are required in an application major node for the 
APPC/\lVS LC or LLs, as well as partner defmitions in a switched major node 
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for LA" attached T2.l nodes, such as workstations. Additions are also need in 
logon mode tables for APPC modes. 

• '\CP - The token-ring adapter must be configured, and a parameter added to 
the '\CP defInition to support independent LC s. 

Define yourself to the network 
1. Create CP Directory Entry for the APPCjV\l VT A\1 Sen'ice \lachine 

A PPC sen'ices in V\1 access an S'\A network through the APPC/V\1 vr A:\II 
Sen'ice \1achine (A YSV\I). AVSV\l's directory entry should look similar to 
the one shown below: 

USER AVSVM AVSVM 32M 54M G 54 
ACCOUnT 1 AVSVt·1 

* 

t·1ACH XA 
IUCV AllY 
I UCV ,. IDEln GATEAIJY ?lUNAME? REVOKE 
I UCV ALLO\'i 
OPTION COMSRV MAXCONN 20 ACCT 
NAI·IESAVE GCS 

rPL GCS PARM AUTOLOG 
CONSOLE 01F 3215 
SPOOL OOC 2540 READER A 
SPOOL 
SPOOL 
LINK 
LI IjK 
LIilr; 
LHIK 
IDISK 

000 2540 PUNCH A 
OOE 1403 

IIAlln 190 190 RR 
IIAIIIT 190 190 RR 
MAINT 19E 19E RR 
11AIIIT 193 193 RR 

191 3380 2209 003 SSKN05 MR RAVSOBJ WAVSOBJ MAVSOBJ 

figure 70. CP Directory Entry for AYSY\l - AVSV\l.DIR 

') Load AYS from the Product Tape 

TIllS step is described in the nl/ESA Installarion Guide, SC24-5526. It is done 
hy issuing the command: 

vmfins install ppf esains avs (nomemo nolink 

It is strongly recommended in the V\lESA Installation Guide that none of the 
di~k addresses in the user directory be modilled. The directory entry shown 
abo\'e is the entry shipped with V\I;£SA. 

The example above is for installation on mini-disks. It may be advantageous to 
install A YS in the shared flle system (SFS): For more information on this, see 
both the V\LESA Installation Guide and VMiESA: eMS Planning and Admin
istration Guide. SC24-5445. 

3. Create the A VS Virtual \tachine Proflle and AGWPROF GCS. 

The PROFILE GCS contains commands to start AVS when the virtual 
machine is started. It is stored on the AVS 191 disk. AGWPROF GCS is 
c:illed after A YS irlltialization, and contains commands to execute as soon as 
.\ VS is a\'ailable. Samples of each are shown below. 
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/~**************************************************** ***************/ 

/* */ r SAtIPLE PROFI LE GCS FOR AVS * / 
/* */ 
j********************************************************************j 

Trace 0 
'CP SET lf1SG ON' 
'CP SET HISG ON' 
'CP SET RUrj ON' 
'CP SET PF01 IMMED AGW QUERY ALL' 
'CP SET PF02 Jt.1t·1ED AGI'J QUERY GATEl'JAY ALL' 
'CP SET PF03 I~4ED AGW QUERY CNOS ALL' 
'CP SET PF04 IMNED AGW QUERY USERID ALL' 
'CP SET PF05 INNED AGW QUERY CONV ALL' 
'CP SET PF12 RETRIEVE' 
j***************************************************** ***************/ 

r */ 
/* Determine mode of operation. Load AGW370 loadlib if running */ 
/* in 370 mode. Load AGW LOADLIB if running in XA mode. */ 
j***************************************************** ***************/ 

'GLOBAL LOADLIB AGWUTIL' /* Contains AGWGMD */ 
'OSRUN AGWGMD' /* AGWGMD returns 0 if running in XA mode, 

and 4 if running in 370 mode */ 

IF RC=O THEN 
'GLOBAL LOADLIB AGW' 

ELSE 

/* Virtual machine is in XA mode */ 

'GLOBAL LOADLIB AGW370' /* Virtual machine is in 370 mode */ 

'LOADCMD AGW AGW' 
'Q LOADLIB' 
'Q LOADU1D' 
'AGl'! START' 
exit rc 

r Start AVS 

Figure 71. PROfilE GeS - PROFllE.GCS 

/****~******************/ 

/* AGWPROF GCS FOR AVS */ 
j***********************/ 

'AG':! ACTIVATE GATH!AY ?LUNAME P? PRIVATE' 
'AGl'! ACTIVATE GATEi'JAY ?LUNAHE G? GLOBAL' 

Figure 72. AGWPROF GCS - AGWPROF.GCS 

*/ 

a. The names substituted for ?Ll~A:\IE? should be different. ?LL~A:\IE? 
was used to designate both since they are both local LLs. 

Gateways defme paths (LogicalCnits or LUs) into the S~A network. As such 
these names must match names of L C s defmed in a VT A:\1 application major 
node described below. 

4. Create VT A\f Application :\lajor ~ode 

Place the following in a VT A\tLST library (usually SYS l.VT A:\fLST): 
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* 
APLAVS VBUILD TYPE=APPL 
?LUNAHE_G? APPL APPC=YES. x 

x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 

AUTHEXIT=YES. 
AUTOSES=l. 
DSESLIM=8. 
Dt·lINl'!NL=4. 
OfH Nl'JNR=4. 
PARSESS=YES. 
SYNCLVL=CONFIRM, 
SECACPT=ALREADYV 

?LUNAME P? APPL APPC=YES, 
AUTHEXIT=YES. 
AUTOSES=l, 
DSESLIM=8. 
Of·l I NloJNL =4. 
Ofl I Nl'!NR=4. 
PARSESS=YES. 
SYNCLVL=CONFIRM. 
SECACPT=ALREADYV 

x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 

Figure 73. \'TA\\ definition of APPC LV· APPLV\1.\'T\\ 

:\otcs: 

a. The names substituted for ?Ll::\A\lE? should be different. ?LL::\.-\\IE? 
was used to designate both sinee they are both local 

b. If a logon mode table other than the default table (lSTI:'\CL\l) will 
contain the APPC mode entries, a \IODETAB par:unetcr should be added 
to the entries above. L C s. 

c. Depending on security requirements on the \,\1 system, the SECACPT 
parameter may also need to be changed. 

5. Add APPC \lodes to the Logmode Table 

APPC modes are shown in Figure 74 on page 102. Add them to your logmode 
table, compile, and then link-edit the member into a VTA\ll.ibrary. Also 
include them in the default logmode table (ISTI:'\CL\l) so that dynamically 
created LCs can use them. 
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102 

LOGIIODE TABLE EIITRY FOR RESOURCES CAPABLE OF ACT JflG 
AS LU 6.2 DEVICES 

SIIASVCIIG II0DEEIn LOGIIOOE=SIIASVCIIG, H1PROF=X'13 , , TSPROF=X' 07' , 
PRIPROT=X'BO',SECPROT=X'BO',COHPROT=X'OOB1', 
RUS I ZES=X' 8686' ,ENCR=B' 0000' ,SSflDPAC= 7, 
PSERVIC=X ' 060200000000000000000300 ' , 
SRCVPAC=7,PSIIDPAC=7,TVPE=0 

TITLE '#BATCH' 
*********************************************************************** 

* 

#BATCH 

LOGIIODE TABLE FOR BATCH SESSIONS ON RESOURCES CAPABLE 
OF ACTIIiG AS LU 6.2 DEVICES 

HODEE~T LOGHoDE=HBATCH, 
EIICR=B' 0000' ,SSNDPAC=3, 
SRCVPAC=3.PSNDPAC=3,RUSIZES=X'F7F7' 

TITLE '#IIITER' 
*********************************************************************** 

LOGIIODE TABLE FOR IIITERACTIVE SESSIONS ON RESOURCES 
CAPABLE OF ACTIIlG AS LU 6.2 DEVICES 

*.**~**~*************************************************************** 

# INTER HODEENT LOGHODE=#INTER, 
EIICR=B' 0000' ,SSIIDPAC=7, 
SRCVPAC=7,PSNDPAC=7,RUSIZE5=X'F7F7' 

TITLE '#BATCHSC' 
*********************************************************************** 

LOGMODE TABLE FOR BATCH SESSIONS REQUIRING SECURE 
TRAtlSPORT all RESOURCES CAPABLE OF ACTING AS LU 6.2 
DEVICES 

******~**********~************************************ ***************** 

#BATCHSC IIODEEIIT LOGIIODE=~BATCHSC, 

EtICR=B' 0000' ,SSIlOPAC=3, 
SRCVPAC=3, PSllOPAC=3, RUS I ZES=X' F7F7' 

TITLE 'HltnERSC' 
*~**************************************************** ***************** 

LOGIIODE TABLE FOR ItITERACTIVE SESSIONS REQUIRING 
SECURE TRAilS PORT all RESOURCES CAPABLE OF ACTING AS 
lU 6.2 DEVICES 

*****~*~~*~****~*~*~~~******************************** ***************** 

i<jliTERSC llODEEIn LOGIIODE=#lNTERSC, 
EIKR=B'OOCO' ,SStlOPAC=7, 
SRCVPAC=7,PSNDPAC=7,RUSIZES=X'F7F7' 

TITLE 'CPSVCIIG' 
**.**++~+~******************************************** ***************** 

LOGIIOOE TABLE FOR CP-CP SESSIOtlS 011 
RESOuRCES CAPABLE 
OF ACTIIlG AS LU 6.2 DEVICES 

* 
* 

************~********************************************************** 

CPSVCMG HODEEliT LOGMODE=CPSCVHG, 
RUSIZES=X'S686' ,ENCR=B'OOOO', 
S SIIOPAC= 7, SRCVPAC= 7 , PSIlDPAC= 7 

Figure 74. APPC Logon :\lode Entries - APPC\10DLAS\1 
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Define a link to a partner or intermediate node 
1. Dcfmc the Token-ring adapter in :\CP 

The following is a sample token-ring connection from :\CP: 

T030T2PG GROUP ECLTYPE=(PHYSICAL,ANY) 
T030T2PL LINE ADDRESS=(1089,FULL),LOCADD=?NCPLANADDR?,PORTADD=2, X 

RCVBUFC=4095,MAXTSL=2044,ADAPTER=TIC2,TRSPEED=4 

T030TRLO GROUP ECLTYPE=LOGICAL,AUTOGEN=10,PHYPORT=2,CAlL=INOUT 

Figure 75. LA'\; definitions on '\;CP 

2. Provide for use of independent LCs on the token-ring connection 

Once the token-ring is defmed in the :\CP, the only additional parameter that is 
required is :\LJ\1ILC on the LCDRPOOL macro. For example: 

POOLI lUDRPOOL NUMIlU=100,NUMTYPl=20,NUMTYP2=20 

In this example the :\CP will be able to support up to 100 independent LUs 
that are being connected via dial connections (token-ring or switched lines). 

Additional LEN configuration 
Place the follO\ving in a VT A\t switched major node definition. It assumes that the 
partner node is not another VT A\1. If the partner LLJ is on another \'TA\1 system, 
then the link definitions for the token·ring shown above need to be for a subarea 
link, or the cross-domain links need to be defmed so that normal L C routing within 
the subarea network will resolve the locations of the session partners. 

WSN VBUILD TYPE=SWNET,MAXGRP=2,MAXNO=2 
PARTPU PU ADDR=04, X 

CPNAr-1E=?PARTNERLU?, X 
PUTYPE=2, X 
tlAXDAT A=20 12, X 
t·1AXPA TH= 1 

?PARTNERLU? LU LOCADDR=O,MODETAB=?HODETAB?,DlOGMOD=?MODE? 

Figure 76. WS,\;.\'T\l 

PART'."ERLL'" should be changed to match the partner LC name. See the "How to 
fmd ... " section of the partner computer's configuration chapter for this value. 

Configure to run as a client 
Place the API:\G \tODLJLE and API~GD \tODCLE on a minidisk to which 
you have access. 

Define CPI-C Side Information 
In APPC;V\l side information is stored in what is callcd a communications direc

tory. It is a \'\1 flic similar in defmition and use to V\1 :\A\IES flies. Below is a 
sample entry: 

:nick.?SYHDEST? :APINGD 
:luname.?LUNAHE? ?PARTNERLU? 
:modename.?HODE? 
:security.NONE 

Figure "'7 Sample Communications Directory Entry - CO\tDIR.S\IP 
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If this entry is included in a V:\I me called SA.\IPLE CO'\IDIR then it can be acti
vated in the client virtual machine by issuing: 

SET CQf·1DIR FILE USER SA/·IPLE Cor·1DIR 

'\lore information on this command can be found by looking at the online help text 
for SET CO'\IDIR. 

Configure to run as a server 
1. Place the API~GD EXEC or API~GD MODULE on a public minidisk. 

2. Configure the Virtual ;\Iachine to run API~GD 

There are two principle methods of execution for transaction programs in 
APPCiV;\I; as global resources or as private resources. A global resource can be 
thought of as a resource or program available to a number of users, while a 
private resource or program is run within a particular users virtual machine. 
Which type is used by APPC/V.\1 on incoming requests is determined by the 
type of gateway; if a global gateway is used, the transaction program is sched
uled as a global resource, while if a private gateway is used the transaction 
program is assumed to be private. Gateways are APPC/V\1 LLs. 

Configuring a Global Gateway: A global resource must be registered as such with 
V\1. There are two ways to do this. First, an entry can be added to the directory of 
the virtual machine owning the resource, as is shown below: 

IUCV *IDENT resrcl GLOBAL 

This will identify rcsrcl as a resource managed by the virtual machine in which it is 
included. 

The other way is to use the IdentifLResource_\lanager (XCIDR\l) call. This call 
can be used from within a program or EXEC to register the resource with V.\1. 
This still requires an additional directory entI)' similar to the one below: 

IUCV *IDENT RESANY GLOBAL 

The "RESA~Y" parameter allows the resource manager virtual machine to register 
any re~()urce name using the XCIDR\1 call. Below is an EXEC called 
RESAPI~G which registers a resource called API~GD as a global resource, and 
then waits for events (such as an incoming attach) to schedule the transaction 
program. 
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/**1 
1* ARG resid *1 
'set ldrtbls 20' 
'rtnload • (FROII VIIUS SYSTElI GROUP VHUB) , 
'global loadlib edclink' 
'GLOBAL TXTLlB EDCBASE IBIILlB CllSLlB CI·ISSM' 
resid = word(resld userld(), 1) 
orlglnal_resld = resld 
'EXECIO * DISKR Cl-IREXX COPY * (FINIS STEH CPleONST.' 
if rc<>O then exit rc 
do i=1 to cpiconst.O 

interpret cplconst.i 
end 

1* TRACE 'I' */ 
server_scope=XC_GLOBAL 
serv I ce_mode=XC_SEQUnH IAL 
secnone=XC_ACCEPT_SECURITY_NONE 
address eplcolTlO 
RES I D= ' AP ltlGD ' 
'XCIDRII RESID SERVER_SCOPE SERVICE_HODE SECtlOilE I DSRV_RC, 
IF IDSRV RC <> 0 & IOSRV RC <>24 THEN DO 

SAY 'U~able to start r;source' RESID 

end 
do for'ever 
say 'I'!aitlng for ALLOCATION event, TERtHilATE. STOP or CHS cOlTlOand' 
'XCI·!OE resld conversation Id event length buffer WOE_rc' 
select -

I·/HEII event=XC_ALLOCATION_REQUEST then do 
address ems 'VIIFCLEAR' 
say 'Allocation request received for' resid 
CALL Process_Request 
end 

WHEN event=XC COtlSOLE INPUT then 
CALL user_i~put left(buffer. length) 

HH~n eve~t-XC REVOKE RESOURCE then do 
say 'Resoul·Ze management for' resld 'has been revoked' 
SIGtlAL Terminate_Server 
end 

OTHER\·'ISE 
say 'I'/a i t On Event returned event XC_I NFORI·IATI ON_I NPUT ' 
SIGIML Te~'ITli~ate_Server 

end 
end 
Process_Request: 
ADDRESS COI·IIIAllD 
RESlD 
RETURII 
User Input: 
arg -;;ser buffer 
se1ect -

HHEII USER_BUFFER = 'STOP' THEIl DO 
say 'Terminating because of stop' 
ex it 
end 

OTHERI'!lSE DO 
ADDRESS CIIS USER_BUFFER 
EIID 

end 
return 

Figure 78. EXEC to Schedule a Global Resource - RESAPI:'\G.EXC 

Configuring a Private Gateway: A private gateway runs in a user's "private" virtual 
machine. Within that virtual machine the appropriate TXTLIB and LOADLIB 
members must be globalled to run a program such as API:"G that is written in C. 
The following EXEC gives an example of an EXEC that can be called from a user's 
PROfiLE EXEC to set up the virtual machine to act as a server: 
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1* This exec sets parameters for APPC/VM server operation *1 
PARSE ARG HELP1 
IF HELP1 = '?' THEN DO 

say 'This EXEC sets a user virtual machine for use as an APPC server.' 
say 'It:' 
say' 1. Performs SET SERVER ON' 
say' 2. Performs SET FULLSCREEN OFF' 
say' 3. Performs SET AUTOREAD OFF' 
say' 4. GLOBALs loadlib and txtlibs needed for C/370.' 
say 
say 'It can be called from the PROFILE EXEC to automatically enable' 
say 'APPC server function.' 
exit 0 

end 
TRACE 0 
SET Ct.JSTYPE HT 
1* Test for existing LO~LIB defs. Add EDCLINK (C runtime) if not */ 
1* configured. */ 
'QUERY LOADLIB (STACK LIFO) , 
PARSE UPPER PULL LLIBS 
I = HORDS(LLlBS) 
EDCADD='YES' 
LOADCt·1D = 'GLOBAL LOADLlB ' 
DO J=3 TO I 

IF HORD(LLIBS,J)<>'NONE' THEN LOADCMD=LOADCMD II ' , II bIORD(LLlBS,J) 
IF WORD(LLIBS,J)='EDCLINK' THEN EDCADD='NO' 

END 
IF EDCADD='YES' THEN LOADCMD=LOADCMD II I EDCLINK' 
INTERPRET LOADCMD 
1* Test for existing TXTLIB defs. Add EDCBASE (C libraries) and */ 
/* and Ct·1SSAA (contai ns CPI-C routi nes), if necessary. * 1 
'QUERY TXTLIB (STACK LIFO)' 
PARSE UPPER PULL TLIBS 
I = 110RDS(TLIBS) 
EDCADD='YES' 
I Bt·1ADD= 'YES' 
SAAADD='YES' 
LIBCMD = 'GLOBAL TXTLIB ' 
DO J=3 TO I 

IF WORD(TLIBS,J)<>'NONE' THEN LIBCMD=LIBCMD I I ' , I I HORD(TLIBS,J) 
IF \o!ORD(TLIBS,J)='EDCBASE' THEN EDCADD='NO' 
IF \'}ORD(TLlBS,J)='CNSSAA' THEN SAAADD='NO' 
IF HORD(TLIBS,J)='IBNLIB' THEN IBMADD=' NO , 

END 
IF EDCADD='YES' THEN LIBCMD=LIBCMD II ' EDCBASE' 
IF SAAADD=' YES' THEN LIBCt·ID=LlBCMD II ' CMSSAA' 
IF I Bt·1ADD= 'YES , THEN LIBCt'ID=LlBC~1D II' IBMLIB' 
INTERPRET LIBCMD 
'SET SERV ER ON' 
'SET FULLSCREEN OFF' 
'SET AUTOREAD OFF' 

Figure 79. EXEC to Enable Server Operation - RESAPIXG.EXC 
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.. 

How to find .... 

:\otcs: 

I. The last three lines (SET commands) are required for private server operation. 

When a priYate gate\\'ay is used, APPC ;V\1 converts TP names received on 
.-\ TT:\CHes to executable program names by mapping the TP names to entries in a 
fik called $SERVER$ :\:\\IES. 

~ This file is used by APPC server to determine what module or exec 
* to call based on the TP name received in an ATTACH. 
:nick.APHlGD :list.~ 

:APINGD 

Figure 80. SSER\"ERS ,\A\IES - TP To Executable :\Iapping - SSER\'ERS.'\A\I 

In the aboye example, the TP name API:\GD specified in the ":nick" field is 
mapped to the executable. The ":list" field specifies a list of userids authorized to run 
this TP. The asterick implies that any userid may run the TP. 

If the userid on the ATT:\CI I matches the uscrid of the virtual machine where the 
TP is to run, then the ":list" entry is not needed. Similarly, if the TP name received 
in the ATTACI I matches the executable name then the ":module" entry is not 
required. If both of these conditions are true then the entire entry in the file can be 
omitted. 

• LL :\ame 

For APPC V\I, this is configured in AGWPROF GCS. The command: 

AGW ACTIVATE GATEWAY ?LUNAHE? GLOBAL 

defll1es a global resource manager with name ?LL:\A\l£? 

• Control Point (CP) :\an1e 

VT-\\I, being a LE:\ node, does not have a CP (Control Point) name for 
APP:\ usc. It does, howe\'er, have a SSCP:\i\\lE (System Sen ices Control 
Point :\ame). If in configuring a partner platform a CP name is needed, use the 
SSCP:\_-\\lE instead. It is also set in the ATCSTRxx. file on the VT A\1 191 
disk. 

• :\etwork :\ame 

It is defmed in a file named ATCSTRxx on VTA\1's 191 disk. The "x-'(" is two 
digits, and the default is 00. ATCSTRxx is the VTA\1 start options. The 
:\ETID parameter defll1es the network name. 

• LA:\ address 

The LA:\ address is coded in :\CP on a U:\E macro using the LOCADD 
parameter. 
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Appendix A. Using Node IDs in VTAM 

Prior to VTA\I Version 3 Release 2, the only mechanism VTA\1 had for resolving 
dynamic connections like dial-in was the node ID. The examples in this guide all 
use a L\:\" connection which to VT A\1 is just like dial-in. The node ID is set in 
the computer dialing in and must match the value in VT A\I for that physical unit-

The node ID itself was intended to have two parts: a block number that was to be 
unique for each product type and an ID number that was to be unique within each 
product type. These two parts correspond respectively to the IDBLK and IDNUM 
parameters in VTA\1. 

The examples below show for each of the pertinent platforms (LE~ peripheral 
nodes and APP:\" nodes) how to code the node ID in the platform and the corre
sponding VT A\1 defmition. 

:\"ot(': Some platforms allow you to set the block number; in others it is fixed. If 
the block number is settable you can use any matching value for IDBLK in VT A:\I. 
If the block number is fixed and VT A\1 does not use the CP:\"A:\lE parameter as 
recommended, then the VTA\I IDBLK :\IL"ST :\IATCH the block number in the 
product. This will be indicated in the examples. 

:\"ot(': Although the information regarding nodeids applies to VT A:\1 releases earlier 
than Version 3 Rdease 2, the configurations in this guide require function that is 
only supported in Version 3 Release 2 and later. 

Node ID for SNA Services/6000 
S:\"A Scryices6000 allows you to set the block number; the default is 071. In the 
example below, the "bbb" values must match in VTA:\l and S~A Services/6000. 

PROFILE name = ?CPPRO? 
XIO node 10 = bbbnnnnn 
NEH!ORK name ? NETt-lAnE? 
CONTROL POINT name = ?SSCPNAtlE? 

Figure 81. Control Point profile 

The corresponding VT A\1 defmition is as follows: 

?LINKNAME? PU ADDR=04. 
CPNAt·1E=?AIXLUNAt·1E? • 
IDBLK=bbb. * DEFAULTS TO 071 
IDNUM=nnnnn. * ANY 5 HEX DIGITS 
MODETAB=?MOOETAB? 

?AIXLUrW1E? LU LOCADDR=0.0LOGt·lOD=NINTER 

* 
* 

x 
X 
X 
X 
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Node 10 for AS/400 
The AS 400 calls the node id the local exchange identifier FIXES the block number 
at 056. Below is a sample screen from the Create Controller Description command. 
The controller type;class is *HOST. 

Create Ctl Desc (SNA Host) (CRTCTLHOST) 

Type choices, press Enter. 

Controller description > ?CONTRNAr~E? Name 
Link type .. > *LAN 
Online at IPL . . *YES 

*IDLC, *LAN, *SDLe, *X25 
*YES, *NO 

APPN-capable . . . > *NO *YES, *NO 
Switched line list Name 

+ for more values 
Naximum frame size. . . . *LINKTYPE 
Remote network identifier *NETATR 
Remote control poi nt ... 
SSCP identifier ..•.. 
Local exchange identifier 8S6nnnnn 

265-16393, 256, 265, 512 ... 
Name, *NETATR, *NONE, *ANY 
Name, *ANY 
050000000000-05FFFFFFFFFF 
05600000-056FFFFF, 

*LIND 
Initial connection. • . . *DIAL *DIAL, *ANS 

Figure 82. :'\ode I D definition for AS 400 

The corresponding VTA\1 definition is as follows: 

?LINKNAME? PU ADDR=04, 
CPNA~lE=?LUNAt4E? , 
IDBLK=8S6, 
IDNUt·l=nnnnn, 
MODETAB=?MODETAB? 

?LUNAME? LU lOCADDR=O,DlOGMOD=#INTER 

Node 10 for Networking Services/DOS 

* MUST BE 056 FOR AS/400 * 
* ANY 5 HEX DIGITS ... 

X 
X 
X 
X 

:\'etworking Services/DOS calls the block number the blockjD and the ID number 
the [D. The block_ID is settable but defaults to 075. In the example below, the 
"bbb" values must match in VTA\1 and :\'etworking ServiceslDOS. 

NSDN ?NEH!ORK? ?lUNAt·1E? ,bbbnnnnn 

The corresponding VTA\1 definition is as follows: 

?lINKNAME? PU ADDR=04, 
CPNA~lE=?LUNAr4E? , 
IDBLK=bbb, 
IDNUt,l=nnnnn, 
MODETAB=?MODETAB? 

?LUNAME? LU LOCADDR=0,DLOGMOD=#INTER 
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:\otc: ror :\ct\\·orking Scn·iccs, DOS, the LC name and CP name are the same. 
The modetable must include the name #1:\TER. 

Node 10 an OS/2 Extended Services 
OS'2 Extended Sen'ices calls the 10 number the nodeid and the block number is 
FIXED at 050. You 'leST tell the VT A\l system programmer to set the IOBLK 
to 050. Below is the example Local :\ode Characteristics window and :\OF 
excerpt. 

Required Features: 

Network ID: 

Local node name: 

Node type: 

o End Node to Iletv!Ork tlode Server 
o End tlode - tic tlehlOrk Node Server 
o Network Node 

Your network node server address: ?LAtIAOORESS? 

Optional Features 

Loea 1 lIode ID 050 nnnnn 
Local tlode Al ias lIame 
Cornment Configu,"ation is Fun! ____ _ 

l~ ___ A_C'_~i_~_a'_.e __ At_.!_a_ch_._t.l~_n_'_gp_r_at __ st_a_r_t_u_p ___________________________ J 
Figure R3. Local '\ode Characteristics for Extended Services 

defi ne _1 oca 1_ cp fq_ cp _ name (? NEH!ORK? . ?LUNAt-1E?) 
cp_a1ias(my1u) 
node_id(x'nnnnn') 
node_type(?NODETYPE?); 

figure 84. '\OF fde excerpt DEFl,\E_LOCAL_CP with nodeid 

The corresponding VT A\l defmition is as follows: 

?LINKNAME? PU ADDR=04, 
CPNAr-1E=?LUNAt,lE? , 
IDBLK=05D, 
IDNUt~=nnnnn , 
MODETAB=?MODETAB? 

* MUST BE 059 FOR EXT. SVCS.* 
* ANY 5 HEX DIGITS * 

?LUNAt-1E? LU LOCADDR=0,DLOGMOD=#INTER 

x 
X 
X 
X 
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